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AbstrAct 
This thesis uses mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) phylogenies to explore patterns of past human mobility 
in Oceania. To extend the current knowledge of mtDNA variation in Oceania, 20 entire mt genomes 
were sequenced and analysed in a data set of more than 144 sequences from Australia, Oceania, Island 
Southeast Asia and Taiwan. The MinMax Squeeze method enabled this large data set to be analysed with 
an optimality criterion (Pierson et al. 2006). The analysis revealed two major groups of haplogroups in 
Oceania, distinguished by the relationships to others outside of the region: an ‘ancient’ set of types whose 
phylogenies and distributions suggest they are descended from the Pleistocene-era settlers of Near Oceania, 
and a second ‘young’ group whose presence in Oceanic populations may reflect more recent movements into 
Near Oceania. The detailed phylogenies of these haplogroups presented here will aid in future investigations 
of human mtDNA in Oceania, allowing samples to be screened by defining mutations to target haplogroups 
of interest. 
A large data set of global entire human mt DNA sequences was assembled from public data bases and tested 
for evidence of selection and recombination. These tests, and phylogenetic analyses of random subsets of the 
data set, found high levels of homoplasy in the sequences. Homoplasy in the control region of the mtDNA 
molecule was examined in particular, resulting in a relative scale of mutability at each position of the ~1kb 
sequence. Subsequent phylogenetic tests of weighting schemes derived from this analysis for the control 
hypervariable region I (HVR-I) did not show demonstrable improvements over the unweighted examples, but 
did highlight instances in which the HVR-I sequence failed to predict the more robust trees generated by the 
coding region.
Finally, the HVR-I and diagnostic SNPs were sequenced in a set of 46 Polynesian samples from Auckland, 
and this data was analysed within a large set of HVR-I sequences (>4000) from Oceanic, Asian and the 
American populations available from public data bases. These analyses were informed by the whole mtDNA 
phylogenies generated earlier in the project, and add population level data to the emerging picture  of 
prehistoric female mobility gained from entire mtDNA analyses.
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1. IntroductIon
This chapter introduces the context for the analyses undertaken over the course of this project which aimed to 
elucidate pathways of human settlement and post-settlement interactions in the Pacific using mtDNA as a marker. 
The current understanding of prehistory of the Pacific derived from the fields of archaeology and historical 
linguistics is briefly reviewed, along with the contribution genetic studies have made to the current knowledge, 
before the structure of this thesis is outlined.
1.1 The Pacific and its peoples
The Pacific Ocean covers more than a third of the earth’s surface and is home to more than twenty thousand islands. 
Combined, these islands form approximately 1.3 million square kilometres of land, making up only ~0.7% of the 
total area of the Pacific (Terrell 1986). About 70% of the land mass is represented by New Guinea, and a further 
20% by the islands of New Zealand. In the mid-eighteenth century, Charles de Brosse, a French historian and 
geographer named the entire Pacific Island region Polynesia (from Greek poly many and nesos island). In the early 
1830s the French explorer Jules Sebastien César Dumont d’Urville subdivided this to three groups, introducing the 
terms Melanesia and Micronesia (melas, black; micros, small, Fischer 2002). 
Melanesia includes the large island of New Guinea (politically Irian Jaya and Papua New Guinea) and the 
subequatorial islands of the southwest Pacific: the offshore island groups of New Guinea, the Bismarck Archipelago, 
the Solomon Islands, the Santa Cruz Islands, the Banks Islands, Vanuatu, New Caledonia and Fiji (Figure 1.1). 
The Micronesian islands to the north of Melanesia (Palau, the Marianas, the Federated States of Micronesia, the 
Marshalls, Nauru and Kiribati) are situated east of the Philippines and lie mostly north of the equator. Polynesia 
is often described as a triangle, with apices at Hawai’i in the North Pacific, New Zealand to the south, and Easter 
Island to the east.
While useful geographical boundaries, Polynesia, Melanesia and Micronesia do not necessarily describe 
homogenous population groupings, although in the past they have been used to define population ‘types’ (Bellwood 
1978, Howells 1973). The people of Polynesia show homogeneity in physical appearance, languages and cultures 
but this is not the case for Micronesian and Melanesian peoples. Melanesia in particular has a remarkable diversity 
of human cultures and languages between and within islands and island groups (Green 1989).
All of the Polynesian languages are members of the Oceanic subgroup of the Austronesian family, and the languages 
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spoken in Micronesia are also Austronesian. This large family of languages is spoken throughout the Indo-
Malaysian archipelago, Taiwan, the Philippines and Pacific and in pockets in mainland Southeast Asia. It was 
probably the most widespread language family in the world before AD1500, with speakers from Madagascar 
to Easter Island. However, in Melanesia, in addition to Austronesian languages, about 700 non-Austronesian 
languages are spoken. As many of these are from New Guinea they are often grouped together as ‘Papuan’, 
but this can be deceptive as they belong to at least 12 different language families (Kirch 2000).
The largest populations in Oceania are found in Papua New Guinea (~5.5 million) and New Zealand (~4 
million). Demographic estimates for several countries and territories within the Pacific (Appendix E1.1) 
dating back to 1930 show marked increases in population size in most island groups over the past 70 years. 
The extent of immigration into the Pacific during the historic period differs between different islands and 
island groups. For example New Zealand has a large proportion of people of non-Maori descent (6 in 7 
Figure 1.1 Oceania general reference map. From the East-West Center Spatial Information Services, Honolulu, 
Hawai’i http://www2.eastwestcenter.org/environment/spatial/ewc_sdi/
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people or ~86%, Statistics New Zealand, http://www.stats.govt.nz/products-and-services/Articles/census-
snpsht-maori-Apr02.htm; accessed 20/09/07). In the Solomon Islands 93% of the ~470,000 Solomon 
Islanders identify as Melanesian (2002 census), while in Fiji 54.3% of ~840,000 identify as Fijian (2004 
census), and only 37% of Guam’s population of ~170,000 identified as Chamorro in a 2000 census 
(Encyclopaedia Britannica® Online Academic Edition, © 2006 Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc.).
There are several recorded historic instances of population decreases in the Pacific following European 
contact. For example in Hawai’i an estimated 30% of Native Hawaiian men left to work in North America 
between 1820 and 1840, with less than 15% returning (Cann and Lum 2004). The island of Rapa in the 
Austral Islands in Eastern Polynesia suffered an extreme population crash in the 19th century dropping to 
a low of 120 individuals within 50 years of contact, due to introduced disease and severe storms, from an 
estimated 2400 inhabitants when first encountered by Europeans (Martinson et al. 1993, Hurles et al. 2003).
A second descriptive division of the Pacific Islands distinguishes Near Oceania from Remote Oceania 
(Pawley and Green 1973). This grouping takes into account biogeographic factors and is of greater relevance 
to prehistoric research in the Pacific than the tripartite divisions of Melanesia, Polynesia and Micronesia. 
Near Oceania includes all the islands to the west of the Solomon Islands, which have relatively small inter-
island distances. The islands of Near Oceania are intervisible and the plants and animals more diverse. 
Remote Oceania includes all of the islands of Polynesia and Micronesia, and those of eastern Melanesia 
that are separated from Near Oceanic islands by water gaps of more than 350 kilometres. Voyaging to and 
between the islands of Remote Oceania requires technically advanced long-distance sailing technologies, and 
adaptation to a more limited set of resources (Green 1991). The initial movements into Remote Oceania mark 
a key point in Oceanic prehistory.
1.2 Pacific prehistory: evidence from archaeology and historical linguistics
Historically much attention has focused on determining the origins of the Oceanic peoples. For example a 
century ago John Macmillan Brown argued for the initial settlement of the Pacific Islands by foot across land 
bridges, with some rafting across short sea-stretches, thousands of years ago by a palaeolithic, Caucasian 
people who were superseded within the last ten thousand years by another Caucasian race, who were 
seafarers. This was only a partial replacement; only men were thought capable of the journey as ‘a few 
hundred miles of sea were sure to daunt primitive women from venturing her children and her household 
gods upon so dangerous an element; the thousands of miles between resting places in Polynesia made such 
ventures impossible for them’ quoted in Howe (1999:318). The many different historical theories of origins, 
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and current academic and alternative models of Pacific settlement are reviewed and discussed in Howe 
(2003).
Archaeological studies indicate the first settlers of Near Oceania reached New Guinea during the Pleistocene 
by at least 40 000BP, and the Solomon Islands to the east by about 30 000BP (O’Connell and Allen 2004). 
Lower sea levels during the Pleistocene left a large landmass linking present-day Tasmania, the Australian 
mainland and New Guinea, known as Sahul. Early settlers had to make sea-crossings to reach Sahul from the 
west, where present-day Island Southeast Asia was part of a larger landmass. Technology for sea-crossings 
was also required to leave Sahul and reach the islands of New Britain and the Solomon Island chain (Kirch 
2000). 
In sharp contrast to the Pleistocene era settlement of Near Oceania the earliest evidence of settlement of 
the islands of Remote Oceania dates to approximately 3200BP (Kirch 2000). Within a period of only a 
few hundred years between about 3400BP and 3100BP sites appear in the archaeological record in New 
Caledonia, the Bismarcks, the Solomons, Vanuatu, Fiji, Samoa and Tonga with similar assemblages 
including distinctive pottery, along with evidence of a mixed horticultural and maritime subsistence. This 
archaeological horizon has become known as the ‘Lapita Cultural Complex’, after a site on the coast of New 
Caledonia excavated by Gifford and Shutler in the early 1950s (Kirch 2000). One of the most distinctive 
features of the Lapita Cultural Complex is the decorated pottery often recovered from sites (Figure 1.2).
Figure 1.2 Lapita potsherds from 
Nukuleka, Tonga. From Burley and 
Dickinson 2001, PNAS 98:11830. Copyright 
2001 National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.
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It is thought that a proto-Polynesian society developed after the Lapita settlement of western Polynesia, 
in Fiji, Samoa and Tonga, and subsequent Polynesian explorers journeyed from this ‘homeland’ out to the 
eastern Pacific (Kirch 2000). There is evidence the first inhabitants of western Polynesia maintained links 
with Lapita communities to the west; seen for example in ceramic features shared between early Tongan sites 
and sites in the Santa Cruz Islands (Burley and Dickinson 2001).
The Marquesas Islands were reached by approximately 300AD, and within about 1000 years of this, the 
many islands of the Polynesian ‘triangle’ had been settled (Kirch 2000). The earliest sites from the islands of 
Palau in the western part of Micronesia indicate earlier settlement; by about 3500BP (Liston 2005). Central 
and eastern Micronesia are thought to have been colonized later, between about 2000BP and 1500BP and 
evidence from historical linguistics and similarities of pottery form suggest that these later settlers were from 
a Lapita culture (Kirch 2000). 
The distribution of Austronesian languages in Oceania, and the similarities and differences seen between 
them, play an important role in theories of prehistory of the Pacific. Robert Blust has compiled an extensive 
data set of the 1200 Austronesian languages which are subdivided to 10 main subgroups. Nine of these are 
situated in Taiwan, suggesting that the tenth group of Austronesian languages spread out into the Pacific 
region from Taiwan (Diamond 2000). Phylogenetic analysis of Austronesian language features has found 
strong support for the model of Austronesian expansion proposed by the traditional methods of historical 
linguistics (Gray and Jordan 2000), with a step-wise progression from Taiwan south and southeast into 
Oceania. The lack of cognates within the non-Austronesian languages is consistent with a greater time 
depth for separation than the Austronesian languages in the region. Dunn et al. (2005) have analysed non-
Austronesian languages from Island Melanesia using structural features rather than cognates as characters 
and found the resulting patterns to be complex, but with large-scale genealogical clustering (Gray 2005).
Green (2003) has reviewed orthodox models for the development of the Lapita cultural complex in Near 
Oceania; summarizing the many theories put forward into four categories. The first set is named the ‘Express 
Train to Polynesia’ (ETP) group and Green states (2003:6): ‘the metaphor of a train journey, with few or no 
stops of any duration along the way, conflicts with all the available evidence’. While formulated initially 
on the basis of archaeological and historical linguistic evidence by Peter Bellwood (1978) this model is no 
longer widely held by archaeologists yet is often presented as the orthodox model for testing in molecular 
studies (for example Capelli et al. 2001, Kayser et al. 2006). Green writes (2003:5) ‘in continuing to test and 
support the ETP model, some molecular biologists are doing a great disservice to many. On a topic of mutual 
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concern to interdisciplinary researchers, they are not taking enough care in reading the work by colleagues in 
other fields’. 
The second set of models is called the ‘Bismarck Archipelago Indigenous Inhabitants’ (BAII) and proposes 
the Lapita sites are representative of long-term continuity through time in the Bismarck Archipelago, and 
could have developed without incomers (Gosden 1992, White et al. 1988). The third set ‘Slow Boat to the 
Bismarcks (SBB) emphasizes interactions along a ‘voyaging corridor’ from Indonesia through the Bismarcks, 
and onwards to the Solomon Islands. This sources the Lapita settlers, and in some formulations, the 
expansion of the Austronesian language family, in Island Southeast Asia (Terrell 2004, Oppenheimer 2004).
Green’s fourth set of models, the ‘Voyaging Corridor Triple I’ (VC Triple I) extends earlier versions of the 
Intrusion, Integration and Innovation (Triple-I) model of Green (1991), to incorporate the voyaging corridor 
concept of the third model set. The Triple-I model describes the appearance of the Lapita Cultural Complex 
in Near Oceania as evidence of a migration of people, but also places emphasis on the integration of these 
new settlers with existing populations, and the in situ development of the full suite of Lapita characteristics 
within Near Oceania. 
Kirch and Green (1987, 2001) advocate a phylogenetic approach to reconstructing the world of the ancestral 
Polynesians, drawing together evidence from biological anthropology, archaeology, historical linguistics 
and cultural ethnology. This use of the phylogenetic model in historical anthropology ‘emphasizes historical 
sequences of cultural differentiation or divergence within related groups, regardless of the mechanism of 
transmission’ (Kirch and Green 2001:13). An important aspect of this method is taking the evidence from the 
subdisciplines independently:
‘historical linguistics, archaeology, comparative ethnology, and biological anthropology 
independently contribute their data and assessments to the common objective of historical 
reconstruction...the analytical power of the triangulation method and the robustness of the 
historical reconstructions derived from it only holds, however, if one treats each data source 
separately, respecting the relevant subdisciplinary methods, inferences, and conclusions as they 
are developed independently, based exclusively on the evidence from that field’ (Kirch and Green 
2001:42-43).
1.3 Genetic markers and inferences for prehistory
Studies of human genetic diversity in Oceania and neighbouring regions have tended to concentrate on the 
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uniparentally inherited mtDNA and Y-chromosome markers, although there have been studies of nuclear 
DNA (Hagelberg et al. 1999a, Lum et al. 1998, Martinson et al. 1993, Lie et al. 2007). Below the increasing 
contribution to our understanding of Pacific prehistory gained from genetic studies of commensal organisms 
is briefly discussed, and Y-chromosomal and mitochondrial DNA studies in this region reviewed.
Commensal organisms
Analyses of the patterns of genetic variation within commensal organisms that travelled with people as 
they moved around the Pacific are making a strong contribution to the understanding of Oceanic prehistory. 
Matisoo-Smith et al. (Matisoo-Smith et al.. 1998, Matisoo-Smith and Robins 2004) have demonstrated 
the value of this approach through analyses of mtDNA variation in Pacific rat (Rattus exulans) populations 
in the Pacific. Their results suggested multiple post-introduction contact events between east Polynesian 
island groups, even those as geographically distinct as Hawaii and New Zealand. mtDNA sequences from 
R. exulans bones from archaeological contexts in New Zealand also support repeated contacts between New 
Zealand, where the date of introduction of R. exulans remains controversial (Holdaway 1996, Wilmshurst and 
Higham 2004), and other parts of Oceania (Matisoo-Smith 2002). 
A large study of R. exulans mtDNA samples from throughout Island Southeast Asia and Oceania found 
haplotypes grouped in three distinct clusters, with the sequences from Remote Oceania shared only by a 
small number from Halmahera, while those from Near Oceania were grouped with samples from Southeast 
Asia as well (Matisoo-Smith and Robins 2004). This suggests that the rats taken into Remote Oceania were 
also intrusive to Near Oceania. 
The use of commensal animals as models of human pathways has been continued by Matisoo-Smith’s group, 
with work on dog, chicken and pig variation (Matisoo-Smith 2002, Larson et al. 2007, Storey et al. 2007). 
Ancient DNA from Polynesian dog bones has been included in a larger study concentrating on the origins 
of the Australian dingo. The 19 mtDNA control region samples from the Cook Islands, New Zealand and 
Hawai’i belonged to two haplotypes, one of which is widespread amongst dogs from Asia and the Americas, 
but the other found only in two samples from Indonesia (Savolainen et al.. 2004).
Plants introduced to Remote Oceania by humans also show great potential to add a further dimension to 
prehistoric studies. Clarke et al. (2006) have examined chloroplast and nuclear markers in the Polynesian 
bottle gourd, concluding that there is evidence of shared ancestry with both the American subspecies, 
believed to have reached the Americas from Asia in the early Holocene (Erickson et al.. 2005), and the Asian 
subspecies. 
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Storey et al. (2007) have recovered ancient mtDNA from a chicken bone found in a pre-Columbian 
archaeological site in south central Chile. This was found to have an identical sequence to archaeological 
chicken remains from Samoa and Tonga, providing further evidence of voyaging between Polynesia and the 
Americas.
Y-chromosome analyses
Knowledge of variation in the male-specific (non-recombining) region of the Y chromosome (the MSY or 
NRY), comprising 95% of the chromosome’s length, has greatly increased in recent years with the complete 
sequence for an individual completed in 2003 (Skaletsky et al.. 2003). Large-scale studies of Y-chromosome 
variation have demonstrated its utility in examining human population history (Jobling and Tyler-Smith 2003, 
Ke et al.. 2001, Underhill et al.. 2000). 
The first papers on Y-chromosome diversity in Oceanic populations appeared in the 1990s (Hagelberg 
et al.. 1999b, Hurles et al.. 1998, Spurdle et al.. 1994), but as few markers were known at the time their 
power to distinguish haplotypes was not great. The increasing number of markers available over the past 
decade provides a much finer resolution to recent studies (for example Cox and Lahr 2006, Hurles et al.. 
2005, Kayser et al. 2006). Several analyses have highlighted apparent differences between the patterns 
of Y-chromosome diversity and mitochondrial DNA; contrasting the ‘fast-train’ (ETP model set) and the 
‘entangled-bank’ (BAII set) models and finding evidence of deep ancestry of Polynesian Y-chromosomes 
in Near Oceania (Capelli et al.. 2001, Hurles et al.. 2002, Kayser et al.. 2001, Kayser et al.. 2000). Recent 
historic-period contributions to the Y-chromosome gene pool in Polynesia have also been detected with 
sources suggested in Native America and Europe (Hurles et al.. 1998, Hurles et al.. 2003). 
One study found no evidence for shared haplotypes between Polynesians and Taiwanese, although all of the 
haplotypes in Taiwan and Oceania could be found in Southeast Asian populations (Su et al.. 2000), and the 
authors proposed a model of independent migrations from Southeast Asia to found populations in Taiwan 
and the Polynesian ancestral population after migration through Island Southeast Asia. Capelli et al. (2001) 
also concluded that many of the haplotypes found in populations from Southeast Asia, Oceania, southern 
China and Taiwan had an origin in island Southeast Asia and Melanesia and suggested that the dispersal of 
the Austronesian languages was mainly a cultural process, and that the Austronesian-speaking peoples have a 
Pleistocene-era paternal ancestry in Southeast Asia. 
A phylogeny for human Y-chromosome variation continues to be developed as new markers are discovered, 
and the main branches emerging from studies to date have been labelled alphabetically from A to R (Jobling 
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and Tyler-Smith 2003). A basic outline of this tree is shown in Appendix E1.2, which tabulates the combined 
results from five recent analyses of Y-chromosome diversity involving Pacific populations (Cox and Lahr 
2005, Fris 2006, Hurles et al. 2005, Kayser et al. 2006, Underhill et al. 2001). The different markers used 
by each of these analyses to determine haplotypes limits the resolution of the combined results; however 
a broad summary of the haplotypes (Table 1.1) shows that haplogroups C and F/K/NO which are common 
within Oceania are also seen in neighbouring populations, while the F/K/M haplotypes common in Oceania 
are rare outside of the region. Kayser et al. (2006) reported Y-chromosome haplotype data for 1348 samples 
from populations in Oceania, Australia, Island and Mainland Southeast Asia, East Asia. As the authors 
suggested the origins of the C subhaplogroup lie in Oceania, the F/K/M haplogroup in Near Oceania, and the 
common F/K/NO/O subhaplogroup within Asia, they concluded that 65.8% of Polynesian Y-chromosomes 
could be traced back to Melanesia, and 28.3% to Asia. The distribution of the F/K/M haplogroup in particular 
(Table 1.1) fits well with an hypothesis of Near Oceanic origin, and if this continues to be supported as more 
markers are developed it indicates a substantial contribution to the existing Remote Oceanic populations from 
Near Oceanic ancestors. 
Mitochondrial DNA analyses
Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) studies of Oceanic populations have found that Polynesian individuals have 
low sequence diversity, with one haplotype in the non-coding first hypervariable region (HVR-I) of the 
mtDNA becoming known as the ‘Polynesian motif’ (PM) due to its high frequencies in Polynesia (Ballinger 
et al. 1992; Hagelberg and Clegg 1993, Hagelberg et al.. 1994, Lum et al.. 1994, Melton et al.. 1995, Redd et 
al.. 1995, Sykes et al.. 1995, Murray-McIntosh et al.. 1998, Richards et al.. 1998, Hagelberg et al.. 1999b). 
The motif consists of four distinctive changes from the human mtDNA reference sequence, and is seen in 
combination with a 9 base-pair deletion in a non-coding region between COII and tRNA genes (Hertzberg et 
al.. 1989). 
Several studies have traced variants of this motif in Near Oceania, Island Southeast Asian and Asian 
Population n % C % F/K/M % F/K/NO % F/K/P % Other
Remote Oceania 892 34 14 19 4 30
Near Oceania 476 11 54 10 0 24
Island SEA 387 11 2 68 5 14
Taiwan & Asia 179 4 0 94 1 1
Australia 95 65 0 1 6 27
Table 1.1 Distribution of major Y-chromosome haplogroups in Oceania and surrounding regions
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populations, using the distribution of the motif and its immediate precursors to test support for and against 
the ETP and BAII model sets (Redd et al.. 1995, Sykes et al.. 1995, Lum et al.. 1998, Melton et al. 1995, 
Hagelberg et al.. 1999b). Other mtDNA haplotypes found at lower frequencies in Remote Oceania are 
also present in Near Oceania, where a greater diversity of sequence types is seen. A supplementary table 
(Appendix E1.3) summarises details of 32 studies of human mtDNA from Oceanic populations published 
between 1989 and 2006. 
With developments in sequencing technology an increasing number of entire mtDNA sequences have 
become available in recent years. Entire mtDNA sequences from Australia and Oceania have confirmed 
the patterns of considerable divergence between these two regions indicated by HVR-I sequences (Ingman 
and Gyllensten 2003, van Holst Pellekaan et al. 2006), and clarified branching patterns in lineages, P and Q 
which are common in Near Oceania. Taiwanese samples with the pre-Polynesian Motif have demonstrated 
a close relationship between these haplotypes and Polynesian motif haplotypes from Polynesia (Ingman and 
Gyllensten 2003, Trejaut et al. 2005). Other entire mtDNA sequences from Near Oceania have revealed a 
number of deep lineages which are found only in this part of the world, reflecting the complexity expected of 
a region with such a long settlement history (Friedlander et al. 2005, Friedlaender et al. 2007, Merriwether et 
al. 2005). 
1.4 Thesis outline
This thesis examines the evidence of Pacific prehistory retained in contemporary mitochondrial DNA 
variation through the sequencing of entire mitochondrial (mt) genomes from samples from Oceania and 
Taiwan. Chapter Two describes the collection of sequence information from 20 individuals for this project, 
and the phylogenetic analysis of the sequences as part of a larger mtDNA coding-region data set comprising 
all available mt genomes from Oceania, Australia, Island Southeast Asia and Taiwan. The computational 
demands for analysing such a large data set in terms of both sequence length and number of taxa are such 
that an exhaustive search of tree space is not feasible and an heuristic approach is required. The MinMax 
Squeeze (MMS) parsimony analysis (Holland et al. 2005b) used for the Oceanic data sets (Pierson et al. 
2006, updated here to include recently described sequences from Australia, van Holst Pellekaan et al. 2006) 
enabled heuristic parsimony search scores to be evaluated according to an optimisation criterion.
In Chapter Three the haplogroups from Oceanic populations identified from the consensus networks 
generated in Chapter Two are analysed in greater detail, with phylogenetic analyses of the entire sequences 
including the control region. The haplogroups are divided to two groups according to their distribution: 
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‘ancient’ haplogroups with divergent haplotypes that are found only in Oceania, and have most recent 
common ancestry with other haplogroups at the level of macrohaplogroups M and N/R; and ‘young’ 
haplogroups which are closely-related within Oceania, and members of which are also found in neighbouring 
regions. Dates have been estimated for several ancestral vertices in the mtDNA phylogenies, and the 
implications and reliability of these are discussed.
The analyses of the Oceanic mt genome sequences revealed many instances of homoplasy; mutations 
occurring at the same base in parallel in different lineages, or ‘multiple hits’, where the same base has 
undergone changes repeatedly along a single path. These patterns were particularly evident in the fast-
evolving control region, where several bases have been previously identified as ‘hypervariable’ (Stoneking 
2000, Meyer et al. 1999). While the mt genome sequences provide high resolution phylogenetic information 
the overall sample size is small, and they are generally targeted for sequencing based on prior knowledge of 
control region variation and therefore not a random sample of the population from which they are derived. 
Large numbers of HVR-I sequences from Oceania are available from public databases and it was an aim 
for this project to review these sequences in light of the information gained from the entire mt genome 
phylogenies. 
Chapters Four and Five describe the use of a large data set (1736 haplotypes) of human mt genomes from 
public data bases to explore the extent of homoplasy in a global sense, and its potential causes including 
the effects of selection and recombination events. Chapter Four reviews features of mitochondrial DNA, its 
function, replication and mode of inheritance, and describes the collation of the data set and variation within 
it. Finally, the results of tests of selection and recombination within subsets of the data are presented.
In Chapter Five a phylogenetic approach is taken to examine the occurrence of repeat mutations in mtDNA, 
focusing on the control region. Over a hundred random subsets of 75 taxa from the global data set were used 
to generate sets of parsimony trees from the coding region, which were tested for optimality using the MMS. 
The control region was mapped onto tree sets where the heuristic search score was proved optimal and the 
number of steps required to fit the trees for each base assessed. This results from this analysis were then used 
to devise weighting schemes for the HVR-I which were assessed in a second phylogenetic analysis. The 
relative performance of the coding and control regions (weighted and unweighted) at distinguishing known 
haplogroups was tested using 5000 data sets of fifteen taxa each containing five sequences randomly selected 
from three of 18 defined haplogroups. 
Chapter Six returns to analyses of Oceanic mtDNA sequences, with the description of control region 
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sequences obtained from a sample set of 46 Polynesian individuals from Auckland, New Zealand. The 
mtDNA of all but one of these samples belonged to haplogroup N/R/B4a, the most common type found 
throughout Polynesia. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of interest in the coding region for further 
study of these sequences were identified from the B4a mt genome phylogeny reconstructed in Chapter Three, 
and it was possible to assess for the first time how closely related pre-Polynesian motif sequences from 
Polynesia are to the Polynesian motif sequences. The Auckland sequences were incorporated into two HVR-I 
data sets of different lengths: the first comprising >4000 HVR-I sequences gathered from public databases 
from Oceanic, Asian and American populations, and the second almost 1200 shorter sequences from Oceania 
alone. Haplotype distributions and phylogenies for the three main haplotypes found in Oceanic populations 
are presented. 
Finally, Chapter Seven summarises the findings from the previous chapters, and discusses areas for further 
research which have been identified over the course of this project. 
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This chapter describes the collection and sequencing of mitochondrial (mt) genome samples from Oceania and 
Taiwan and their phylogenetic analysis within a larger data set containing sequences from Oceania, Taiwan, Island 
Southeast Asia and Australia (the ‘Oceanic’ data set). The sequences from this study include the first mt genomes 
reported from Vanuatu and Micronesia, and have been analysed using a novel phylogenetic approach, the Min Max 
Squeeze (MMS, Holland et al. 2005). This method is suited to population-level data, as it allows large data sets such 
as this to be analysed relatively quickly with an optimality criterion. This analysis has been published (Pierson et 
al. 2006, Appendix A) and here the initial study is summarised and updated to include revised sequences from the 
Andaman Islands and new mt sequences from Australia. In the following chapter the haplogroup subsets defined by 
the Oceanic analysis are explored in greater detail.
2.1 Collection of new sequences
Sample sources
This project extends initial work begun at the Allan Wilson Centre for Molecular Ecology and Evolution 
(AWCMEE) at Massey University in Palmerston North in 2002. Postdoctoral researchers Matthew Hurles and Rosa 
Martinez-Arias, working with Professor David Penny identified a set of mtDNA HVR-I haplotypes found in Remote 
Oceanic populations from the literature, and sourced samples to represent these types from Professor John Clegg’s 
collection at the Weatherall Institute of Molecular Medicine, University of Oxford and from Matthew Hurles’ 
samples. 
The most common HVR-I haplotype 
found in Polynesian samples has become 
known as the ‘Polynesian motif’, and has 
a distinctive set of transitions relative to 
the revised Cambridge reference sequence 
(rCRS; Andrews et al. 1999): 16217C, 
16247G and 16261T. As the initial intention 
was to sequence just ten mt genomes, 
only one sample (working code TL36) 
with the Polynesian motif was selected 
from the University of Oxford collection. 
Figure 2.1 Sample locations
Near Oceania Remote Oceania
. Taiwan n=2
.
Vanuatu
n=6
. Cook Islands 
n=1
. Samoa 
n=1.
Tonga n=1
. Majuro Atoll n=2
. Kapingamarangi 
Atoll n=2
. Trobriand Islands n=4
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The remaining nine samples represented the diversity found in HVR-I sequences and came from Taiwan, 
Micronesia, Vanuatu and Polynesia. In total twenty mt genomes were sequenced over the course of this 
study (Table 2.1). Additional samples from Vanuatu and Cook Islands were provided by Matthew Hurles 
(Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, Cambridge, UK) and four samples from the Trobriand Islands, off the 
eastern coast of Papua New Guinea were sourced from Dr. W. Schiefenhovel (Human Ethology, Max-Planck-
Institute, Andechs, Germany).
Table 2.1 lists the working codes, accession numbers and sources of the samples sequenced. Thirteen of the 
twenty mt genomes are from Remote Oceania, four from Near Oceania, two from Taiwan and one from a 
New Zealander of European ancestry. The locations of the samples are shown in Figure 2.1.
Amplification, sequencing and assembly of whole mt genomes
Eight of the samples (CI153, MF025, PO314, PO332, PO392, TRI65, TRO122 and TRO131), were 
sequenced at the AWCMEE by Rosa Martinez-Arias in 2002-2003, with some further re-sequencing and 
Table 2.1 New sample details
1 Supplied by J.B. Clegg, Weatherall Institute of Molecular Medicine, University of Oxford
2 Provided by W. Schiefenhovel 
3 Samples from Matthew Hurles
4 Methodological control sample, provided by P.A. McLenachan
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editing required by myself at the University of Canterbury where the remaining 12 samples were sequenced. 
Briefly, the methodology involved an initial polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of the entire mt 
genome in two large overlapping fragments of ~10.8kb and ~7.5kb, using combinations of primers from a set 
of 24 designed to amplify the entire mtDNA genome by (Rieder et al. 1998). The long PCR is a safe-guard 
against the unintentional amplification of nuclear copies of mtDNA (NuMTs; Bensasson et al. 2001, Parr 
et al. 2006), and was also important, particularly in the case of the samples from the University of Oxford 
collection, in allowing the several subsequent PCR reactions to be carried out from a small amount of sample 
template. From the long PCR products internal fragments of ~2kb were amplified, and direct sequencing 
carried out on these using both the PCR and internal primers. See Appendix C2.1 for details of the PCR 
reactions and the primers used (primers are also marked on the annotated reference sequence, Appendix B).
Chromatograms were edited and sequences assembled using SequencherTM (Version 4.2.2, Gene Codes 
Corporation). The number of sequencing reads covering each base position varied for the different samples; 
the set of primers is designed to overlap when long sequences (~750-1000 bases) are obtained and in the 
majority of cases each base position was covered by at least two reads, from forward and reverse directions. 
Figure 2.2 shows an example of one of the assembled contigs, for sample PAI9 (DQ372869). Exceptions to 
this coverage are two areas in the control region (nt16183-nt16192, nt303-nt310) which in some lineages are 
uninterrupted poly-cytosine sequences. It was often only possible to get sequence information from a single 
direction on either side of these, as the sequence reads failed once into the cytosine repeat regions. 
Figure 2.2 Contig example PAI9 (DQ372869)
This overview shows the sequence coverage in forward 
and reverse directions (62 sequences) of the mt genome 
sequence DQ372869. The base numbering is according 
to the rCRS (AC_000021.2).
In recent years several reports have drawn 
attention to potential and actual errors in 
human mtDNA data due both to automated 
sequencing mistakes in base assignments 
and human error in downstream data 
manipulation; see for example: Bandelt et 
al. 2002, Bandelt et al. 2003, Bandelt et al. 
2004a, Bandelt et al. 2004b, Bandelt et al. 
2005, Bandelt and Kivisild 2006, Bandelt et 
al. 2007, Forster 2003, Yao et al. 2003. The 
mt genomes generated in this study were 
carefully checked, with each chromatogram 
edited manually. Summary lists of 
polymorphisms relative to the rCRS for the 
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twenty sequences from this study are provided in Appendix E2.1. There were some unexpected variants in 
four samples: for example DQ372868 (AMI15), from Taiwan, belongs within haplogroup M/M7c but has the 
9bp deletion which is characteristic of haplogroup N/R/B. These unusual polymorphisms were verified by 
repeat sequencing, and are described in Appendix E following the sequence polymorphism lists. 
2.3 Data set details and phylogenetic methods
Data set details
The 20 sequences generated from this project were manually aligned using SE-AL (Rambaut 1996) with 
others available on public databases, as part of a large data set assembled between 2003-2006 (details of this 
alignment follow in Chapter 4). From this data set a subset of 137 geographically relevant sequences were 
selected for phylogenetic analysis. 
This Oceanic data set contained an African L3a sequence, (AF347014, Ingman et al. 2000); and all sequences 
from Taiwan, Island Southeast Asia, Oceania and Australia. Eight additional sequences from Australia (van 
Holst Pellekaan et al. 2006) published recently have been incorporated into a second revised Oceanic data 
set, bringing the total number of sequences to 145. Several sequences from the Andaman Islands have been 
amended since the first Oceanic analysis, and the corrected versions have replaced the originals in the new 
data set. Table 2.2 summarises the geographic origin of the samples in the first and second Oceanic data 
sets. The two data sets are distinguished by their number of unique coding-region haplotypes (excluding the 
control region nt16024-nt576); the initial data set of 137 individuals contained 127 coding-region haplotypes 
while the revised version has 133. 
Maximum parsimony, the MinMax Squeeze and consensus networks
PAUP* (version 4.0b10, Swofford 2003) was used to find the most parsimonious trees for the Oceanic 
data sets by heuristic search, after excluding any gapped characters (branch swapping = Tree Bisection-
Reconnection, stepwise addition = simple). As there is known to be a distinctive nine base-pair deletion of 
one copy of a tandem repeat in an intergenic region at nt8270-nt8294 in individuals with the ‘Polynesian 
motif’ this was further encoded in the data set by adding a transition where it occurred. It is not 
computationally feasible to assess all possible trees through an exact search - for number of taxa=n, there are 
(2n -5)!! possible binary trees (Semple and Steel 2003); here for 127 taxa this is equal to ~4 x 10245 trees - and 
the heuristic approach can not guarantee to return all of the most parsimonious trees; however the parsimony 
score of the set of trees returned can be evaluated using the MinMax Squeeze programme (Holland et al. 
2005b).
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Table 2.2 Oceanic data set sequence details. 
The new Australian sequences included in the revised Oceanic data set (Oceanic-133), and the sequences 
from the Andaman Islands revised in mid-2006, are shown in italics. The bracketed numbers reflect the 
increase in number of sequences from the original Oceanic data set (Oceanic-127) to the revised one 
(Oceanic-133). Twenty-two sequences were reduced to ten haplotypes across the coding region in the 
Oceanic-133 data set. These were: AJ842749 identical to DQ372871, AY289077 identical to AY289102, 
AY950286 and AY950287 identical to AY950288, AY950291 and AY950292 identical to AY950295, 
AY950298 identical to AY950300, DQ137402 identical to DQ137404, DQ137408 identical to DQ137409, 
DQ372884 identical to DQ372885, DQ372874 identical to DQ372875, DQ112885 identical to DQ112887. 
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The MinMax Squeeze takes the parsimony score found by the heuristic search as an upper bound and derives 
a lower bound by summing the parsimony scores of partitions of the data set. If the upper and lower bounds 
meet then the most parsimonious trees found by heuristic search are proved optimal.
Consensus networks (Holland and Moulton 2003; Holland et al. 2005a) combine sets of trees within a single 
graph, allowing areas of disagreement to be highlighted. Where two different branching possibilities exist 
both are displayed in the consensus graph by representing each as a pair of parallel edges. The complexity of 
the area of conflict increases with the number of different branching possibilities, forming high dimensional 
hypercubes. Consensus networks were constructed using a Python script written by Barbara Holland to 
convert PHYLIP format trees to a NEXUS format file of splits, and then drawn using Spectronet 1.27 (Huber 
et al. 2002). SplitsTree 4 (Huson and Bryant 2006) also implements the consensus network algorithm, and 
will read NEXUS format trees. All splits (edges) in the sets of equally parsimonious trees are shown in the 
consensus networks. 
2.4 Results 
Consensus networks for the original Oceanic-127 and the revised Oceanic-133 data sets are presented in 
Figures 2.3 and 2.4. The changes to the data set make a considerable difference to the number of trees found 
by heuristic search, but only minor differences to the branching structure of the phylogeny overall.
Oceanic-127
The heuristic search for most parsimonious trees found 582 624 trees with score 412 for the coding-region 
Oceanic-127 data set (parsimony informative characters = 282), and these are displayed in the consensus 
network in Figure 2.3a. Apart from two areas of conflict at the M and N/R vertices the network is largely 
tree-like, with the only other reticulation occurring in the M/Q haplogroup. It is evident that most of the trees 
found differ in the branching orders from the deep ancestral M and N/R vertices, both of which are known 
to have many descendant lineages (for example see Appendix Figures D3.5 and D3.6 which show M and N 
haplogroups found in East Asia).
The lower bound reached by MMS for Oceanic-127 was 410. As high levels of homoplasy have been 
shown to affect the efficiency of the MMS algorithm in finding the maximum partition score (Holland et al. 
2005b) the number of steps required on the trees for the parsimony informative characters was investigated: 
a score of 1 indicates the character has two states in the data set, and only requires one change between 
these. The average number of steps required for each character over all trees found was calculated using 
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PAUP* and Microsoft Excel®. Five of the 282 characters were highly homoplasious; requiring 5 or more 
steps on average across the trees: nt709 (6.8), nt1598 (6.2), nt1719 (5), nt10398 (5) and nt15924 (5). In 
several sequences within the M lineages present in the data set (M27, M28a, M29 and M42) there is a 
transition from G to A in the 12S rRNA gene at nt1598, which in context with other base changes appears 
to be recurrent rather than ancestral to these individuals. A similar pattern is found at the N/R vertex, where 
several lineages descending from the N/R vertex appear to have a back mutation at nt10398 from A to G (as 
a non-synonymous transition at nt10398 from G to A in the ND3 gene is generally represented as one of 5 
substitutions that define the N macrohaplogroup, Appendix D3.5).
When the two sites showing recurrent mutations described above, nt1598 and nt10398, were excluded from 
the parsimony analysis for Oceanic-127, 165 trees were found by heuristic search (parsimony informative 
characters=280, search score=399) and this upper bound of 399 was met by the MMS program, guaranteeing 
the parsimony score optimal for the reduced data set. The consensus network of the 165 most parsimonious 
trees is shown in Figure 2.3b. Excluding nt1598 and nt10398 removes all conflict between the trees at the 
M vertex, and greatly reduces the branching possibilities at N/R. The area of conflict at N/R involves single 
individuals representing the recently described R12 and R21 haplogroups (Kivisild et al. 2006, Macaulay et 
al. 2005), an Australian N/R/P sequence and the remainder of the N/R/P haplogroup. Several base changes 
are responsible: there are two shared coding-region transitions between the R21 and P7 sequences at nt12361 
and nt15613, a substitution at nt11404 is found in both the R12 and R21 sequences, while the P-defining 
substitution at nt15607 is found in all P sequences but not in the R12 and R21 sequences. Features of the 
P haplogroup and the relationships between the P, R12 and R21 sequences are described in more detail in 
Chapter 3. 
Oceanic-133
The increase in number of haplotypes by six from the Oceanic-127 to the Oceanic-133 data set and the 
inclusion of the revised Andamanese sequences increased the number of parsimony informative characters 
from 282 to 299. The initial heuristic search on the Oceanic-127 data set excluding the control region found 
582624 most parsimonious trees, and provided an upper bound for the MMS of 412. The search on the 
Oceanic-133 data set reached the maximum number of trees (1 761 200) able to be stored on the computer 
used (Intel Pentium® 4CPU 3.2GHz processor, 2.87GB RAM, time taken 132.5 hours), with a parsimony 
score of 452, and the maximum lower bound reached by MMS was 448. 
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Figure 2.3 Oceanic-127 consensus networks
a) Consensus of 582,624 most parsimonious trees found by heuristic search; upper bound 412, lower bound 
410. The entire coding region (282 parsimony informative characters) of the mtDNA sequence of 127 
haplotypes was analysed. The two major areas of conflict amongst the trees at the M and N/R vertices are 
enlarged. b) Consensus network of 165 guaranteed optimal most parsimonious trees found by heuristic search 
when two characters, nt1598 and nt10398, were excluded from the analysis. The MinMax Squeeze approach 
guarantees the heuristic search score of 399 to be minimal. Accession names of sequences determined from 
this project are shown in bold; haplogroups are labelled according to existing nomenclature.
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Figure 2.4 Oceania-133 dataset consensus networks
a) Consensus of 1 761 200 most parsimonious trees found by heuristic search (maximum trees limit reached); 
upper bound 452, lower bound 448. The entire coding region (299 parsimony informative characters) of the 
mtDNA sequence of 133 haplotypes was analysed. The two areas of conflict at the M and N/R vertices are 
enlarged for contrast with Figure 2.3a: while the branching possibilities are reduced at the M vertex, those 
at N/R have increased. b) Consensus network of 9982 most parsimonious trees found by heuristic search 
(parsimony score=438) when two characters, nt1598 and nt10398, were excluded from the analysis. The 
lower bound reached by the MinMax Squeeze was 437. The new Australian sequences (van Holst Pellekaan 
et al 2006) are shown in bold and only sequences within haplogroups showing changes to the Oceanic-127 
consensus network are labelled.
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The consensus network of the Oceanic-133 trees from the entire coding region (Figure 2.4a) is similar to the 
networks for the Oceanic-127 data set (Figure 2.3). Most haplogroups have the same topology, with conflicts 
appearing at the deeper N/R and M vertices; but the revisions to the sequences from the Andaman Islands 
appear to have made a significant difference to the complexity of the conflict in the M haplogroup. The two 
haplogroups found in the Andamanese, M31 and M32 (Thangaraj et al. 2005) now branch directly from the 
M vertex, with conflicts arising in the branching from M of haplogroups Q, M21 and M9. Haplogroups M27, 
M28, M29 and M42 branch together from M, with uncertainty in the subsequent branching order. Three of 
the new Australian sequences fall into the M42 haplogroup, and there is also a single area of conflict between 
trees within this haplogroup. 
It appears that most of the trees found differ in the branching from N/R of its descendant lineages; 
particularly, as was also the case for Oceanic-127, in the structure of relationships between the P, R21 and 
R12 haplogroup sequences. The five new Australian sequences belong to three haplogroups: N/O, N/S and 
N/R/P, and the two sequences within N/S introduce two areas of uncertainty within this haplogroup.
As the lower bound found by the MMS was 4 steps off the upper bound for the entire coding region an 
heuristic search was run excluding the characters nt1598 and nt10398 which had proved to be highly 
homoplasious in the Oceanic-127 data set. Now with 297 parsimony informative characters the search 
resulted in only 9982 trees being found, with a score of 438. The MMS reached a lower bound of 437 for this 
data set. The consensus network (Figure 2.4b) is less complex with these two characters excluded, as was the 
case for the original data set. 
2.5 Discussion
Geographic distribution of haplogroups
There is marked geographic clustering within the Oceanic consensus networks. The N/R/P haplogroup 
contains haplotypes from Australia and Near Oceania, haplogroups M/M42, N/O and N/S are currently 
found only in Australia and M/Q, M/M29, M/M27 and M/M28 are present only in Oceania. The eight new 
Australian sequences in Oceania-133 fall within all the haplogroups found in Australia. Other geographically 
restricted haplogroups are M/M31 and M/M32, found in samples from the Andaman Islands and M/M22, 
M/M21, N/N21, N/N22 and N/R/R21 found only to date in Malaysian aboriginal populations. By contrast, 
the N/R/B4, N/R/B5, N/R/R9, N/R/U, M/M7 and M/M9 haplotypes are widespread within the area covered 
and are also present in other global populations. Their distribution suggests they may represent more 
recent migrations, of ‘young’ haplogroups, into areas initially settled by the ancestors of those carrying the 
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geographically restricted haplotypes. 
Monophyly of previously described M haplogroups
Four of the seven branches from the M vertex in the consensus network for Oceanic-127 combine 
haplogroups that have been previously reported as direct descendants of M. M31 and M32 are found to date 
only from individuals from the Andaman Islands, and as reported in Pierson et al. (2006) a single transition, 
from A to G at base nt1524 in the 12S rRNA gene linked the two haplogroups which had been initially 
described as branching directly from the M vertex polytomy (Thangaraj et al. 2005). When the revised 
sequences were analysed in Oceanic-133 both haplogroups branch from the M vertex, and the internal 
branching patterns also differ; M31 becomes more resolved, while the M32 haplotypes collapse from five to 
three (comparisons are between Oceanic-127 and Oceanic-133 networks, without nt1598 and nt10398). 
Haplogroups Q and M29 are linked by a branch to the M vertex as they share a synonymous transition in the 
ND5 gene at nt13500. Merriwether et al. (2005) have suggested that more sequences, particularly from M29, 
are required to assess whether this polymorphism reflects shared ancestry or has been acquired independently 
in both Q and M29. A transition at nt13500 occurs in parallel in several other global lineages. Similarly, 
the basal transition linking M27 and M28 (at nt1719 in the 16S rRNA gene) has arisen several times 
independently (for example in L3e, M/M8/C, M/D, N/R/B4b, N/R/P) and does not provide strong support for 
an ancestral link between M27 and M28.
The fourth grouping of two M haplogroups previously described independently is between the M7 sequences 
and M22, represented by a single sequence from Malaysia. These are grouped by two shared polymorphisms: 
a synonymous transition from A to G at nt5351 in the ND2 gene and a non-synonymous transition from A 
to G at nt15236 in the Cyt. b gene. Both substitutions are present in the M22 sequence, while the nt5231 
transition is found in the M7b Taiwanese sequences, and the nt15236 polymorphism in the Micronesian 
and Taiwanese M7c sequences. In the following chapter this association is examined in greater detail in an 
entire mtDNA (coding and control) analysis of the M22 and M7 sequences from the Pacific, with other M7 
sequences from mainland Asia.
The MMS analysis
A data set of this size, in terms of both number of sequences and number of characters, presents considerable 
computational challenges for phylogenetic reconstruction. Within the relatively shallow timeframes of 
intraspecific analyses mtDNA sequences remain closely related and the phylogenies can be expected to differ 
significantly from interspecific reconstructions: ancestral sequences may still be extant within population 
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samples and true (hard) polytomies are common.
Distance-based methods have been applied in studies of similar size (Ingman and Gyllensten 2003, Ingman 
et al. 2000, Mishmar et al. 2003). While neighbor-joining (NJ) is computationally fast it provides only a 
relatively rough estimate. Maximum likelihood methods have also been used; but on smaller data sets of 
up to 31 sequences (Macaulay et al. 2005b, Torroni et al. 2001), as the computational demands for these 
analyses is very high. Bayesian likelihood approaches are better suited to larger data sets (Atkinson 2006) 
and may be used more in future.
Several analyses of entire mtDNA sequences (for example Finnila et al. 2001, Herrnstadt et al. 2002, 
Moilanen and Majamaa 2003) have used the median-joining, or reduced median network method first 
proposed for use with RFLP and HVR-I data (Bandelt et al. 1995, Bandelt et al. 1999, Bandelt et al. 2000). 
This network approach defines splits in the data set: each variable character divides the taxon set into two 
(this requires pre-processing of the DNA characters in the case of 3- or 4-state characters), and these splits are 
visualised in a graph. Where all the splits are compatible this graph will be a tree; when there are conflicting 
signals in the data the graph (network) becomes more complex. Unmodified median networks have been 
demonstrated to contain all of the most parsimonious trees in a data set (Bandelt et al. 1995), but without 
reduction techniques the resulting network is often difficult to interpret as it can contain high dimensional 
cubes due to uncertainties in branching order. The resolution of reticulations in the reduced median 
network is based on the frequency of individuals carrying each opposing split, and the number of characters 
contributing to the split (Bandelt et al. 1995). 
The MMS method used in this study has the advantage over distance and network methods of having an 
optimality criterion, and is a rapid means of analysing large data sets compared to maximum likelihood 
methods. The disadvantage of using the parsimony method on intraspecific data sets noted by Clement et 
al. (2000: p1657): ‘it tends to generate a cumbersome amount of most parsimonious trees at the population 
level’ is overcome by the representation of these many trees in a consensus network. These networks, which 
are constructed from the same split-based algorithm of median networks but use a set of trees, rather than 
characters, as input, can provide a clear and concise summary of the information contained within the many 
trees highlighting areas of conflict and agreement. An advantage of the method over the use of median 
networks is that the data set does not need to be pre-processed to set characters to splits and the information 
held in three or four state characters is maintained. 
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The Oceanic data set analysis provides an overview of mtDNA histories in the region. In the following 
chapter each haplogroup present in Oceania is examined in greater detail, in haplogroup data sets 
incorporating the entire mtDNA sequence from both the coding and control regions.
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3. mtDNA hAplogroups iN oceANiA
This chapter continues the analysis of whole mt genomes from Oceania, looking in detail at each of the haplogroups 
present. In Chapter Two the MinMax Squeeze analysis of all sequences from Oceania, Australia, Island Southeast 
Asia and Taiwan provided an overview of the relationships between the different haplogroups and their geographic 
distributions. The haplogroups in Oceania were assigned to two broad sets: here termed ‘ancient’ and ‘young’ 
following Friedlaender et al. (2007). The first of these, ‘ancient’ contains the haplogroups that are found only within 
Oceania and Australia, and share most recent common ancestry with other global types at the ‘Out-Of-Africa’ L3 
polytomy. In the second, ‘young’, set are the haplogroups present in Oceanic populations which are also found 
outside of the region, and whose phylogenies and distributions suggest later migration into Oceania. 
Haplogroups descending from the M, N and N/R vertices identified in the Oceanic consensus network (Figure 2.4) 
are analysed separately below, with sequences belonging to the ‘young’ haplogroups from regions outside of the 
coverage of the data set used in Chapter Two also included. The detailed descriptions of nucleotide changes within 
the haplogroups are intended as a guide for future work, enabling a screening approach to target a particular area of 
the phylogeny for more detailed analysis. 
Dating phylogenies is a common practice in studies of human mtDNA, and molecular dating has great potential to 
add to existing means of timing events in human prehistory. This chapter explores issues in molecular dating in the 
Oceanic context, and in human mtDNA in general, looking at TMRCA (time to the most recent common ancestor) 
date estimates calculated using the rho dating technique (Forster et al. 1996) and three different subsets of mtDNA 
variation. Four mtDNA data sets not related to Oceanic prehistory, from Australia, Africa, the Americas and Europe, 
are included here for comparative purposes. 
3.1 Methods
Phylogenetic analysis
Ten data sets were analysed, seven including sequences generated from this project (files are provided in Appendix 
F3.1 in NEXUS format). Each subset included either the L3a sequence present in the Oceanic data sets (AF347014) 
or the rCRS (AC_000021.2) to orient the trees and consensus networks, with the exception of the L1c data set which 
included an L1b sequence (AF346986). As these data sets were considerably smaller (9-46 haplotypes) than the 
Oceanic data set the entire mtDNA sequence, coding and control, could be analysed using the MMS and consensus 
network approach described in Chapter Two.
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The Oceanic consensus network (Figure 2.4) was used to define and identify closely related haplogroups. 
The M27 and M28 haplogroup sequences were analysed in a single data set as they share a branch from 
the M vertex, and M29 sequences were included with the Q haplogroup data set to explore the connection 
between these two haplogroups. The conflicting branching possibilities in the N/R/P haplogroup in the 
Oceanic consensus networks were examined by including the N/R21 sequence with this subset, and adding 
the coding-only N/R12 sequence to the labelled tree. Similarly, as the M/M7 and M/M22 sequences share a 
branch from the M vertex these were analysed together. 
Additional sequences from Asia not included in the Oceanic data sets were incorporated into the haplogroup 
sets for M/M7bc, N/R/B5 and N/R/B4. The N/W haplogroup (at present known only from Eurasia) was 
analysed with all available entire W sequences, as was the N/S haplogroup (geographically restricted to 
Australia), and all sequences belonging to a sub-haplogroup of L1, L1bc/c (found in African populations and 
outside of Africa in descendants of historic period African immigrants). A coding-region only data set of all 
sequences belonging to the N/R/B4bd subhaplogroup B4b (which contains American sequences named B2 in 
earlier studies, for example in Kivisild et al. 2006) was analysed to examine the date estimates for the MRCA 
of American and Asian B sequences. All of the above sequences which were not present in the Oceanic data 
sets (Chapter Two) were identified to haplogroup as part of a large global data set described in Chapter Four. 
The consensus networks of most parsimonious trees found (or in some cases, the single tree) were used 
to guide the reconstruction of a single base-labelled tree. Lists of base changes relative to the Mitomap 
rCRS were generated by SequencherTM (Version 4.2.2, Gene Codes Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI) and the 
trees drawn using Adobe® Illustrator® CS2 (©1987-2005 Adobe Systems Incorporated). Amino acid 
substitution details were obtained using “MitoAnalyzer”, available at http://www.cstl.nist.gov/biotech/
strbase/mitoanalyzer.html (2000, National Institute of Standards and Technology: Gaithersburg, MD, USA), 
with additional re-checking using the tables provided in the mtDB database (http://www.genpat.uu.se/mtDB/, 
Ingman and Gyllensten 2006).
The Kivisild et al. (2006) sequences (accessions beginning DQ112) are coding-region only, and while these 
were not included in the analyses, they have been added to the base-labelled phylogenies. As gapped sites 
are excluded from the MMS analysis, extensions and deletions at the cytosine tract between nt309 and nt315 
have not contributed to the analyses and are therefore not reconstructed on the base-labelled trees. Another 
cytosine tract in the control region, between nt16184 and nt16193 also has length variations: most result in 
the transversion substitution of the flanking 5’ ‘AAAA’ sequence with cytosine residues, but extensions to 
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the tract beyond nt16193 do occur and result in gaps in the alignment. These were also not included in the 
analyses, and are not reconstructed on the labelled trees. There is a short (CA) microsatellite between nt514 
and nt523; the rCRS has 5 copies of this motif while others in the data sets vary from 4 to 7 copies. These 
variations did not contribute to the MMS analysis, but are reconstructed on the labelled trees. In order to 
allow the nine base-pair deletion of bases nt8280-8288 to act as a character in the parsimony analyses it was 
artificially encoded in the alignments by adding a guanine at nt8280 where the deletion occurred to force a 
transition.
It should be stressed that while the consensus networks display the set of optimal most parsimonious trees 
found, the base-labelled trees provide a single interpretation of branching order taken from this set and are 
intended as a visual summary of the polymorphisms present within the data set rather than necessarily the 
‘best’ phylogenetic reconstruction. All data were carefully checked and re-checked in each phylogeny, to 
minimise errors. In the visual representations of haplogroup variation the maximum amount of information 
possible is presented on a single page while maintaining print legibility. Electronic searching and enlarging 
viewing functions (using Adobe® Acrobat® programs) are very useful for close examination of the 
phylogenies, and an electronic appendix of these figures is provided (Appendix F3.2). 
Molecular dating
TMRCA calculations were derived from the base-labelled phylogenies using a method described by Forster 
et al. (1996). This approach takes the average of the number of substitutions from an ancestral vertex along 
each path to its descendants (the rho statistic) with a measure of the variance calculated as described by 
Saillard et al. (2000). Three rates described in the literature were used to calculate the dates. The first is 
calculated solely from synonymous substitutions in the protein-coding genes, including substitutions within 
stop codons that do not affect the function (Kivisild et al. 2006). The second rate takes all coding region 
changes into account (Mishmar et al. 2003). Both of these rates are calibrated by comparison to chimpanzee 
sequences, with an estimate of the TMRCA of human and chimpanzee mtDNA of 6.5 million years 
(Goodman et al. 1998). The third rate is calculated from transitions over the first hypervariable region (HVR-
I) of the control region, from nt16090 to nt16365. It is estimated from Native American Eskimo and Na-Dene 
sequences and calibrated with a date of expansion related to the end of the Younger Dryas glacial relapse 
approximately 11300 years ago (Forster et al. 1996). 
3.2 Results and Discussion
Table 3.1 summarises the results of the MMS analyses. The parsimony scores of all ten data sets were proved 
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Table 3.1 Haplogroup data set details
minimal. The number of sequences within each data set ranged from 11 to 47, and in most instances the 
number of most parsimonious trees found was low; the notable exception being the M/M7bc with M/M22 
and N/R/B4a data sets for which 1274 and 5040 most parsimonious trees were found respectively.
Each Oceanic haplogroup subset is discussed below in detail, beginning with the ancient Oceanic 
haplogroups M/Q with M/M29, N/R/P, and M/M27 and M28. The description of features of the young 
Oceanic N/R/B4a and M/M7bc haplogroups, and N/R/B5a, which contains a sample from Taiwan sequenced 
for this study follows. Finally, TMRCA estimates have been calculated for several vertices in the phylogenies 
and these are presented and discussed along with estimates from four other global haplogroups.
‘Ancient’ Oceanic haplogroups
M/Q and M/M29 haplogroups
As the M/Q and M/M29 haplogroups share a common branch from the M vertex in the Oceanic coding-
region analysis (Chapter Two) these sequences were combined in an entire mtDNA analysis. Five M/Q 
coding-only sequences from Kivisild et al. (2006) were excluded, reducing the number of sequences in this 
data set to 19 (effectively 18 as two of the M29 sequences, DQ137408 and DQ137409 differ only in length 
Data set No. taxa Pars. inform. 
chars.
Pars.
score
MMS
max.
No. trees
M/QwithM29 20 78 92 92 2
N/R/PwithR21 23 74 110 110 9
M27withM28 14 82 95 95 1
N/R/B4a 47 57 87 87 1274
N/B5a 11 17 21 21 1
M7bcM22 46 55 89 89 5040
L1bc/c 16 94 119 119 1
N/W 33 24 36 36 15
N/S 11 41 52 52 9
N/R/B4bd/b 24 16 18 18 3
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Figure 3.1 Q haplogroup with M29 consensus network and branch-labelled phylogeny
a) The consensus network of 2 most parsimonious trees, from 16 Q and 3 M29 individuals with AF347014 L3 outgroup 
found by heuristic PAUP* search, (version 4. 0b10, Swofford 2003), constructed using Spectronet (version 1.25 Huber et 
al 2002). The entire mtDNA sequence was analysed: there are 78 parsimony informative characters, and the parsimony 
score of 92 was proved minimal using MMS. Sequences from this study are shown in blue type. 
Figure caption continues on following page
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Figure 3.1 Q haplogroup with M29 consensus network  (cont. from previous page)
b) A branch-labelled phylogeny of the Q and M29 haplogroups reconstructed from the consensus network, 
with Kivisild et al (2005) coding-region sequences added (broken lines). The base changes are transitions 
unless otherwise indicated, and all polymorphisms shown in regular type are differences with respect to the 
rCRS. Changes shown in italics are to the same base present in the rCRS. Red type indicates a synonymous 
change within a protein coding gene, and blue type transitions within the portion of the hypervariable region 
of the control region used for dating calculations. Changes in RNA genes are indicated by ‘~r’ and ‘~t’ for 
ribosomal and transfer RNA genes respectively. Details of non-synonymous changes are given in square 
brackets following the base using three letter protein codes; for example thr-ile describes a change in the 
codon from threonine to isoleucine. Bases with recurrent (repeat changes at the same base along a single path 
in the tree) or parallel polymorphisms (changes occurring at a single base more than once in the tree) are 
marked with an asterisk; and recurrent changes are also indicated by the instance of the ‘hit’ at that base in 
the phylogeny shown. The dice symbol indicates that the vertex has been dated (Table 3.2). 
The polymorphisms relative to the rCRS at the M vertex are: 73G, 263G, 489C, 750G, 1438G, 2706G, 
3106del, 4769G, 7028T, 8701G, 8860G, 9540C, 10398G, 10400T, 10873C, 11719A, 12705T, 14766T, 
14783C, 15043A, 15301A, 15326G, 16223T.
Recurrent or parallel polymorphisms in this phylogeny are at nucleotides 59, 92, 152, 208, 1598, 6260, 
15172, 16209, 16223, 16241, 16311 and 16519.
variation at the microsatellite region from nt514 to nt523). Two most parsimonious trees were found (from 
78 parsimony informative characters, with a parsimony score of 92) by heuristic search in PAUP* (version 
4.0b10, Swofford 2003) and this score was proved minimal. The consensus network of the two trees (Figure 
3.1a) is itself a tree: the two trees differed only in the order of branching from the Q2 vertex. Figure 3.1b 
reconstructs the changes along the branches, and includes the coding-only sequences. There was a region 
of simple conflict in the Q3 subgroup in the Oceanic consensus networks (Chapter Two): this is shown to 
involve transitions at nt9254 and nt15172, and has been resolved in the labelled tree by invoking a recurrent 
mutation at nt15172 in the DQ112898 sequence.
The polymorphisms linking the two haplogroups are at nt13500 and nt16311. The nt16311 position appears 
to be relatively highly mutable (see Chapter Four), and the change to cytosine is not in fact shared by all M/Q 
and M29 sequences: the Q2 sublineage sequences have a thymine at this position. The nt13500 thymine to 
cytosine transition also occurs in several other global lineages (in 12 sequences, from haplogroups N/R/F2, 
M/M7, M/D, N/R/HV, N/R/U and N/R mtDB, Ingman and Gyllensten 2006, search 01/07/07). This analysis 
supports the suggestion of Merriwether et al. (2005) that more M29 sequences are required to confirm the 
monophyly of Q and M29.
Entire mtDNA samples belonging to the Q haplogroup have been sequenced from individuals from both 
Near and Remote Oceania; and M29 from samples from New Britain in Near Oceania. In Near Oceania the 
whole genome sequences obtained have aided in assigning existing control region sequences to haplogroups, 
providing valuable information about the geographic distributions of the M29 haplogroup and the Q 
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sublineages (Friedlaender et al. 2005, Merriwether et al. 2005, Friedlaender et al. 2007; see also Chapter 
Five). 
The four M/Q sequences from this study (DQ372884, DQ372885, DQ372880 and DQ372882) are the first 
reported from Remote Oceania. They form two groups within the Q1 subhaplogroup. The two from Vanuatu 
(DQ37280 and DQ372882) are closely related, differing at only two positions, as are the two from Polynesia 
(DQ372884 and DQ372885) which differ at a single site. Both the Vanuatu and Polynesian lineages are 
linked only by single control region polymorphisms to other Q1 sequences, providing little information about 
the likely geographic locations of the ancestors of the Remote Oceanic settlers other than Near Oceania. The 
13 Q1 sequences have an average of 3 synonymous protein coding changes from the Q1 vertex; using the 
synonymous transition rate of Kivisild et al. (2006) this gives a TMRCA of ~21 300 ± 4400 years (Table 
3.2). It is probable that the lineages in Remote Oceania have more recent common ancestry in Near Oceania 
than is seen from the phylogeny at present; and future targeted studies may be able to identify extant closer 
relatives of the Remote Oceanic lineages.
Although nt16241G can be seen as a defining HVR-I polymorphism for Q the sequencing of the two Vanuatu 
sequences DQ372880 and DQ372882 (at the far right of Figure 3.1b) has revealed that this has changed to 
adenine at some point in the evolution of this sublineage. Q1 sequences have the advantage of a distinctive 
HVR-I haplotype: they can be readily identified on the basis of nt16144C, nt16148T, nt16265CtvA and 
nt16343G variants (Figure 3.1b). However, below the Q1 vertex the descendent lineages cannot necessarily 
be identified solely from the HVR-I sequence, for example the sample from Samoa (DQ372885) has no 
variants in this portion of the control region from the Q1 vertex. There are however several candidate 
polymorphisms in the coding region for screening of Q1 sublineages. For example sequencing a portion of 
the ND1 gene using primers 5F and 5R (Rieder at al 1998, see Appendix B) would cover the nt3394, nt3398 
and nt3834 positions and would help in assigning Q1 HVR-I haplotype sequences to a sublineage. 
N/R/P, analysed with N/R/R21
The P haplogroup (Figure 3.2) contains sequences from Near Oceania and Australia, and is the only mtDNA 
haplogroup found in Australia which has common ancestry with any sequences outside of Australia more 
recently than the L3 ‘Out of Africa’ polytomy. The seven major branches of P share a single synonymous 
nucleotide transition, at nt15607, in the Cyt. b gene, with a probable polytomy directly following this 
transition. The sublineages have been labelled P1-P7, previously described as independent branches from 
the P vertex (Friedlaender et al. 2005). The descent of the P sequences from the R vertex in the Oceanic 
consensus networks (Chapter Two) was complicated by conflicting branching possibilities involving the 
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Figure 3.2 P haplogroup with R21 and R12 consensus network and branch-labelled phylogeny
a) The consensus network of 9 most parsimonious trees, from 21 N/R/P individuals with the R21 and AF347014 L1a 
sequences found by heuristic PAUP* search, (version 4. 0b10, Swofford 2003), constructed using SplitsTree (version 4.6, 
Huson and Bryant 2006). The entire mtDNA sequence was analysed: there are 74 parsimony informative characters, and 
the parsimony score of 110 was proved minimal using MMS. 
b) A base-labelled phylogeny reconstructed from the consensus tree with Kivisild et al (2006) P and R12 coding-region 
sequences added (broken lines). See caption for Figure 3.1 for explanation of abbreviations, colours and codes used.
The polymorphisms relative to the rCRS at the N/R vertex are: 73G, 263G, 750G, 1438G, 2706G, 3106del, 4769G, 
7028T, 8860G, 11719A, 14766T, 15326G.
Recurrent or parallel polymorphisms in this phylogeny are present at 152, 195, 212, 1719, 4976, 5237, 7805, 10118, 
10398 (P and R21), 11404 (P and R12,R21), 12026, 12346, 12361, 12414, 13641, 13708 (P and R12), 15613 (P and R21), 
15884 (P and R12), 16148, 16176, 16270, 16278, 16291, 16294, 16311, 16357, 16362 and 16519.
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P7 sequence from Australia, and R21 and R12 sequences, from Malaysia and Australia respectively. In 
the haplogroup analysis the entire R12 sequence was included with the data set, and the coding-only R12 
sequence added to the base-labelled phylogeny to explore these links in greater detail. 
The consensus network of nine trees found for the P haplogroup sequences, with the single R21 sequence 
included, displays several conflicting branching hypotheses at the point of common ancestry of the P 
sublineages and the R21 haplotype (Figure 3.2a). There are two polymorphisms (transitions at nt12361 and 
nt15613, Figure 3.2b) shared between the single sequences representing lineages R21 and P7, which require 
for explanation either parallel substitutions at both sites with a MRCA of R21 and P7 at the N/R vertex, or 
a common ancestor more recently with the P-defining nt15607G transition arising independently in the P7 
sequence, or reverting to nt15607A in the R21 sequence. Another shared polymorphism, at nt11404 from A to 
G, groups the R12 and R21 sequences together. The increased complexity of the branching at this point (seen 
in Oceanic-133 compared to Oceania-127, Chapter Two, Figures 2.3 and 2.4) is caused by the addition of 
DQ404446, a recently described Australian sequence (van Holst Pellekaan et al. 2006) which also shares the 
11404G variant, and appears to branch from the P vertex. 
The complexity in the consensus network also involves transitions at nt10398, one of the two homoplasious 
characters excluded from the Oceanic data set analyses. A transition from guanine to adenine at nt10398 is 
thought to have occurred along the branch leading to the N vertex from L3; here the three P4 subhaplogroup 
sequences have an apparent reversion to nt10398G, as does the R21 sequence. 
The labelled phylogeny (Figure 3.2b) reveals that the polymorphisms grouping three of the P subhaplogroups 
((P2,P5),P3) in the consensus network do not form a particularly strong argument for the structure shown, in 
contrast to descent of each independently from the P vertex. The nt16519 transition is recognised as highly 
variable and transitions at nt1438 occur in parallel in several global lineages (see Chapter Four).
In the P haplogroup data set constructed from Oceanic-127, before the addition of the two recent Australian 
sequences (DQ404446 and DQ404444) only a single tree was found (Supplementary Figure 4, Pierson et al. 
2006). While DQ404444 falls clearly into the existing P4 subhaplogroup, the placement of DQ404446 is not 
so straightforward. In the labelled tree (Figure 3.2b) it is drawn as a new sublineage from P as described by 
van Holst Pellekaan et al. (2006) who have named it P8. The link between it and the two P6 sequences seen 
in the consensus network is at nt16362 (a highly variable HVR-I nucleotide). A second variant, at nt7805, is 
also shared between DQ404446 and one of the P6 sequences. 
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The links between Australian and Near Oceanic sequences in the P haplogroup appear deep in the phylogeny. 
Ten of the 22 P sequences are from Australia, 11 are from Papua New Guinea including 2 from this study 
from the Trobriand Islands, and a single sequence from Kivisild et al. (2006) is described as Melanesian. The 
sublineages P4, P6, P7, P8 (and also possibly P5), which contain only Australian sequences, branch directly 
from the P vertex. The Oceanic P sequences belong to the subgroups P1, P2 and P3. P3 is the only sublineage 
to contain sequences from both Australia and Near Oceania, and the average of ~5.5 synonymous protein 
changes to the MRCA of the three sequences in this group results in a TMRCA estimate of ~38 400 ± 9300 
years (Table 3.2). 
As the numbered P subhaplogroups have only a single coding-region polymorphism at nt15607 in common, 
each has a different HVR-I signature, with many of the polymorphisms occurring in parallel (recurrent 
or parallel changes occur at these nucleotides: nt16148, nt16176, nt16270, nt16278, nt16291, nt16294, 
nt16311, nt16357, nt16362). The P haplogroup entire mtDNA sequences present a strong case for the need 
for additional typing of variants outside of the control region to assign sequences to haplogroups. An example 
of this is seen in the two sequences from the Trobriand Islands generated by this project (DQ372870 and 
DQ372872), which are unusual in that their HVR-I haplotype is identical to the rCRS which belongs to the 
N/R/HV/H haplogroup common to European populations. This raises the possibility that Oceanic P2 samples 
sequenced only across the HVR-I could be mistakenly assigned to the N/R/HV haplogroup, and assumed to 
be descended from historic-period immigrants to Oceania. 
Recently, Friedlaender et al. (2007) have reported seven new entire P sequences, five from New Guinea, 
one from New Britain and one from Australia, identified as belonging to the sublineages P2, P3 and P4. The 
two belonging to P3 are from New Guinea and Australia, and reveal a closer link between these regions 
than previously seen, with four and three synonymous protein changes separating them from their common 
ancestor. The remaining four New Guinea sequences are described as forming a new sub-group of P4, P4a, 
with the existing three Australian P4 sequences labelled P4b; representing another link between Australian 
and Near Oceanic sequences within the P haplogroup. A re-analysis of this haplogroup incorporating the new 
sequences was not possible due to the time constraints on this study. 
M27 and M28 haplogroups
In the Oceanic consensus networks the M27 and M28 haplogroups share a common branch from the M 
vertex. Together the haplogroups contain 13 samples, and the entire sequences were analysed in a single 
data set using the MMS approach. A single tree (Figure 3.3a) was found by heuristic search. The two M28 
sequences from Vanuatu sequenced from this study (DQ372879 and DQ372883) are the first described from 
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Figure 3.3 M27 and M28 haplogroup minimal tree and labelled phylogeny
a) The single most parsimonious minimal tree (drawn using Spectronet, version 1.25 Huber et al 2002), for 13 M27 and 
M28 individuals with the AF347014 L3a outgroup found by heuristic PAUP* search (version 4. 0b10, Swofford 2003). 
The entire mtDNA sequence was analysed. There are 82 parsimony informative characters, and the parsimony score of 95 
was proved minimal by MMS. Sequences from this study are shown in blue type. 
b) A base-labelled phylogeny reconstructed from the minimal tree showing basal links at nt1719A and nt16519C. See 
caption for Figure 3.1 for explanation of abbreviations, colours and codes used. 
The polymorphisms relative to the rCRS at the M vertex are: 73G, 263G, 489C, 750G, 1438G, 2706G, 3106del, 4769G, 
7028T, 8701G, 8860G, 9540C, 10398G, 10400T, 10873C, 11719A, 12705T, 14766T, 14783C, 15043A, 15301A, 
15326G, 16223T. Recurrent or parallel polymorphisms in this phylogeny are present at 152, 195, 204, 234, 1598, 1719, 
16311, 16320, 16468 and 16519.
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Remote Oceania; the remaining 11 samples come from New Britain, New Ireland and Bougainville in Near 
Oceania. The labelled phylogeny (Figure 3.3b) shows the variants shared between M27 and M28 are nt1719A 
and nt16519C; bases at which parallel changes occur in several global lineages, and require changes again 
within M27 (nt1719 and nt16519) and M28a (nt16519). 
The connection between the Remote Oceanic from Vanuatu and the M28a sequences from New Britain 
is quite recent with an average of 1.5 synonymous changes to the MRCA of the four M28a sequences (an 
estimated time period of ~10 100 ± 4100 years using the Kivisild et al. (2006) rate, Table 3.2). Friedlaender 
et al. (2007) have added two new M28a sequences to the existing four, from New Britain and Malaita in 
the Solomon Islands, which were not included in the data set analysed here due to time constraints. These 
two new sequences are two synonymous substitutions distant from the M28a vertex, and interestingly one 
has a transversion at 16265 from adenine to cytosine: this is also seen in the Q1 lineage. As the 16129A and 
16148T transitions are also common to both the Q1 and M28 lineages these convergent polymorphisms may 
be a source of confusion when assigning to haplogroups from HVR-I sequence data. 
‘Young’ Oceanic haplogroups
N/R/B4a haplogroup
The first of the ‘young’ haplogroups to be described also contains the greatest number of entire sequences 
from Oceania. Eight of the twenty mt sequences from this project belong within haplogroup N/R/B4a. A total 
of 46 B4a whole mt sequences are now available, and come from Taiwan, Japan, Korea, Siberia and Oceania 
(Ingman et al. 2000, Ingman and Gyllensten 2003, Mishmar et al. 2003, Pierson et al. 2006, Starikovskaya et 
al. 2005, Tanaka et al. 2004 and Trejaut et al. 2005). Figure 3.4a displays the consensus network of the 1274 
most parsimonious trees found for this set of sequences, and Figure 3.4b summarises the polymorphisms 
present in a labelled tree. 
The consensus network displays considerable conflict in branching between the B4a1 subclades and also 
within the B4a1a sequence set. Substitutions involved in the conflict between the B4a1 subclades are 
transitions at nt146 and nt709. In the B4a1a sequences three control region polymorphisms and a coding 
region transition are responsible for the conflict between trees: at nt6905, nt16129, nt16093 and nt16247. 
In Figure 3.5b the conflict is resolved by effectively weighting coding region polymorphisms over those in 
the control region, resulting in parallel independent transitions at nt16129 and nt16093 in AJ842746 and 
DQ372873, and AJ842744 and AY289083. This phylogeny also requires a back mutation event at nt16247 
from G to A in AY289083 (this sequence has been checked and confirmed as nt6905G and nt16247A with no 
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evidence of heteroplasmy; email communication Max Ingman 26/07/06).
All of the Oceanic sequences within haplogroup B4 belong to the B4a1a subgroup, which share three coding 
region transitions (at nt6719, nt12239 and nt15746) distinguishing them from other B4a1 sequences. A 
Trobriand Island sequence, DQ372871, has no subsequent changes from these at the B4a1a vertex. The only 
sequences in this group apart from those from Oceania are six from Taiwan, which are separated from all the 
Oceanic sequences, with the exception of DQ372871 by the nt14022G transition (Figure 3.4b), which defines 
the B4a1a1 subgroup. Three sequences from Kapingamarangi Atoll and the Marshall Islands in Micronesia 
share a transition at nt15924G, perhaps providing a marker for a Micronesian subgroup of B4a1a1. Thirteen 
(including AY289083; back mutation assumed) of the eighteen sequences in B4a1a1 have the ‘Polynesian 
motif’ nt16247G transition, and these sequences come from both Near and Remote Oceania. The only shared 
variant subsequent to the nt16247G transition is at nt6905; found in sequences from the Cook Islands, Papua 
New Guinea and Samoa. 
In a comprehensive recent summary of the East Asian mtDNA haplogroups, Kong et al. (2006) present a 
revised skeleton phylogeny for all M and N haplogroups present, outlining defining polymorphisms and 
names given to vertices. These trees are reproduced here (by permission of Oxford University Press) as 
supplementary Appendix Figures D3.5 and D3.6. In Figure 3.4 I have left some branches unnamed for 
overall clarity (for example, the far left branch descending from B4a1a has been named B4a1a2 by Kong 
et al. (2006)): the labelled trees contain a large amount of information and I have aimed to present as much 
detail as possible while still maintaining reasonable print legibility. The tree in Figure 3.4b differs from that 
presented by Kong et al. (2006) in the naming of the vertices B4a1a1 and what I have termed the ‘Pol. motif’ 
vertex. Kong et al. define B4a1a1 by both the transitions at nt14022 and nt16247, and name the sequences 
with the nt6905 transition (the far right branch from the ‘Pol. motif’ vertex in Figure 3.4b) B4a1a1a. This 
terminology has been adopted by Hill et al. (2007), but as I believe more sequences are required to clarify the 
Figure 3.4 B4a consensus network and branch-labelled phylogeny (following page)
a) The consensus network of 1274 most parsimonious trees (57 parsimony informative characters over complete mtDNA 
sequence, parsimony score 87) found by heuristic search (PAUP* version 4.0b10, Swofford 2003) on the N/R/B4a 
haplogroup data set of 47 sequences including L3c outgroup (AF347014). The parsimony score was proved minimal by 
MMS and the network was constructed using Spectronet (version 1.25 Huber et al 2002). Sequences in B4a2 are from 
Taiwan and Japan; B4a1b sequences are from Japan and Korea and B4a1c sequences are from Japan and Siberia. All 
B4a1a sequences are from Taiwan and Oceania. Sequences from this study are shown in blue type.
b) A base-labelled phylogeny reconstructed from the consensus network for B4a sequences. See caption for Figure 3.1 
for explanation of abbreviations, colours and codes used. The polymorphisms relative to the rCRS at the N/R vertex are: 
73G, 263G, 750G, 1438G, 2706G, 3106del, 4769G, 7028T, 8860G, 11719A, 14766T, 15326G. The conflicts between the 
trees seen in the B4a1a subset of the sequences have been resolved here by invoking a reversion at nt16247 from G to A 
in sequence AY289093. Other positions causing conflict in the phylogeny shown are nt16129 (AJ842746 and DQ372873) 
and nt16093 (AJ842744 and AY289083). Recurrent or parallel polymorphisms in this phylogeny are present at 146, 150, 
195, 310, 709, 16093, 16129, 16182, 16183, 16247, 16311, 16317, 16324, 16360 and 16399.
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phylogeny below the nt14022G variant it is not followed here.
The entire mtDNA sequences reveal considerable distance between the occurrence of the HVR-I ‘Polynesian 
motif’ (PM) nt16261T and nt16247G transitions. The nt16261T transition is common to all of the B4a 
subgroup, which includes sequences from Japan, China, Siberia, Korea and Taiwan as well as Oceania: this 
point in the phylogeny is separated from the N/R vertex only by HVR-I polymorphisms and the occurrence of 
the 9 base-pair deletion (Figure 3.5b). Seven coding region transitions (five synonymous transitions) separate 
this point and the occurrence of the nt16247G in the Oceanic subgroup. This is important when interpreting 
available HVR-I sequences: the pre-PM and PM sequences are not as closely related as has been assumed. 
The TMRCA estimates in this haplogroup are of particular interest (Table 3.2) as its current distribution is so 
closely associated with theories of recent migration into Oceania. The B4a1a subgroup includes sequences 
from Taiwan and Oceania, and the date estimate of the most recent common ancestor of this group of 
25 sequences taken from synonymous coding region changes is ~10800 ± 1800 years. The B4a1a1 and 
‘Polynesian Motif’ subgroups nested within B4a1a have TMRCA estimates of ~5300 ± 1400 and ~6200 ± 
1800 years respectively. These estimates are not considerably greater than archaeological dates for the first 
Lapita settlements in Near Oceania, in contrast to HVR-I TMRCA estimates (Richards et al. 1998) that 
suggested an Island Southeast Asian origin of the Polynesian Motif sequence at ~ 18000BP.
The N/R/B4a entire mtDNA phylogeny provides cues for future research: typing individuals from Island 
Southeast Asia and the Philippines with the HVR-I pre-PM for their residues at the coding region nucleotides 
defining B4a1a1 (14022) and B4a1a (6719, 12239, 15746) would make a considerable contribution to our 
understanding of the development and spread of this haplogroup into Oceania. Within Oceania, it may be 
possible to trace particular sub-types, for example, using the nt15924 transition found in the Micronesian 
samples described here, to elucidate prehistoric patterns of migrations and post-settlement interactions. 
M/M7bc, analysed with M22
Two samples sequenced for this study belong to the M7bc haplogroup, which has entire mtDNA sequences 
reported from Japan, Taiwan, Mongolia, China, and the Philippines, and now from Micronesia in Remote 
Oceania. Figure 3.5a shows the consensus network constructed from the 5040 most parsimonious trees 
found: most of the conflict between the trees occurs in the subset of sequences circled in the M7b part of 
network. These are closely related haplotypes, with all but one derived from Japan, and the conflict appears 
to be based around control region substitutions at nt16183 adjacent to the polyC stretch (personal observation 
of the 16189T to C transition which occurs along the branch leading to these sequences in several global 
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Figure 3.5 M/M7bc with M22 consensus network and labelled phylogeny
a) The consensus network of 5040 most parsimonious trees (constructed using Spectronet version 1.25 Huber et al 
2002) found by heuristic PAUP* search (version 4.0b10, Swofford 2003), from 44 M7bc individuals with the M22 and 
AF347014 L3a sequences. The entire mt genome sequence was analysed; there are 55 parsimony informative characters 
and the parsimony search score of 89 was proved optimal by MMS. Sequences from this study are shown in blue type.
b) A labelled reconstruction of the M/M7bc phylogeny. Dotted lines between AP008278 and M7b sequences highlight 
shared polymorphisms. See caption for Figure 3.1 for explanation of abbreviations, colours and codes used. The 
polymorphisms relative to the rCRS at M vertex are 73G, 263G, 489C, 750G, 1438G, 2706G, 3106del, 4769G, 7028T, 
8701G, 8860G, 9540C, 10398G, 10400T, 10873C, 11719A, 12705T, 14766T, 14783C, 15043A, 15301A, 15326G and 
16223T. Recurrent or parallel polymorphisms in this phylogeny are at nucleotides 146, 150, 152, 195, 204, 4048, 4164, 
5351, 5460, 11665, 11914, 15236 (M22 and M7c), 16129, 16183, 16192, 16223, 16295, 16362 and 16519 (M22 and 
M7c).
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lineages shows it is often followed by transversions at the 16182 and 16183 adenine bases).
The AP008278 sequence, from Japan, which falls outside of the named M7bc haplogroup in Figure 3.5 
is unusual, as it has four transitions in common with the M7b sequences (drawn with dotted lines in 
Figure 3.5b). The nt4071T transition shown in the phylogeny above the M7bc vertex is elsewhere placed 
with the 199C transition at the M7bc vertex; M7a sequences do not have this variant (Kong et al. 2006 
Appendix D3.6). This is represented on the tree in Figure 3.5b as a recurrent mutation leading to the M7a 
subhaplogroup (as these sequences were not included in the analysis and this retains the branching of the 
consensus network in Figure 3.5a); however it seems probable that the AP008278 sequence contains errors: 
Kong et al. (2006:2083) note that 13 of the 672 sequences from the Tanaka et al. (2004) dataset, from which 
AP008278 derives show evidence of artificial recombination. 
In the Oceanic consensus networks shown in Chapter Two, the M7 sequences branch from the M vertex with 
the single M22 sequence from Malaysia (Macaulay et al. 2005). When the additional M7bc sequences from 
Japan, Mongolia and China are included, and the entire mtDNA sequence analysed, this connection is not 
seen (Figure 3.5). The coding region variants which link M22 to the M7 sequences in the Oceanic data set 
are shown in Figure 3.5b; a transition at nt5351 is shared between the M22 sequence and the two Taiwanese 
M7b sequences, and a transition at nt14236 is common to the M22 sequence and one of the three descendent 
lineages from the M7c vertex. 
The samples from Taiwan and the Marshall Islands sequenced for this study reveal a close relationship 
between the two M7c haplotypes (Figure 3.5b), suggesting a fit to a model of migration from Taiwan of 
peoples carrying M/M7c and ancestral N/R/B4a1a haplotypes. The other Taiwanese sequences belonging 
to M7bc show a much more distant relationship to the Micronesian sample, with common ancestry at the 
M7bc vertex. However, the sample from the Philippines, which would be expected to show close ties to 
the Taiwanese and Remote Oceanic sample, has several independent polymorphisms, and is definitely not 
intermediate between the Taiwanese and Micronesian haplotypes.
The identification of M7c haplotypes from HVR-I sequences is problematic, as from the whole mtDNA 
phylogeny the differences to the rCRS are expected to be at nt16223 and nt16295; both of which are very 
common variants and additionally at nt16362, also highly variable. Screening samples for the nt3606 and 
15236 transitions would enable members of this haplogroup to be identified for further sequencing to resolve 
the Oceanic part of this phylogeny and study its distribution in Oceanic populations.
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N/R/B5a haplogroup
While it does not contain sequences from Oceania, this haplogroup is included here as a sample sequenced 
for this study from Taiwan belongs to B5a, a little-known haplogroup for which only ten entire sequences 
are presently available (Kong et al. 2003, Pierson et al. 2006, Tanaka et al. 2006, Thangaraj et al. 2005). 
In the Oceanic consensus networks (Chapter Two) the Taiwanese sample branched from the B vertex with 
sequences from the Nicobar Islands. When B5a samples from China and Japan were included, and the whole 
mtDNA sequence analysed a single most parsimonious tree was found (Figure 3.6a). The labelled tree (Figure 
3.6b) details the polymorphisms present in the sequences. The sequences branch from the B5a vertex into two 
groups; one (B5a1, Appendix D3.5, Kong et al. (2006)) containing a sample from China and the four closely-
related sequences from the Nicobar Islands and the other (B5a2) the sample from Taiwan, and four Japanese 
Figure 3.6 B5a haplogroup minimal tree and branch-labelled phylogeny
a) The single most parsimonious tree, found by heuristic PAUP* search (version 4.0b10, Swofford 2003) from 10 B5a 
individuals with L3 AF347014 outgroup. The entire mtDNA sequence was included; there are 17 parsimony informative 
characters and the parsimony score of 21 was proved minimal using MMS. The tree was drawn using Spectronet (version 
1.25 Huber et al 2002) and the sequence from this study is shown in blue type. 
b) A labelled reconstruction of the N/R/B5a phylogeny. See caption for Figure 3.1 for explanation of abbreviations, 
colours and codes used. The polymorphisms relative to the rCRS at the N/R vertex are: 73G, 263G, 750G, 1438G, 
2706G, 3106del, 4769G, 7028T, 8860G, 11719A, 14766T, 15326G. Recurrent or parallel polymorphisms in this 
phylogeny are at nucleotides 210, 16183 and 16266.
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sequences. 
3.3 Issues in dating human mtDNA phylogenies
Table 3.2 lists the dating estimates obtained from the haplogroup analyses. The haplogroups selected from 
populations outside of the Pacific were chosen for various reasons: N/W (Appendix D3.1) was included 
initially in this study as a W sequence was obtained from the project, and the W haplogroup, with 27 entire 
and 10 coding-only sequences is relatively small by comparison to others common in European populations 
(see Chapter Four). The N/S haplogroup (Appendix D3.2) found only in Australia was selected as it also 
has a manageable number of sequences but contains the largest number of sequences of the Australian 
haplogroups (10 entire and two coding-only sequences). The high number of homoplasious mutations 
amongst the N/R/P sequences, many of which are from Australia, also inspired the choice of this haplogroup 
as I wanted to examine the two haplogroups for any evidence of shared polymorphisms. 
The N/R/B4bd/b subset (Appendix D3.3) was compiled to test the results of dating methods at estimating the 
most recent common ancestor of the available American haplogroup B sequences and their closest relatives in 
Asia, and is the only data set in this chapter to exclude the control region. This was necessary as the majority 
of the sequences were coding-region only (17 of a total 23). As all of the other data sets branch from the ‘Out 
of Africa’ M and N (and N/R) vertices of the human mtDNA tree, an older haplogroup, L1c, (Appendix D3.4) 
was analysed to compare the dating methods over a longer time-frame.
While in several instances the number of sequences contributing to the TMRCA estimate is very small (for 
example only three sequences for M/Q2 and N/R/P3), 10 of the 20 vertices dated using the three sequence 
subsets and rho methods have 10 or more descendent sequences. 
The dates obtained from the different calculations for each vertex vary considerably, although in most cases 
the estimates obtained from both coding methods overlap when the standard errors are taken into account. 
However the M27, M7b2, L1c and N/S vertices do not show this pattern. By contrast, comparing the 
synonymous transition estimates to those from the HVR-I calculation for each vertex shows little overlap, 
with the estimates from the control region often greater than the synonymous rate estimations by a factor of 2 
or more. To further examine the relationship between the rate of non-synonymous transitions, coding region 
changes and HVR-I transitions in general, Table 3.3 lists the ratios of the average numbers of synonymous 
transitions to coding region changes and HVR-I transitions to synonymous transitions, for vertices with 10 or 
more descendent sequences.
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As indicated by the date estimates, the average number of synonymous transitions per coding region change 
in general is not strikingly different at each of the 10 vertices; with all but the M7b2 vertex showing an 
average of between 0.51 and 0.72 synonymous transitions per substitution seen across the entire coding 
region, and little differentiation between the older haplogroups such as L1c and Q, and the more recent 
vertices. The synonymous transition rate tends to produce more conservative time estimates, and has the 
advantage over calculations based on all coding region substitutions in that the variation studied has no 
immediately apparent biological consequence, and may not be subject to the same selective forces as changes 
which result in amino acid substitutions or occur in RNA genes. 
The ratio of the average number of HVR-I transitions to the average synonymous transitions ranges from 
0.09 changes in the HVR-I region for each synonymous transition for vertex N/W, to 3.08 HVR-I changes 
per synonymous transition in the case of vertex M7b2. The haplogroup with the greatest distance to common 
ancestry, L1c, shows a ratio of 0.24 HVR-I transitions to synonymous transitions. While five of the ratios 
fall between 0.59 and 0.73 there does not appear to be a clear relationship between synonymous and HVR-I 
Table 3.2 TMRCA estimates
Vertex n ? ? ?  ± ?  (years) ? ? ?  ± ?  (years) n ? ? ?  ± ?  (years)
Q 22 4.95 0.56 33 482 ± 3788 8.59 0.72 44 135 ± 3699 16 3.38 0.46 68 208 ± 12 108
Q1&Q2 16 5.13 0.70 34 699 ± 4735 7. 36 0.83 39 203 ± 4265 13 3.77 0.54 76 078 ± 10 897
Q1 13 3.15 0.65 21 307 ± 4387 5.15 0.80 26 460 ± 4110 10 1.70 0.41 34 306 ± 8274
Q2 3 3.00 1.00 20 292 ±6764 4.67 1.25 23 994 ± 6423 3 0.33 0.33 6659 ± 6659
P1 6 4.83 0.90 32 670 ± 6088 8.17 1.17 41 977 ± 6011 6 4.00 0.82 80 720 ± 16 547
P2 5 1.60 0.57 10 822 ± 3855 3.60 0.85 18 497 ± 4367 4 1.50 0.61 30 270 ± 12 310
P3 3 5.67 1.37 38 352 ± 9267 10.67 1.89 54 822 ± 8711 3 1.00 0.58 20 180 ± 11 704
M27 7 4.71 0.94 31 858 ± 6358 13.86 1.62 71 418 ± 8221 7 3.71 0.83 74 868 ± 16 749
M28 6 3.00 0.71 20 292 ± 4802 6.33 1.03 32 524 ±5292 6 1.50 0.50 30 270 ± 10 090
M28a 4 1.50 0.61 10 146 ± 4126 3.00 0.87 15 414 ± 4470 4 0.50 0.35 10 090 ± 7063
B4a1c 9 3.00 0.58 20 292 ± 3923 4.56 0.71 23 429 ± 4735 9 1.33 0.38 26 839 ± 7668
B4a1a 25 1.60 0.26 10 822± 1759 2.42 0.31 12 331 ± 1593 25 1.04 0.20 20 987 ± 4036
B4a1a1 18 0.78 0.21 5276 ± 1429 1.50 0.30 7707 ± 1541 18 1.17 0.25 23 611 ± 5045
‘Pol.
Motif’ 13 0.92 0.27 6223 ± 1826 1.54 0.34 7913 ± 1747 13 0.54 0.20 10 897 ± 4036
M7c 9 3.00 0.58 20 292 ± 3923 5.11 0.75 26 255 ± 3854 9 1.11 0.35 22 400 ± 7063
M7b2 32 0.75 0.15 5073 ± 1015 2.34 0.27 12 023 ± 1541 32 2.31 0.27 46 616 ± 5449
N/B5a 10 4.10 0.74 27 732 ± 5005 5.70 0.88 29 287 ± 4521 10 1.00 0.37 20 180 ± 7467
N/W 36 2.06 0.24 13 934 ± 1623 4.03 0.33 20 706 ± 1541 26 0.19 0.09 3834 ± 1816
N/S 12 3.00 0.50 20 292 ± 3382 7.75 0.80 39 820 ± 4110 9 2.11 0.48 42 580 ± 9686
N/R/B4b 23 5.09 0.47 34 429 ± 3179 8.57 0.61 44 033 ± 3134
B4b
'Americas' 19 2.47 0.36 16 707 ± 2435 4.11 0.46 21 117 ± 2363
L1c 29 12.44 0.88 84 144 ± 5952 20.88 1.14 107 281 ± 5857 16 3.00 0.43 60 540 ± 8677
a One synonymous transition per 6764 years (Kivisild et al. 2006).
b One substitution per 5138 years (Mishmar et al. 2003).
c One transition per 20 180 years (Forster et al. 1996).
Synonymous Transitionsa Coding Region nt577–nt16022b HVR-I Transitions nt16090-nt16365c
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transitions, suggesting that the rate of change of nucleotides in this region is not constant with respect to the 
changes in the coding region. 
Re-calibration of the HVR-I transition rate by comparison to the synonymous transition rate estimate with 
such a wide range of variation does not seem practical. The five ratios of HVR-1 to synonymous changes 
which vary between 0.59 and 0.7 have a mean of 0.64, equating to an HVR-I rate of 1 transition per 10 
569 years (given the synonymous transition rate of 1 per 6764 years). However the large range of average 
changes seen in the phylogenies suggests that the rates of change of several nucleotides in the HVR-I, often 
termed hypervariable, need to be taken into account in the calculation of average changes to an ancestral 
vertex. In Chapter Four the rates of change in the control region are examined more explicitly.
The HVR-I transition rate of 1 transition per 20 180 years between nucleotides 16090 and 16365 calculated 
by Forster et al. (1996) was based on variation in sequences belonging to haplogroup A in North American 
Eskimo and Na-Dene populations, and calibrated using a date of 11 300 years for the Younger Dryas 
glacial relapse for the most recent common ancestry of the contemporary haplotypes. A later study by 
the same group (Saillard et al. 2000, in a section entitled ‘Reassessment of the mtDNA mutation rate’) 
discusses problems with this calculation due to the suboptimal quality of some of the sequence data 
included, concluding that some polymorphisms were probable artefacts. While the problems with the rate 
Table 3.3 Ratios of rho for vertices with more than 10 descendant sequences
Sy
no
n
Co
din
g
Sy
no
n/
Co
din
g
HV
R-
I
HV
R-
I/ 
Sy
no
n
Vertex n ? ? n ?
Q 22 4.95 8.59 0.58 16 3.38 0.68
Q1&Q2 16 5.13 7.36 0.70 13 3.77 0.73
Q1 13 3.15 5.15 0.61 10 1.70 0.54
B4a1a 25 1.60 2.42 0.66 25 1.04 0.65
B4a1a1 18 0.78 1.50 0.52 18 1.17 1.50
‘Pol.
Motif’ 13 0.92 1.54 0.60 13 0.54 0.59
M7b2 32 0.75 2.34 0.32 32 2.31 3.08
N/R/B5a 10 4.10 5.70 0.72 10 1.00 0.24
N/W 36 2.06 4.03 0.51 26 0.19 0.09
L1c 16 12.44 20.88 0.60 16 3.00 0.24
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are acknowledged, the authors continue to use it in the later study ‘to facilitate comparison with previously 
published age estimates, analogous to uncalibrated radiocarbon years’ (Saillard et al. 2000:722). In several 
studies where the rho dating method for HVR-I sequences has been used without discussion of issues 
involving the rate calculation, both Forster et al. (1996) and Saillard et al. (2000) are cited (for example 
Abu-Amero et al. 2007, Hill et al. 2007, Melton et al. 2007, Roostalu et al. 2007, Rowald et al. 2007: there 
are 92 citations for Saillard et al. 2000 and only papers from 2007 are listed here). With the accumulation of 
large numbers of entire human mtDNA sequences in recent years, and development of new dating techniques 
(Atkinson 2006, Drummond et al. 2006), a re-evaluation of the utility of this dating method would be timely. 
The calibration point used to calculate both the synonymous transition and all coding substitution rates is 
the most recent common ancestor of chimp and human, estimated at 6.5 million years ago (Goodman et 
al. 1998). These rates were presumably calculated from the average human mtDNA-chimpanzee distances 
using a variety of mutational models (Mishmar et al. 2003 state the HKY85 model was used; in Kivisild et 
al. 2006 details are not given). Computational limitations have in the past restricted the use of likelihood 
analyses with complex models of DNA evolution to small data sets. Recently however, Atkinson (2006) has 
used a Bayesian approach to investigate the age of mitochondrial Eve under a likelihood framework which 
incorporates multiple calibration points. 
The rates of change in the coding region of a global data set of 252 human, two chimpanzee and one gorilla 
sequences were estimated using two models, the first a General Time Reversal (GTR) substitution model 
allowing gamma distributed rates and a proportion of invariant sites and the second incorporating codon-
specific rates in a GTR substitution model. Control region sequences were analysed separately using the 
GTR model allowing gamma distributed rates and a proportion of invariant sites. The calibration points 
Table 3.4 Coding-region substitution rates from Atkinson (2006)
lower mean upper lower mean upper 
N/R/B4a1 3 4 5 1660 912 629
M/Q 40 50 60 6474 4316 3237
Human-Chimp 6000 6500 7000 5395 4980 4316
Calibration (kyrs) Est. sub. rate (1 per x years)
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used were lower, mean and upper estimates for the TMRCA of human and chimpanzee sequences, the 11 
M/Q sequences from Friedlaender et al. (2005), Ingman et al. (2000) and Ingman and Gyllensten (2003) and 
the 11 B4a1a sequences from Ingman (2000), Ingman and Gyllensten (2003) and Macaulay et al. (2005). 
Table 3.4 reproduces the rate results from this study (Atkinson 2006; adapted from Table 7.3, p7.12) for the 
first coding region model, allowing comparison to Mishmar et al.’s (2003) rate estimate of 1 coding region 
substitution per 5138 years.
These results illustrate the importance of the calibration point chosen in rate determination, and the increase 
in the rate of change obtained from the most recent calibration point (for the N/R/B4a1a sequences) raises the 
question of time dependency of molecular rates (Ho et al. 2005, Penny 2005). In conclusion, it seems dates 
obtained from human phylogenies need to be interpreted with caution, particularly those obtained from HVR-
I sequence data from groups with recent common ancestry.
The entire mt genome phylogenies for the Oceanic haplogoups presented here provide a resource for 
future analyses of sample sets which will be able to target diagnostic coding region polymorphisms to 
assign sequences reliably to haplogroups. Sourcing a likely Near Oceanic geographic origin of the ancient 
haplogroup lineages present in Remote Oceania is an exciting potential application of this technique. In 
Chapter Six, the SNPs identified by entire mt genome sequence of N/R/B4a haplotypes (Figure 3.4) are used 
to supplement the data gained from HVR-I sequencing of a new set of Polynesian samples, greatly improving 
the resolution of the data.
The phylogenies described here revealed surprisingly high instances of recurrent mutations (for example N/
R/P, Figure 3.2), and in the following chapters the nature of mitochondrial DNA, and its variation in humans, 
is examined, and analyses carried out to assess the extent and effects of recurrent mutations in phylogenetic 
reconstructions.
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Chapter 4. Variation in human mtDna
The phylogenetic analyses of the Oceanic data set and the haplogroup subsets described in Chapters Two and Three 
revealed many instances of homoplasy - changes at the same base in parallel on different paths from a common 
ancestor to descendants, or repetitive changes at the same base along a single path. Mutation rate variability within 
the control region has long been recognised, with certain nucleotides identified as ‘hypervariable’ (Meyer et al. 
1999, Stoneking 2000). Understanding the mechanisms underlying the fixation of nucleotide changes in the mtDNA 
genome is of clear importance to the interpretation of phylogenies generated from sequences. Some positions within 
the mitochondrial genome may be more vulnerable than others to mutation, and selective effects and recombination 
events may also contribute to the mutation rate variability observed. The large numbers of entire human 
mitochondrial genomes now available on public databases are a valuable empirical resource for the exploration of 
factors contributing to the accumulation of mitochondrial genetic variability. 
This chapter begins with a brief review of the current understanding of mtDNA structure, function, replication, and 
inheritance, and a discussion of prior analyses of selection and recombination in human mtDNA. This is followed 
by a description of the variation observed in the large data set of global mt sequences assembled over the course of 
this project, and the results of selection and recombination tests performed on these data. In Chapter Five subsets 
of the global data set are used in a phylogenetic analysis which explores the occurrence of homoplasy in human 
mtDNA in greater detail, focusing on the control region in particular. There are several hundred control region 
sequences available from Oceanic populations, and in Chapter Six the information contained within these sequences 
is reassessed, making use of the resolution gained from the whole mt genome analyses (Chapters Two and Three) 
and the insights into rate variability obtained from Chapter Five.
 
4.1 Introduction
Structure and function of mtDNA
The mtDNA molecule encodes two ribosomal RNA (rRNA) molecules, 13 proteins and 22 transfer RNA (tRNA) 
molecules. The tRNAs and rRNAs are required to synthesise the proteins which are then incorporated into four 
of the five multiprotein enzyme complexes of the mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) system. 
The OXPHOS system, which also contains many known subunits encoded by nuclear genes, generates adenosine 
triphosphate (ATP) molecules, the main energy transferring molecule within cells. Figure 4.1 illustrates the 
important role mtDNA-encoded proteins play in cellular energy production. 
Staining properties of mtDNA have indicated that many copies of mitochondrial transcription factor A (TFAM) 
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Figure 4.1 The role of mtDNA in cellular energy 
production
a) The 13 proteins encoded by mtDNA are subunits of the 
OXPHOS system, and are coloured here for complexes: 
complex I proteins are blue, complex III green, complex 
IV pink and complex V yellow. All but one of the genes 
(ND6) are encoded by the light strand of the mtDNA 
molecule. tRNA positions are shown as solid dark blue 
lines. The divisions between ND4 and ND4L, and the 
overlapping ATP6 and ATP8 are indicated by narrow 
black lines.
b) Carbohydrates and fatty acids are imported into the 
mitochondria where they are converted by ß-oxidation 
and the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle into fuel molecules 
for the OXPHOS system which generates ATP.
c) The OXPHOS system receives electrons from the 
fuel molecules and transfers these sequentially through 
the complexes, with the aid of two electron shuttle 
molecules Coenzyme Q (CoQ) and Cytochrome c (Cyt 
c), to Complex IV where they are accepted by oxygen. 
This process generates free energy which is used to 
pump protons (H+) from the mitochondrial matrix to 
the intermembrane space, creating an electrochemical 
gradient across the inner mitochondrial membrane, which 
is used by Complex V to drive the formation of ATP from 
ADP and phosphate (Pi).
d) The relative contributions of nuclear and mtDNA 
encoded proteins to the formation of the OXPHOS 
complexes.
Adapted in part by permission from Macmillan Publishers 
Ltd: Nature Reviews Genetics: Taylor and Turnbull 2005 
(p390), copyright 2005, with additional information 
from the website of the Neuromuscular Disease Center, 
Washington University, St. Louis, MO., USA http://www.
neuro.wustl.edu/neuromuscular/
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surround each molecule, forming histone-like protective structures (Larsen et al. 2005). Within the 
mitochondrial matrix mtDNA molecules are present in groups termed ‘nucleoids’ which contain between two 
and 10 mtDNA molecules, each replicating independently of others in the nucleoid (Iborra et al. 2004, Legros 
et al. 2004). Iborra et al. (2004) found that nucleoids appeared to be tethered directly or indirectly through the 
mt membrane to kinesin and microtubules in the cellular cytoplasm. Their results suggested that the nucleoid 
structures are involved in the organisation of the translation machineries on both sides of the mt membrane, 
allowing mtDNA encoded proteins to be synthesised close to nuclear encoded proteins targeted to the 
OXPHOS complexes. Fluorescent imaging studies have demonstrated that nucleoids are dynamic, moving 
both within and between mitochondria (Garrido et al. 2003, Legros et al. 2004). The presence of multiple 
nucleoids within each mitochondrion, and multiple mitochondria within each cell can result in mtDNA copy 
numbers of several thousand per cell.
The two strands of the circular mtDNA molecule are described as ‘heavy’ (H) and ‘light’ (L) according to 
the different buoyant densities of each due to different guanine and thymine base compositions (Taanman 
1999). The antisense sequence of most genes is encoded on the H-strand. The L-strand encodes eight tRNAs 
and a single protein, ND6. The reference sequence (Appendix B, Anderson et al. 1981, Andrews et al. 
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Figure 4.2 mtDNA transcription and replication features
Numbers in the centre of the diagram refer to the base numbering of the 
reference sequence (AC_000021.2). Protein coding and rRNA genes are 
represented by grey lines and tRNAs by grey circles. IT: initiation of 
transcription positions; H, heavy strand, L, light strand. O
H
 and O
L
, origin 
of replication, heavy and light strands respectively. mtTERM  proposed 
transcription termination site for heavy-strand transcript from IT
H1
. Adapted 
from Taanman 1999:p105.
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1999) represents the L-strand. The genome is very compact, with few non-coding portions apart from the 
~1kb control region, and instances of overlap between genes (ATP6 and ATP8: 46 nucleotides; and ND4 
and ND4L: seven nucleotides). The termination codons are in many cases generated by post-transcriptional 
polyadenylation of the mRNA rather than encoded in the mtDNA (Fernández-Silva et al. 2003). The two 
main non-coding regions have important functions in regulating transcription and replication: the control 
region contains the origins of replications for the H-strand and promoters for transcription of both strands, 
and the second shorter region (located between nt5730-5760) contains the origin of replication for the L-
strand (Figure 4.2). 
Transcription
The current model of H-strand transcription describes two origin sites - one within the control region (ITH1) 
and a second close to the 5’ end of the 12S rRNA gene (ITH2), allowing for differential regulation of rRNA 
and mRNA transcription. Transcription from ITH1 ends at the 3’ end of the 16S rRNA gene (termination 
is linked to a regulatory site - mtTERM - located immediately downstream of the 16S rRNA gene, Figure 
4.2), and results in the synthesis of 12S and 16S rRNA and two tRNAs. This transcription unit is estimated 
to be produced at a frequency 20 times greater than the second which starts from ITH2 (Fernández-Silva et 
al. 2003). The mRNA transcription unit beginning at ITH2 encompasses all of the H-strand genes in a single 
polycistronic mRNA molecule. The mature mRNAs for all 12 proteins and the 12 tRNAs encoded on the 
H-strand are derived from processing of this second transcription unit, with the interspersed tRNA molecules 
believed to act as signals for the processing molecules under a model of ‘tRNA punctuation’ (Fernández-
Silva et al. 2003, Taanman 1999). 
The H-strand genes are transcribed in a single molecule from an initiation site in the control region (ITL). 
In addition to the ND6 mRNA and eight tRNAs encoded by the H-strand, short RNA primers necessary 
for H-strand replication are derived from the L-strand transcription unit; linking the regulation of mtDNA 
replication to mtDNA transcription (Fernández-Silva et al. 2003). The exact locations and mechanisms for 
termination of the L-strand and the second H-strand transcription units have not been determined (Fernández-
Silva et al. 2003).
The initiation points ITH1 and ITL are situated within regions highly conserved in mammalian species 
consisting of a promoter element of 15 nucleotides surrounding the initiation site and a second element 
immediately upstream which includes the binding site for mitochondrial transcription factor A (TFAM: 
promoter elements and transcription binding sites are marked in Figure 5.2). The mitochondrial RNA 
polymerase requires mitochondrial transcription factor A and one of two other mitochondrial transcription 
factors, B1 or B2 to initiate transcription (Gaspari et al. 2004). The initiation point at ITH2 does not have the 
same promoter features, supporting an alternative model of a single H-strand initiation point (Taanman 1999, 
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Taylor and Turnbull 2005). 
Mature mRNAs are translated on the mitochondrial ribosomes, using just the 22 tRNAs encoded by mtDNA: 
the mitochondrial code differs from the ‘universal’ code, allowing translation with considerably fewer tRNAs 
than required by nuclear-derived mRNA. Both the mitochondrial rRNAs and tRNAs are smaller than those 
from eukaryotic nuclear DNA, and prokaryotic cells (Fernández-Silva et al. 2003, Taanman 1999).
Replication and repair
mtDNA is replicated by DNA polymerase γ, a heterodimeric enzyme which is mitochondria-specific and 
consists of a catalytic subunit with proof-reading ability and a processivity subunit. Other proteins, including 
Twinkle, which has 5’ to 3’ DNA helicase activity, and a mitochondrial single-stranded binding protein are 
involved in mtDNA replication (Taylor and Turnbull 2005).
The origin of replication of the H-strand (OH) involves several sites within the control region (Fish et 
al. 2004), while the light-strand origin (OL) is situated in a small non-coding region between the tRNA 
genes for asparagine and cysteine, (nucleotide positions 5730-5760; Fernández-Silva et al. 2003, Figure 
4.2). Until recently mtDNA replication was thought to occur under a ‘strand-displacement’ model where 
the replication of the H-strand begins first (the leading strand) and continues until the L-strand origin of 
replication is reached at which point the lagging L-strand replication begins (Clayton 1982). A second model 
of replication has been proposed following recent two-dimensional gel electrophoresis studies which supports 
a bidirectional, strand-coupled mechanism and this subject remains contentious (Fish et al. 2004, Taylor and 
Turnbull 2005).
The production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) as a byproduct of the OXPHOS system is believed to 
contribute significantly to mtDNA damage, with oxidative attack leading to base lesions, strand breaks and 
cross-links to other molecules (Stuart and Brown 2006). Mitochondrial DNA repair pathways differ from 
nuclear DNA (reviewed in Larsen et al. 2005): while there is evidence of a base excision repair pathway, 
nucleotide excision repair does not occur, and it is unclear whether a mismatch repair pathway is present. 
The repair of complex damage such as double-strand breaks and DNA cross-links requires a recombination 
repair mechanism (Stuart and Brown 2006). Homologous recombination activity has been demonstrated 
with mitochondrial protein extracts (Thyagarajan et al. 1996), and recent studies have reported evidence of 
recombination events in human mtDNA (D’Aurelio et al. 2004, Zsurka et al. 2005, Zsurka et al. 2007). An 
experiment using mice cells also found evidence of recombinant molecules in low frequencies (3/318 clones, 
Sato et al. 2005). 
mtDNA inheritance
mtDNA has a markedly different pattern of inheritance to chromosomal DNA: the haploid sperm and oocyte 
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cells contribute chromosomal DNA equally at fertilisation to create the diploid zygote while the mtDNA is 
derived from the maternal oocyte along with all of the cytoplasmic contents of the zygote. The possibly of 
paternal ‘leakage’ of mtDNA exists as sperm cells contain mitochondria in the midpiece where they generate 
the energy required to power the cell’s movement. Estimates of the number of mtDNA molecules present 
have had quite different results; from less than 10 to 700-1200 (Jansen and Burton 2004). A pathway for the 
destruction of paternally-derived mitochondria has been described: mitochondria entering the oocyte are 
directed to a 26-S proteasome by recognition of a ubiquitin tag, which is applied during spermatogenesis 
(Sutovsky et al. 2004). The ultimate fate of paternal mtDNA itself is not so well-known, although both 
lysosomes and autophagic vacuoles contain acid hydrolases which can degrade nucleic acids, and nuclease 
activity has been demonstrated in proteasomes (Sutovsky et al. 2004). A recent study using Japanese medaka 
(a small fish species) as a model organism tracked paternal mtDNA in sperm using SYBR green I staining 
(Nishimura et al. 2006). Their results suggest that the sperm mtDNA is digested within the mitochondrion 
shortly after fertilisation, and before the proteolytic degradation of paternal mitochondria. There is direct 
evidence in humans that this mechanism is not fool-proof: paternal inheritance of mtDNA has been 
demonstrated in a patient where the paternal haplotype was present in skeletal muscle, with the maternal 
haplotype dominant in all other tissues tested (Schwartz and Vissing 2002). 
Any mutation arising in the mtDNA pool within an individual cell will result in the state of heteroplasmy 
- a mixture of two (or more) different mtDNA haplotypes within an individual. Eventually this variation 
will be lost as either the new or the original haplotype reaches fixation. Early research suggested this time 
to fixation was short, with sequence variation rapidly lost or fixed within lineages (Aquadro and Greenberg 
1983), largely due to a bottleneck event occurring during the transmission of mtDNA between generations. 
However, the evidence for a bottleneck event has not been clear, and in a 1997 review Lightowlers et al. 
stated ‘the numerous uses of ‘bottleneck’ by many authors are clearly inconsistent and it is our belief that 
this imprecision has led to confusion in the field…. there are several reports in man, mice and Drosophila, as 
well as in cell culture systems, of stable or persistent intergenerational heteroplasmy (i.e. slow segregation), 
results that are incompatible with a common sampling event or pattern of marked genetic drift. Paradoxically, 
therefore, it is not the rapid genotypic shifts that are difficult to explain, it is stable heteroplasmy that is 
problematic’ (Lightowlers et al. 1997:453).
Bendall and Sykes (1995) studied the inheritance patterns of heteroplasmic length variants from the human 
control region, and concluded persistence of heteroplasmy was more likely than de novo regeneration of 
the variation each generation. The inheritance of heteroplasmy is common in human clinical disorders, for 
example hereditary optic neuropathy (LHON) and mitochondrial myopathy, encephalopathy, lactic acidosis 
and stroke-like episodes (MELAS) are maternally inherited, and caused by point mutations in mtDNA-
encoded complex I genes. In MELAS patients the variants are present in affected individuals along with fully 
functional mtDNA in a heteroplasmic mix, while LHON patients can have heteroplasmic or homoplasmic 
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mtDNA (Taylor and Turnbull 2005). In many heteroplasmic mtDNA disorders the proportions of the 
mtDNA types within the body have been shown to vary between tissue types (Taylor and Turnbull 2005). A 
pedigree study of a family with members affected by LHON has shown persistence of heteroplasmy over six 
generations (Howell et al. 2005).
An accurate quantification of mtDNA molecules at the many stages of germ cell development is required to 
assess the bottleneck effect. In 1998 an influential study quantifying the number of mitochondria in human 
germ cells from electron micrographs concluded that during an early phase of oogenesis, in primordial germ 
cells (PGCs), the total number of mitochondria present was around 10 per cell (Jansen and de Boer 1998). 
Mitochondria at this stage were stated to be ‘haploid’ - each containing a single mtDNA molecule, resulting 
in a severe bottleneck effect. This was suggested to be a mechanism to counteract the asexual Muller’s 
ratchet effect of the accumulation of deleterious mutations by random genetic drift (Van Blerkom et al. 2004; 
Krakauer and Mira 1999 argue the high proportion of oocytes undergoing atresia in fetal life fulfils a similar 
purpose). 
More recently the development of real-time PCR techniques have allowed for increased precision in the 
estimate of mtDNA molecule numbers. Reynier et al. (2001) found a wide range of mtDNA copy numbers in 
unfertilized human oocytes collected from 43 subjects, from 20 000 to 598 000, with an average of 193 000. 
May-Panloup et al. (2007) report an even wider of variation between 11 000 and ~900 000. Current work 
quantifying mtDNA molecules in Chinook salmon eggs is producing higher estimates than expected, in the 
order of 109 molecules per egg (Jonci Wolf, personal communication). Cao et al. (2007) quantified mtDNA 
molecules in mouse germ-cell development stages and found in contrast to Jansen and de Boer (1998) that 
PGCs contain more than 100 molecules; concluding that any bottleneck effect is due to the differential 
segregation of nucleoid groups of mtDNA. 
mtDNA recombination
The persistence of heteroplasmy through generations and the demonstration of recombination between human 
mtDNA molecules (D’Aurelio et al. 2004, Zsurka et al. 2005, Zsurka et al. 2007) suggests that mtDNA may 
not always follow the simple pattern of strict maternal inheritance of a single haplotype that is assumed. 
Recombination of multiple haplotypes occurring in germ cells could result in a phylogenetic reconstruction 
of following generations that may not reflect the actual history of the mtDNA lineage (a diagrammatic 
representation of intra-individual, or intra-lineage recombination is shown in Figure 4.3). Paternal leakage of 
mtDNA molecules, and subsequent recombination between maternal and paternal lineages, as seen in human 
muscle tissue (Schwartz and Vissing 2002, Kraytsberg et al. 2004) would also result in misleading mtDNA 
phylogenies.
The question of recombination in human mtDNA has generated a great deal of debate (for example Dowton 
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and Campbell 2001, Macaulay et al. 1999, Eyre-Walker 2000, Hagelberg 2003, Hey 2000, Slate and 
Gemmell 2004), particularly following reports of experimental evidence in an Island Melanesian population 
(later corrected, Hagelberg et al. 1999a, 2000) and indirect evidence for recombination in primate mtDNA 
(Awadella et al. 1999, Eyre-Walker et al. 1999a). Other indirect analyses have found little, or limited, 
evidence for recombination in human mtDNA (Ingman et al. 2000, Elson et al. 2001, Herrnstadt et al. 2002, 
Piganeau and Eyre-Walker 2004). Homoplasy tests report excessive convergent changes, which would 
be expected if recombination was occurring (for example Eyre-Walker et al. 1999b, Piganeau and Eyre-
Walker 2004). Whether this excess of homoplastic sites is due to recombination or extreme intra-sequence 
rate variation (with highly homoplastic sites often referred to as ‘hypervariable’; Innan and Nordberg 2002, 
Stoneking 2000) is difficult at present to differentiate. 
Hypervariable sites and selection
The mtDNA control region, particularly the hypervariable regions I and II, has been a preferred target for 
phylogenetic studies due to its high rate of variability. This rate of substitution is not consistent across all of 
the sequence, with some bases showing much higher rates of change. This has led to suggestions that changes 
Figure 4.3 Intra-individual mtDNA recombination
Figure a) a theoretical ancestor has a heteroplasmic mix of 
three mtDNA haplotypes: the original inherited haplotype 
(1), and two new haplotypes each differing at one position 
from the original marked by a square (2) and a star (3). 
These are shown in grey to represent the three molecules are 
present in heteroplasmy. 
Figure b) is a diagrammatic representation of possible 
sorting of the three ancestral haplotypes to homoplasmic 
descendants, with recombination. The SNPs are shown in 
grey when present in heteroplasmy, and black once fixed. 
The recombinant descendant (4) is marked with a dotted 
line. 
Figure c) shows an example of a phylogenetic reconstruction 
of the four descendant haplotypes, without recombination, 
demonstrating the distortion of the history of the haplotypes. 
In this tree haplotypes (2) and (4) are assumed to have 
a MRCA subsequent to shared ancestry with haplotypes 
(1) and (3), and two independent mutations at the SNP 
marked by a star are required. (An equally parsimonious 
reconstruction would group haplotypes (3) and (4) together, 
and assume a repeat mutation at the square SNP).
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at these bases may reflect recombination events (Hagelberg 2003). Several studies have analysed patterns of 
change in this region (for example Malyarchuk et al. 2002, Malyarchuk 2004, Meyer et al. 1999, Stoneking 
2000). New mutations have been observed to occur preferentially at hypervariable sites (Forster et al. 2002, 
Stoneking 2000) and the current consensus is that these positions are more mutable than others. Malyarchuk 
et al. (2002) propose that a transient misalignment dislocation of DNA polymerase γ due to the strand context 
(monotonous runs of nucleotides) can explain the substitution rate variability within the control region. 
Recent studies of entire mtDNA sequences have also identified positions within the coding region which 
require more steps to fit a tree than expected (Kivisild et al. 2006, Pierson et al. 2006).
The mt genome plays a critical role in cell function, with the many known medical conditions due to 
mtDNA mutations providing clear examples of the deleterious effects changes can have on an individual’s 
fitness (for example see Gemmell et al. 2004, Taylor and Turnbull 2005). An interesting example of effects 
on cell conditions linked to mtDNA variability has been shown by Kazuno et al. (2006), who analysed 
transmitochondrial hybrid cells to detect ribosomal and non-synonymous protein-coding changes in the 
context of functional significance using a fluorescent calcium indicator. They found that cells carrying 
mtDNA molecules with 8701A/10398A variants (these are macrohaplogroup N-defining) had different 
mitochondrial matrix pH and calcium levels, relative to individuals with 8701G/10398G haplotypes 
(macrohaplogroups L and M). Transitions at these positions result in substitutions between alanine and 
threonine amino acid residues in ATP6 and ND3 proteins. 
Several studies have tested human mtDNA data sets for evidence of selection (Mishmar et al. 2003, Moilanen 
and Majamaa 2003, Elson et al. 2004, Ruiz-Pesini et al. 2004, Kivisild et al. 2006). Mishmar et al. (2003) 
suggested from their results of analyses on a data set of 104 sequences that climate-driven selection may 
be acting on lineages in northern latitudes. Ruiz-Pesini et al. (2004) suggested haplotypes common in Artic 
regions contained variants which resulted in a lowered coupling efficiency of the OXPHOS system, resulting 
in greater heat and reduced ATP production. Amo and Brand (2007) have tested this hypothesis empirically 
by kinetic analysis of cybrid cells, finding the ‘Arctic’ haplotypes have similar or greater coupling efficiency 
than the ‘tropical’ types defined by Ruiz-Pesini et al. (2004).
A ‘mother’s curse’ effect has been proposed whereby certain mtDNA haplotypes may have an adverse 
effect on sperm motility (Gemmell et al. 2004, Ruiz-Pesini et al. 2000); however a recent study of whole 
mtDNA sequences from males with reduced sperm motility did not find a correlation between haplotype and 
sperm failure (Pereira et al. 2007). Moilanen and Majamaa (2003) found evidence for haplogroup specific 
differences in the intensity of selection against particular regions of the mitochondrial genome, and suggested 
the effects of new mutations could be dependent on the phylogenetic background on which they arose. 
However Kivisild et al. (2006) did not observe any significant regional or climactic differences in the rate of 
non-synonymous changes for haplogroups, or evidence of directional selection. 
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4.2 Assembly of the whole mtDNA data sets and haplogroup assignment
Entire and coding-region only human mtDNA sequences available from NCBI databases up to May 2006 
were downloaded and manually aligned using SE-AL (version 2.0a11, Rambaut 1996) into a large data set 
which included the coding region from 4 great ape sequences. Table 4.1 summarises the accession, publication 
and geographic details of these sequences. 1844 of the 2631 sequences are complete mtDNA genomes and 
787 coding-region only sequences. This alignment was constructed incrementally from 2003 onwards, with 
sequences added as they became available. The majority of sequences are the first version uploaded to the 
databases, and it is possible that revised versions now exist. Where revised versions are known to have 
replaced earlier sequences it is noted in Table 4.1.
The alignment of 2631 sequences was exported from SE-AL as a FASTA file, which allowed it to be opened 
in MacClade (version 4.06 Madison and Madison 2003, Sinauer Associates Inc., Massachusetts); when 
opening from NEXUS format the maximum number of sequences allowable is 1500). The 16686 characters 
of the alignment were numbered for the Mitomap rCRS sequence (accession AC_000021.2) prefaced with 
an ‘n’, using the ‘fill’ utility in MacClade. Where gaps were added to the reference sequence (which is 16569 
bases long) these are named for the preceding character with an alphabetical suffix; for example the alignment 
character number 598 corresponds to n573a, which is an insertion relative to the reference sequence directly 
following nucleotide 573 in the Mitomap rCRS. The file was saved from MacClade in NEXUS format 
as ‘globalmtDNA.nex’ (Appendix F.4.1.1). NEXUS format character labels are supported by MacClade 
and PAUP* (version 4.0b10, Swofford 2003), and were used in two main ways in this study: firstly when 
tracing characters on trees produced by MacClade, and secondly, for excluding single bases or portions of 
the alignment in PAUP*. For example the control region can be excluded from the alignments in PAUP* 
using this command: ‘excl n1-n577; excl n16024-n16569’. A list of alignment character numbers with the 
corresponding rCRS base numbering was extracted from the NEXUS file and is recorded in a Microsoft® 
Excel workbook (‘globalmtdata set.xls’: Appendix F4.1.7).
MacClade was used to find identical sequences (when resolution of missing data or ambiguities could make 
sequences identical) and found 280 of the 2631 sequences belonged to 116 haplotypes (details listed in 
‘globalmtdata set.xls’). The majority of these haplotypes (86) were shared by just two individuals, with a 
maximum of six individuals with a common haplotype (in two instances, both containing individuals only 
from the Moilanen et al. (2003) Finnish data set). A separate file ‘globalmtDNAhaps.nex’ (Appendix F4.1.2) 
contains only the haplotype sequences (number of taxa = 2468), with the final taxon in alphanumerical order 
representing each of the shared haplotypes.
Two other subsets of the global data set contain only the complete mt genome sequences, and are named 
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Table 4.1 Global data set details
Accession marked with an asterisk are prefaced with a ‘z’ in data sets to enable rapid sorting
Authors Year Geographic notes n Accession numbers
Ingman et al 2000 Global 53 AF346963-AF347015
Maca-Meyer et al 2001 Global 33 AF381981-AF382013
Herrnstadt et al (and 
Howell et al 2004)
2002 U.S. (global) – most coding only, L0-L3 
entire mtDNA
597 Numbered xxxHerrn
Ingman and Gyllensten 2003 Global; focus on Australia and PNG 52 AY289051-AY289102
Kong et al 2003 China 48 AY255133-AY255180
Maca-Meyer et al 2003 N/R/U haplogroup 11 AY275527-AY275537
Mishmar et al 2003 Global 48 AY195745-AY195792
Moilanen et al 2003 Finland (includes sequences described in 
Finnila et al '01. NOTE: revised versions 
for some sequences available)
192 AY339402-AY339593
Achilli et al 2004 N/R/H haplogroup 62 AY738940-AY739001
Coble et al 2004 R/R/HV, N/R/JT, N/R/U/K 241 AY495090-AY495330
Palanichamy et al 2004 India – N only 75 AY713976-AY714050
Tanaka et al 2004 Japan 672 AP008249-AP008920
Achilli et al 2005 N/R/U haplogroup 39 AY882379-AY882417
Friedlaender et al 2005 New Britain, New Ireland 3 AY956412-AY956414
Macaulay et al 2005 
(version 2)
Malaysia 15 AY963572-AY963586
Merriwether et al 2005 Near Oceania 14 DQ137398-DQ137411
Thangaraj et al (2005) 2006 
(version 2)
Andaman and Nicobar Islands 15 AY950286-AY950300
Trejaut et al 2005 Taiwan 8 AJ842744-AJ842751
Rajkumar et al 2005 India 23 DQ246811-DQ246833
Starikovskaya et al 2005 
(version 2)
Siberia 20 AY519484-AY519497 
AY570524-AY570526
AY615360-AY615361
Behar et al 2006 Ashkenazi Jews 30 DQ301789-DQ301818
Kivisild et al 2006 Global - coding region only 277 DQ112686-DQ112962
Li. S et al (unpubl.) 2006 China, Tibet, Mongolia 5 DQ418488 DQ462232-
DQ462234 DQ437577
Pierson et al 2006 Oceania, Taiwan 20 DQ372868-DQ372887
Sun et al 2006 India 56 AY922253-AY922308
Thangaraj et al (unpub.) 2006 India (assumed) 9 DQ408672-DQ408680
van Holst Pellekaan 2006 
(version 2)
Australian 8 DQ404440-DQ404447
Anderson et al (1980), 
Andrews et al (1999)
2007
(version 2)
Europe revised 'Cambridge Reference 
Sequence'
1 AC_000021.2*
Arnason et al 1996 Gorilla; coding only 1 X93347*
Arnason et al 1996 Chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes); coding 1 X93335*
Horai et al 1995 Chimpanzee (Pan paniscus); coding 1 NC_001644*
Xu and Arnason 1996 Orangutan; coding only 1 NC_002083*
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‘globalmtDNAcomplete.nex’ and ‘globalmtDNAcompletehaps.nex’ (Appendices F4.1.3 and F4.1.3). The 
‘globalmtDNAhaps.nex’ alignment was edited using BBEdit Lite or TextWrangler (Bare Bones Software, 
Bedford, MA, USA, available from www.barebones.com) creating two input files for MEGA (Kumar et al. 
2004, version 3.1). MEGA allows sections of a sequence to be annotated, for example as protein-coding 
genes, and subsequent subsets of the characters to be analysed independently. The mtDNA control region and 
genes of both heavy and light strands were recorded in the files ‘globalmtDNAhaps1.meg’ (Appendix F4.1.5) 
and ‘globalmtDNAhaps2.meg’ (Appendix F4.1.6), with areas of overlap treated consecutively. For example 
the ATP8 gene begins within the ATP6 gene, but as each character can only be within one assigned domain 
or gene the overlapping region is recorded as ATP6. The other regions of overlap involve single nucleotides 
in tRNA sequences. Genes encoded on the light strand (eight tRNAs and ND6) are marked as ‘:light in the 
MEGA descriptions. The first MEGA data set has 16683 characters, in contrast to the 16686 characters 
of the ‘globalmtDNAhaps.nex’ file: three single-base insertions in protein-coding genes were removed as 
they caused frame-shift mutations. All three were singleton (private) insertions and occurred in sequences 
170Herrn (n3312a, ND1), DQ246818 (n5436a, ND2) and AY956413 (12355a, ND5).
The two MEGA files differ in the groups to which the 2468 sequences are assigned, and the second file 
excludes the control region for all sequences. The first file has a simple division to five categories: ‘coding 
only’, ‘entire sequence’, ‘Ingman 2000 sequences’ and ‘Kivisild 2006 sequences’ and ‘apes’. In the second 
file the sequences are divided to 33 groups by haplogroup designation, including the ‘apes’ group of 4 
sequences (the method of haplogroup assignment is described below). These groupings, in combination 
with the sequence data annotations, allow rapid independent analysis within MEGA of subsets of the mt 
Table 4.2 Data set file details (Digital Appendix F4.1)
File name Details No. of taxa File size
globalmtDNA.nex All sequences in nexus format 2631 42.2MB
globalmtDNAhaps.nex Identical sequences removed, haplotypes only 2468 39.6MB
globalmtDNAcomplete.nex Complete mtDNA sequences only, nexus format 1844 29.6MB
globalmtDNAhapscomplete.nex Complete mtDNA haplotype sequences only, nexus 
format
1736 27.9MB
globalmtDNAhaps1.meg Haplotypes only, MEGA format annotated for genes. 
Group categories: coding-only, entire sequences, 
Ingman 200 sequences, Kivisild 2006 sequences
2468 52.6MB
globalmtDNAhaps2.meg Haplotypes only, coding-region only. MEGA format 
annotated for genes and for haplogroup affiliation (33 
groups)
2468 49.1MB
globalmtdataset.xls Excel workbook with complete haplotype sequences, 
Genbank and publication data for all sequences, 
comparative character numbering and shared 
sequences information
1736 27.9MB
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genome data set by haplogroup affiliation as well as by sequence area. Table 4.2 summarises the details of the 
NEXUS and MEGA format data sets.
A Microsoft® Excel workbook (‘globalmtdata set.xls’, Appendix F4.1.7) was used to compile publication, 
haplogroup and geographic and/or ethnographic details for all sequences. Details were extracted from 
Genbank accession files and the original publications using text editing functions within BBEdit Lite. When 
haplogroup information was retrieved from published figures find, copy and paste functions were used 
wherever possible to minimise copying errors. For example, the original sequence identifier used in the 
publication and described in the Genbank accession file was copied from the ‘globalmtdata set.xls’ file and 
pasted into a search of the PDF publication file. Haplogroup information from the published figure was then 
entered into the ‘globalmtdata set.xls’ file.
The original haplogroup designations of Howell et al. (2004), Kivisild et al. (2006), Kong et al. (2003), 
Maca-Meyer et al. (2001), Mishmar et al. (2003), Palanichamy et al. (2004), Sun et al. (2006) and 
Trejaut et al. (2005) collected to the ‘globalmtdata set.xls’ file from the Genbank format accessions and/or 
publications were used to assign broad haplogroups to all of the sequences in the global data set, following 
the construction of a low-resolution consensus tree from the coding region of all of the human sequences in 
the ‘globalmtDNA.nex’ data set. This tree was obtained by an heuristic search using PAUP* version 4.0b10 
(Swofford 2003) for most parsimonious trees which was stopped after 18 hours (running on an Intel ® 
Pentium ® 4 CPU 3.00GHz, 2.00GB of RAM) when 10 391 trees had been saved with parsimony score 6476 
(number of taxa 2627, 2134 parsimony informative coding region characters; gaps were treated as missing 
data). 
Level 1 n % of total 
dataset
L0 39 1.48
L1 58 2.21
L2 78 2.97
L3 2448 93.19
L4 2 0.08
L5 2 0.08
Level 2 n % of total 
dataset
L1/b 26 0.99
L1/c 32 1.22
Level 2 n % of total 
dataset
L3/(bd)/f 44 1.67
L3/ei 30 1.14
L3/h 4 0.15
L3/N 1638 62.35
L3/M 732 27.86
Level 3 n
% of total 
dataset
N/A 86 3.27
N/N1 40 1.52
N/W 55 2.09
N/X 20 0.76
N/O 4 0.15
N/R 1358 51.69
Level 3 n
% of total 
dataset
M/D 300 11.42
M/G 67 2.55
M/M7 92 3.50
M/M8 76 2.89
M/Q 22 0.84
Level 4 n
% of total 
dataset
R/B4a 46 1.75
R/B4bd 48 1.83
R/B5 38 1.45
R/HV 552 21.01
R/JT 225 8.56
R/P 18 0.69
R/R5 11 0.42
R/R9 56 2.13
R/U 301 11.46
Level 5 n % of total 
dataset
JT/J 107 4.07
JT/T 118 4.49
Table 4.3 Global data set haplogroup details
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A 75% majority-rule consensus of these trees was exported in PDF format from PAUP* and opened in 
Adobe® Illustrator® CS2 (version 12.0.1, © 1987-2005 Adobe Systems Incorporated and its licensors). The 
original haplogroup designations from the studies listed above were appended to the accession numbers 
using the search and replace functions in Adobe® Illustrator® CS2 and Microsoft® Excel. Broad haplogroups 
were then assigned conservatively to the tree according to these labelled sequences: in instances where the 
monophyly of the named haplogroups was not supported by the consensus tree these branches were assigned 
to the corresponding higher level haplogroup (Appendix D4.1). For example, sequences originally assigned 
to haplogroups L3/M/M1 (DQ112926 and DQ112933) share a common branch from the M vertex with four 
others including two sequences labelled M11 (AF381984) and M12 (AF381996): these are all named ‘M’ in 
the consensus tree (see Appendix D4.1, branch directly above M7bc/c labelled branch).
Blocks of sequences were copied by haplogroup from the consensus tree file and haplogroup identifiers 
added using BBEdit Lite before importing the information to the ‘globalmtdata set.xls’ workbook. Up to 
five haplogroup levels were assigned for each sequence and these are arranged in separate columns enabling 
searching and sorting functions to be carried out. Table 4.3 summarises the haplogroup names and number 
of sequences assigned to each level. A large proportion of the sequences belong to the ‘Out-of-Africa’ 
L3 haplogroup - 2448 of the total 2627 (93%), and of these 1358 (52% of the data set) belong to L3/N/R 
haplogroups. The over-represented haplogroups N/R/HV, N/R/JT and N/R/U haplogroups are common in 
European populations. 
4.3 Variation in the global data set
Average pairwise distances between haplogroups
The maximum absolute human pairwise distance in the global data set is 108 base differences (0.65%) across 
the entire sequence. For the coding region only the maximum distance is 90 (0.59%, calculated from the 
globalmtDNAhapscomplete.nex and globalmtDNAhaps.nex data sets). As a simple contrast, the average 
absolute distance over the 15317 sites in the coding region alignment between the human and the two 
chimpanzee sequences is 1283 (8.4%; and between human and the single gorilla and orang-utan sequences 
1590 (10.4%) and 2168 (14.15%) respectively). Figure 4.4 summarises the average distances between 
representative haplogroups (those containing >15 haplotypes) calculated from the coding region only (using 
MEGA, Kumar et al. 2004, version 3.1).
The summary divergence values for the L3 haplogroups suggest that variation in the coding region has 
accumulated at a steady rate (Figure 4.4). The M and N vertices differ from the L3 vertex by three and four 
coding region polymorphisms respectively, and the R vertex by just one change from N (Torroni et al. 2006), 
and their descendants share an average of ~12.5 differences to their respective common ancestors. The range 
of average distances between haplogroups within L3, with the exception of M, is greater than those for the 
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Figure 4.4 Absolute pairwise distances (coding region) between groups in the global data set
Top: Average absolute distances between groups, coloured for their relatedness within the human mtDNA tree. Bottom 
left: The major nested clades of the human mtDNA tree. Bottom right: A summary of the maximum (max), minimum 
(min), range (max-min), average and standard deviation (SD) distances for major points in the mtDNA tree.
deeper comparisons, but this may be a factor of the much larger number of haplotypes present in L3. 
Variability by mtDNA region
The percentage of variable sites, V(sites), and variable amino acids V(a.a.) where applicable, for different 
parts of the mt genome over the global data set are listed in Table 4.4. Counts were generated by MEGA, 
(Kumar et al. 2004, version 3.1) from the ‘globalmtDNAhaps1.meg’ data set of 2464 human haplotypes with 
the exception of the values for the control region which are taken from the 1736 complete sequences in the 
data set. A separate file was constructed from the reverse complement of the ND6 gene to examine its amino 
acid variability. The percentage of variable sites and amino acids in each region has been calculated for all 
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Figure 4.5 Sequence and amino acid variation by region
The percentage of non-singleton variable bases and amino acids are charted for gene regions, with 
OXPHOS complexes indicated in brackets. The width of columns for nucleotides (in white) is 
proportional to the gene’s length.
Table 4.4 Variable sites summary
Abbreviations: V, variable. non-S, non-singleton. a.a., amino acid. The ‘independent’ category groups 
all non-coding bases from the coding region.
Region N (sites) % V (sites) % V non-S (sites) % V(a.a.)
% V non-S 
(a.a.)
Control region 1161 39 29
All tRNAs 1516 15 8
12S rRNA 960 15 9
16S rRNA 1572 11 7
ND1 957 26 16 20 11
ND2 1044 25 16 21 14
COI 1542 20 13 11 5
COII 684 24 15 16 9
ATP8 207 39 24 52 35
ATP6 681 38 23 45 28
COIII 782 25 14 22 12
ND3 348 22 14 10 9
ND4L 297 18 11 6 4
ND4 1373 21 14 11 7
ND5 1812 24 16 18 12
ND6:light 525 26 16 23 14
Cyt.b 1137 29 18 28 18
Independent 131 32 18
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Table 4.5 Variability in tRNA genes
changes (% V) and for non-singleton changes (% V non S): excluding the changes present only in single 
haplotypes (singletons) results in a more conservative estimate of variation but helps to reduce any ‘noise’ 
that may be present due to sequencing errors. The average number of non-singleton changes per region are 
charted in Figure 4.5. 
The control region has a high proportion of variable sites (39% overall, 29% when singleton polymorphisms 
are excluded), consistent with the expectation that this non-coding region accumulates variability rapidly 
compared to other parts of the mt genome. The RNA genes have much lower levels of variable positions; 
15% or less, while the protein-coding genes show quite a broad range of variability, from 18% overall for 
ND4L to 39%, the same as the control region, for ATP8 (including singleton polymorphisms). ATP6 and 
ATP8 are the only mtDNA encoded proteins to contribute to ATP Synthase, Complex V of the OXPHOS 
system (Figure 4.1). Overall, approximately half of the amino acids of ATP8 (35/69), and almost half of 
the ATP6 amino acids (102/227) are variable. The Cytochrome b gene has the most sequence variability 
following the ATP6 and ATP8 genes, with 29% nucleotide and 28% amino acid variability.
The percentage of variable sites for the tRNA genes when grouped together is 15% (Table 4.4). Table 4.5 
lists the variation within each gene independently, revealing a wide range of variation (from 5% to 42% of 
Gene N (sites) % V % V non-S
tRNA-Ala 69 17 9
tRNA-Arg 65 12 8
tRNA-Asn 73 5 3
tRNA-Asp 69 12 9
tRNA-Cys 67 28 18
tRNA-Gln 72 21 15
tRNA-Glu 69 13 7
tRNA-Gly 68 18 9
tRNA-His 69 14 7
tRNA-Ile 70 9 4
tRNA-Leu 75 7 4
tRNA-Leu 72 14 8
tRNA-Lys 70 13 7
tRNA-Met 68 7 4
tRNA-Phe 73 15 5
tRNA-Pro 75 13 5
tRNA-Ser 73 12 7
tRNA-Ser 60 20 8
tRNA-Thr 67 42 28
tRNA-Trp 68 15 7
tRNA-Tyr 67 9 7
tRNA-Val 69 14 3
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informative variable sites). The greatest polymorphism is found in the tRNAThr, which is situated between 
the Cytochrome b gene and tRNAPro (28/67 sites in total are variable). Kivisild et al. (2006) also reported an 
excess of changes in this gene compared to other tRNAs, and examined whether the observed changes seen 
in their data set would be likely to affect the function of the molecule. As none of the changes fell within the 
100% conserved region for the mammalian consensus sequence they concluded that it was likely it had not 
lost its function. 
4.4 Tests of selection
Three tests of selection were carried out on protein coding subsets of the global data set: Tajima’s D test, the 
McDonald-Kreitman test and calculations of non-synonymous to synonymous substitution ratios (ka/ks). 
Tajima’s test examines the difference between two measures of sequence diversity; the number of segregating 
sites and the average number of nucleotide differences estimated from pairwise comparison (Tajima 1989). 
This relationship is used to test the neutral mutation hypothesis (Kimura 1968). Subsets by gene of the global 
data set were tested using Arlequin (version 3.01, Excoffier et al. 2005), with 1000 simulated samples to 
estimate p-values. The Arlequin infiles were prepared through the export function in DnaSP (version 4.10.9, 
Rozas et al. 2003). The original 2468 haplotypes (including four great ape sequences) were reduced to 2435 
to enable import into DnaSP which will not accept sequences with ambiguity codes. This is a considerably 
larger dataset than those previously analysed (for example Kivisild et al. 2006 n=277, Mishmar et al. 2003 
n=104). The 33 excluded haplotypes were identified using SplitsTree (version 4.6, Huson and Bryant 2006) 
and are listed in the ‘globalmtdataset’ Excel file (Appendix F4.1.7). 
The Tajima D test results are shown in Table 4.6. The values obtained are all significantly negative (p<0.001, 
with the exception of ND3 where p<0.01), indicating an excess of low-frequency polymorphisms, consistent 
with selective effects (for example a selective sweep event), a bottleneck effect and/or a recent expansion in 
population size (Kreitman 2000). 
The McDonald-Kreitman test for selection compares the ratio of amino acid replacement substitutions (ka) to 
synonymous substitutions (ks) within and between species, as under neutral evolution this ratio should be the 
same (McDonald and Kreitman 1991). This test was done for each gene in the global data set using DnaSP, 
with the two chimpanzee entire mt genome sequences in the alignment (Pan paniscus NC_001644 and Pan 
troglodytes X93335) identified as the second species (Table 4.6). For two genes, Cyt b and ND2, larger 
chimpanzee data sets were available from public databases, and the results for these are listed alongside the 
results for the test with the n=2 chimpanzee data set (details of additional sequences are given in the caption 
to Table 4.6). The results from the COIII and Cyt b data sets differ significantly from neutral expectations 
(p<0.05); however when the larger chimpanzee data set is included the Cyt b p-value is not significant at the 
95% level. 
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Pairwise ratios of non-synonymous to synonymous substitutions (Ka/Ks) in the protein coding genes for the 
global dataset (n=2431 human sequences, sequences with ambiguities excluded as described above) were 
also calculated using DnaSP. The large output files were analysed using Microsoft® Excel and the statistical 
package R (R version 2.5.1 (27/06/07) copyright 2007: The R Foundation for Statistical Computing ISBN 
3-900051-07-0). To avoid dividing by zero a constant representing a single synonymous substitution was 
added to the denominator, so that the ratio calculated was Ka/(Ks + constant), following the method used in 
analyses by Kivisild et al. (2006) and Mishmar et al. (2003). The average of these values for each gene are 
shown in Figure 4.6, and compared with results reported by Kivisild et al. (2006, n=277), and Mishmar et al. 
(2003; n=104, note that the values are estimated from their Figure 2: p174, to the nearest 0.05).
The large increase in sample size from the earlier studies to the analysis of 2431 sequences here appears 
to affect the results from the Ka/(Ks+constant) calculations for several genes; Cyt b and ND3 (Figure 4.6) 
Table 4.6 Tests of selection by gene: Tajima’s D and McDonald-Kreitman results
The p-values for the Tajima’s D test are approximated to the beta distribution by simulation of 1000 samples 
within Arlequin (version 3.01, Excoffier et al. 2005), and for the McDonald-Kreitman test are Fisher’s two-
tailed exact test values calculated within DnaSP (Rozas et al. 2003). NI: neutrality index.
The Cyt b data set with additional chimpanzee sequences consisted of a portion of the gene only (254/379 
codons, nt14747-nt15509) and added 16 haplotypes from sequences AY585833-AY585844 (Morin, P.A., 
unpublished, direct submission 30/3/04, Molecular Ecology Laboratory, Southwest Fisheries Science Center, 
La Jolla, CA 92037, USA) and EF660764-EF660819 (Lorenz,J.G. et al., unpublished, direct submission 
8/6/07 Molecular Biology Laboratory, Coriell Institute for Medical Research, Camden, NJ 08103, USA). 
Sequences with ambiguous bases or shorter in length were excluded. All sequences are . troglodytes. The 
ND2 data set with additional chimpanzee haplotypes included sequences AF440167-AF440192 (Stone et 
al. 2002); from both P. paniscus and P. troglodytes, excluding sequences with ambiguities, increasing the 
number of chimpanzee haplotypes to 19.
Gene D P NI P NI P
ATP6 -2.61 0.0000 1.86 0.25
ATP8 -2.48 0.0001 1.38 1.00
COI -2.63 0.0000 2.48 0.17
COII -2.60 0.0000 0.89 1.00
COIII -2.56 0.0000 5.64 0.01
CytB -2.53 0.0000 2.91 0.02 3.12 0.09
ND1 -2.66 0.0000 1.05 1.00
ND2 -2.56 0.0000 3.18 0.07 3.80 0.07
ND3 -2.23 0.0012 0.86 1.00
ND4 -2.54 0.0000 0.48 0.06
ND4L -2.37 0.0003 1.29 1.00
ND5 -2.60 0.0000 1.08 0.88
ND6 -2.52 0.0000 1.24 1.00
Tajima's test
Pan  sp. n=2 Pan  sp. n>2
McDonald-Kreitman test
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in particular. However, the skewed distribution of the global data set towards high frequencies of L3/N 
haplotypes (Table 4.3), and the use of average values in order to make comparison between this study and 
those of Kivisild et al. (2006) and Mishmar et al. (2003) may have contributed to the differences between the 
studies seen in Figure 4.6. 
A striking result from the Ka/(Ks+constant) analyses are the high ratios seen in all three studies for the ATP6 
gene compared to the other protein coding genes (from this study the average is 0.29, and a value of 0.5 
represents equal numbers of non-synonymous and synonymous substitutions). High levels of amino acid 
diversity within ATP6 were apparent from the descriptions of variability within the genes obtained (Figure 
4.5), with both ATP6 and ATP8 genes showing a high (>45%, Table 4.4) percentage of variable amino acids. 
The ATP6 and ATP8 genes encode components of Complex V of the OXPHOS system, and it is interesting 
that the ATP8 gene, which shows a higher level of amino acid diversity than ATP6, has much lower Ka/
(Ks+constant) values. 
4.5 Testing for recombination
The phi (Φ, pairwise homoplasy index) statistic (Bruen et al. 2006) implemented in SplitsTree 4.2 was used 
to test a number of subsets of the global data set for evidence of recombination. This test is based on the 
principle of refined incompatibility and has been shown to perform well in both simulations and on empirical 
data for closely and distantly related samples. The data sets tested included the known recombinant sequences 
Figure 4.6 Chart of average ka/ks+constant values 
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Table 4.7 Phi test for recombination
Values significant at p<0.05 are boxed
Data set n
entire sequence coding only
Oceania-127 138 0.40855 n.d.
B4a 48 0.18002 n.d.
B5a 12 0.01943 0.05272
M7bc with M22 47 0.00953 0.11742
M27 with M28 15 0.64729 n.d.
P with R21 24 0.75270 n.d.
Q with M29 27 0.67025 n.d.
N/R/HV 254 0.89497 0.99498
N not R 191 0.97846 n.d
Australian set Oc-133 35 0.71954 n.d.
M/D 261 0.60756 n.d
all L3 1644 0.99878 n.d
all global mt haps 1736 0.99960 n.d
nt11206-nt1490
Kraytsberg (2004) 19 0.00317
entire sequence coding only control region
Random_1 30 0.10477 0.12417 0.88320
Random_2 30 0.07862 0.11729 0.15879
Random_3 30 0.56065 0.92751 0.11505
Random_4 30 0.00933 0.28853 0.00308
Random_5 30 0.88943 0.98682 0.30408
Random_6 30 0.45286 0.99761 0.37112
Random_7 30 0.01857 0.16803 0.02613
Random_8 30 0.35491 0.64176 0.59089
Random_9 30 0.39979 0.70993 0.32318
Random_10 30 0.51900 0.84918 0.21486
Random_11 30 0.41851 0.78724 0.06960
Random_12 30 0.43192 0.39865 0.68779
Random_13 30 0.01377 0.13877 0.02069
Random_14 30 0.02181 0.12925 0.57897
Random_15 30 0.32987 0.47060 0.38559
Random_16 30 0.03994 0.26875 0.00256
Random_17 30 0.07541 0.01625 0.73069
Random_18 30 0.50852 0.83402 0.49332
Random_19 30 0.61163 0.47277 0.73224
Random_20 30 0.98894 0.99000 0.91871
Random_21 30 0.28395 0.80621 0.08041
Random_22 30 0.15517 0.50428 0.16245
Random_23 30 0.10694 0.40000 0.43959
Random_24 30 0.02208 0.08965 0.35448
Random_25 30 0.18922 0.46319 0.15618
Random_26 30 0.02293 0.17904 0.02818
Random_27 30 0.05850 0.65449 0.00421
Random_28 30 0.22050 0.21788 0.56326
Random_29 30 0.01977 0.22004 0.00199
Random_30 30 0.00156 0.04486 0.01302
p-value
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Figure 4.7 Consensus network of most parsimonious trees, Kraytsberg et al (2004) recombinants 
Consensus network of 264 trees found for the Kraytsberg et al. (2004) recombinant data set. Unlabelled sequences are 
recombinants between the maternal and paternal haplotypes.
rCRS
Maternal
Paternal
from an individual with paternal mtDNA inheritance (Kraytsberg et al. 2004), encompassing a ~7kb portion 
of the mt genome from nt11206-1490. Eight data sets from the analyses in Chapters Two and Three, three 
large subsets of the global dataset, and the entire global haplotypes data set were also tested over the entire 
sequence length. In addition to these data sets, thirty random sets of 30 haplotypes were drawn from the 
global dataset and tested over the entire sequence length, and for coding region and control region subsets of 
the genome. 
The results of the Φ test are shown in Table 4.7. The Kraytsberg et al. (2004) data set showed significant 
evidence for recombination (p<0.0032), as did two of the haplogroup data sets analysed in Chapter Three; 
N/R/B5a (p<0.0194) and M7bc with M22 (p<0.00953). The Kraytsberg data set contains 19 haplotypes; the 
rCRS, maternal (N/R/HV) and paternal (N/R/U) sequences, and the 16 unique recombinant clones sequenced. 
The sequence length is 6882 nucleotides, from nt11206 to nt1490; there are 20 parsimony informative 
sites, and an heuristic search found 264 most parsimonious trees with scores of 32. Ten of the 20 characters 
required more than one step to fit the trees. The consensus network of the most parsimonious trees is shown 
in Figure 4.7. 
The N/R/B5a data set was the smallest tested, with just 12 haplotypes. The phylogeny constructed from 
the MMS analysis of this haplogroup is shown in Figure 3.6. Recurrent mutations were seen at three of 17 
parsimony informative positions (nt210, nt16266 and nt16183), all of which are within the control region. 
When the control region was excluded from the sequences the test values were not significant.
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The M7bc data set (Figure 3.5) consisted of 47 haplotypes from the M/M7bc haplogroup and the single 
sequence named as M22 (Macaulay et al. 2005).The consensus network generated from the most 
parsimonious trees found was complex, (Figure 3.5a) and 19 of the 55 parsimony informative characters 
required two or more steps to fit the 5040 trees found. Twelve of these recurrent polymorphisms occurred 
within the control region. Of the seven coding region polymorphisms four are shared between sequences 
AP008278 and the M7b subhaplogroup. This is unusual, and while it may be strong evidence of a 
recombination event, it may simply be a result of errors during or following sequencing of the AP008278 
sample (for example missed transitions at nt6455 and nt9824, Figure 3.5b). Attempts to contact the authors 
(Tanaka et al. 2004) to confirm these polymorphisms have not been successful to date. 
Nine of the 30 random data sets also showed evidence of recombination using the Φ test when the entire 
sequence was tested (Table 4.7). The results were not consistent when the data sets were reduced to coding 
and control region subparts, although the final data set did give a positive signal of recombination for both 
subsets as well as the entire sequence. The p-values for the significance of four of these tests (three from the 
control region only, and one, data set 30, for the entire sequence) were smaller than that from the Kraytsberg 
data set (p=0.00317, Table 4.7). A graphic illustration of variation within one of the random data sets is given 
in Figure 4.8, which shows the consensus network for the ‘Random_30’ dataset constructed from the 266 
most parsimonious trees found (there were 94 parsimony informative characters, and the heuristic search 
score =177). This data set had the lowest p-value of all tested using the Φ statistic, including the Kraytsberg 
et al. (2004) data set. Incompatibilities between the trees found appear to be concentrated around the 
branching to the N and N/R haplogroups present, with a smaller area of conflict at the divergence of M8, M7 
and M/D haplogroups (Figure 4.8). The sites requiring more than one step to fit the trees (56/94 parsimony 
informative characters) are listed in the caption to Figure 4.8.
4.5 Discussion
The use of mtDNA to address issues in human prehistory has accelerated rapidly in the past decade, and the 
common assumption of a lack of recombination and a neutral, or nearly neutral mutation rate underlies the 
interpretations of these phylogenies and the date estimates obtained from them. High instances of homoplasy 
in the phylogenies constructed from Oceanic haplogroups in the Chapters Two and Three, and the importance 
of date estimates, particularly at the N/R/B4a1a1 vertex, to current models of Oceanic prehistory, prompted 
me to explore the processes involved in fixation of mtDNA polymorphisms in human populations in this and 
the following chapter.
The assembly of the global data set described in this chapter has continued throughout the course of this 
project, and as more sequences become available the power of these data to address issues in intraspecific 
mtDNA evolution will increase even further. At present the L3/N haplotypes are over-represented in the data 
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Figure 4.8 Consensus network of most parsimonious trees, Random_30 dataset entire mtDNA 
Consensus network of 266 trees, number of parsimony informative characters=94, heuristic search score=177. The 
accession numbers are followed by haplogroup designations obtained from the ‘globalmtdataset.xls’ workbook (Digital 
Appendix F4.1.7). The phi test p-value for this data set is 0.00156.
Sites requiring more than one step in the trees are: n146, (4 steps); n150, (3); n151, (3); n152, (6.4); n182, (2); n195, (3); n489, (2); 
n629, (2); n709, (2); n1442, (3); n1811, (2); n2706, (2); n3010, (3.6); n3397, (2); n3666, (2); n4216, (2); n4386, (2); n5417, (2); 
n5460, (2); n7389, (2); n8701, (2); n10398, (2); n10685, (2); n10810, (2); n11467, (2); n11719, (2); n11969, (2); n12007, (2); n12308, 
(2); n12372, (2); n12705, (2.2); n13105, (4); n13708, (3); n14178, (2); n14798, (2); n15067, (2); n15607, (2); n16093, (2); n16126, 
(1.8); n16129, (4); n16172, (3); n16183, (2); n16189, (6); n16223, (3); n16224, (2); n16257, (2); n16261, (2); n16266, (2); n16274, 
(2); n16278, (2); n16292, (2); n16294, (2); n16298, (3); n16362, (2); n16390, (2); n16519, (5).
AY255138 L3/N
AY495233 L3/N/R/JT
AY339582 L3/N/R/JTAY495207 L3/N/R/JT
AY495300 L3/N/R/JT
AY714011 L3/N/R
DQ301815.1 L3/N/R/U
AP008879 L3/N/R
AY339429 L3/N/R/HV
AY495135 L3/N/R/HV
AY495139 L3/N/R/HV
AY738979 L3/N/R/HV
AY738975 L3/N/R/HV
AY495323 L3/N/R/HV
AY289092 L3/N/R/P
AY339534 L3/N/R/U
AY255141 L3/N
AP008873 L3/N
AY255174 L3/M/M8
AY339521 L3/M/M8
AP008351 L3/M/M7
AP008270 L3/M/M7
AP008519 L3/M/D AP008437 L3/M/D
AP008855 L3/M/D
AY255165 L3/M/D
AP008551 L3/M/D
AY255134 L3/M/D
AP008542 L3/M/D
594HerrnL1
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set (Table 4.3), but future analyses may help to adjust the balance; for example a recent study (Gonder et al. 
2007) describes 62 new African sequences.
Selective advantages and disadvantages of different mtDNA haplotypes have been suggested as contributing 
factors for several human diseases, and the aging process (for example Coskun et al. 2004, Tanaka et al. 
2004; reviewed by Taylor and Turnbull 2005), however the pathogenicity of many identified variants has 
been disputed from phylogenetic, and statistical arguments (for example Bandelt et al. 2007, McFarland et 
al. 2004). Mishmar et al. (2003), and Ruiz-Pesini et al. (2004) proposed a role for climatic adaptation in the 
evolution of present human mtDNA variation, but were criticised for their definitions of climatic zones and 
comparisons between haplogroups of differing age (comparisons were made for Ka/Ks ratios between ‘older’ 
African L haplogroups and ‘younger’ Eurasian L3 haplogroups). This study took the approach of examining 
each gene independently for evidence of selection, using the entire global data set, without division to 
geographic subsets as undertaken by Mishmar et al. (2003) and Ruiz-Pesini et al. (2004). 
The Tajima’s D values obtained for each gene from the global data set were all significantly negative, 
indicating an excess of low-frequency polymorphisms, which could be interpreted as evidence for a selective 
sweep event, or recent bottleneck and/or population expansion events. As Kreitman (2000) has noted, 
human population history does not readily fit the requirements of an equilibrium-neutral model, with several 
alternative explanations (for example dramatic changes in population size) available to explain departures 
from equilibrium-model predictions. 
The results of the McDonald-Kreitman test identified significant differences in the divergence between 
humans and chimpanzee lineages in the COIII and Cyt b genes, while the Ka/Ks+constant calculations 
highlighted high ratios of non-synonymous changes in the ATP6, ND1, ND2 and ND5 genes relative to the 
other protein coding genes. Comparisons between the results of this study and those of Mishmar et al. (2003) 
and Kivisild et al. (2006) are limited by the differences in sampling between the earlier data sets and the 
L3/N dominated global data set. 
Subsequent to this analysis, Ingman and Gyllensten (2007) have addressed earlier limitations of the studies 
of selection to different climates, generating a geographically balanced data set by combining 61 new mt 
genome sequences with 104 existing sequences. They analysed the ratios of synonymous to non-synonymous 
polymorphisms within protein coding regions, with reference to the positions of functional domains for each 
gene. On average the non-synonymous sites outside of the core functional regions of each protein were found 
to evolve at almost five times the rate of those within the functional domain. The genes showing the highest 
levels of non-synonymous polymorphisms, ATP6, ND3 and Cyt b, have the smallest core domains relative to 
gene length, explaining a large part of the differences in Ka/Ks ratios between genes. Comparisons between 
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the four regions analysed (North Asia, South Asia, Europe and Africa) did not support the hypothesis of 
mtDNA adaptation to cold climates, and the authors argue that the variation present can be best explained by 
relaxed purifying selection at some positions in combination with the effects of random drift (Ingman and 
Gyllensten 2007). 
The effect of purifying selection has also been suggested as a key factor in explaining differences in mutation 
rates obtained from pedigree and phylogenetic rates of human mtDNA mutation (Howell et al. 2003, Howell 
et al. 2004). An excess of non-synonymous mutations in the terminal branches of phylogenies has been 
reported when compared to deeper branches (Moilanen et al. 2003, Moilanen and Majamaa 2003, Kivisild et 
al. 2006), consistent with a gradual effect of purifying selection acting to remove slightly deleterious variants 
from the population.
The phylogenetic approach to assessing selection used by Kivisild et al. (2005) on a data set of 277 
sequences could be extended in future work to incorporate all available mt sequences. This would provide 
a more powerful means of examining the histories of human mtDNA molecules for evidence of the action 
of selection, through analysis of the likely impact of changes to protein-coding and RNA genes, and the 
distribution of these changes in different branches of the tree and different regions of the world.
The positive results for recombination from the phi test (Bruen et al. 2006) of subsets of the global data sets 
are intriguing, with several (almost one third) of the 30 random data sets generated showing incompatibility 
values consistent with recombination events. The occurrence of recombination between maternal and paternal 
lineages has been demonstrated (Kraytsberg et al. 2004), and the recombinant sequences (between N/R/HV 
and N/R/U haplotypes) gave a strong signal of recombination using the phi test (Table 4.7). 
It is not likely that existing methods for detecting recombination events will recognise instances of intra-
lineage recombination events (Figure 4.3), as the molecules involved differ only at a very small number of 
sites, and the recombination events are relatively rare. For example, recombinant sequences were observed 
at a low frequency (approximately 0.7% of the total mtDNA) in the muscle tissue of the individual with 
mixed maternal and paternal inheritance of mtDNA (Kraytsberg et al. 2004). In addition, this model of 
polymorphism generation is dependent upon the maintenance of heteroplasmy through generations, rather 
than rapid shifts between haplotypes as new mutations arise and are either eliminated from the pool of 
mtDNA molecules or replace the earlier ‘parental’ haplotype. 
A potential example of intralineage recombination was seen in samples from the N/R/B4a haplogroup 
described in Chapters Three. The combination of character states at nt6905 and nt16247, and the observation 
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of heteroplasmy at nt16247 (Chapter Six) fits a pattern of persistent heteroplasmy and recombination, and 
one which would be relatively straightforward to explore further with additional N/R/B4a1a1 samples.
Paternal leakage of mtDNA and subsequent recombination, and intra-lineage recombination will result in 
misleading phylogenies, and distort estimates of divergences from ancestral vertices. The phi test indicates 
several data sets tested show unexpectedly high levels of incompatibility, seen in phylogenies as instances 
of homoplasy - recurrent or parallel mutations. As discussed in the recombination section of the introduction 
to this chapter, distinguishing between the effects of ‘hypervariability’, or extreme rate variation, and 
recombination in the generation of homoplasy is difficult. In the following chapter a phylogenetic approach 
is taken to investigate the incidence and location of ‘hypervariable’ bases in mtDNA, focusing on the control 
region.
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5. Phylogenetic AnAlysis of homoPlAsy in the globAl 
DAtA set
 
In the previous chapter aspects of mtDNA structure, function and inheritance were reviewed, and the assembly 
of a large data set of human mt sequences described. Variation within this dataset was examined for evidence 
of selective and recombination effects, in light of the high levels of homoplasy identified in earlier chapters 
examining haplogroups from the Oceanic region. The analyses described in this chapter investigate the occurrence 
of homoplasy using the large global data set and taking a phylogenetic approach. One specific aim was to assign a 
series of weights to the control region HVR-I characters which would facilitate the phylogenetic analysis of the large 
number of HVR-I sequences available from Oceania. 
To investigate the rates of change at positions in the HVR-I, sets of minimal trees were constructed from the coding 
region of mt genomes using the MMS parsimony approach, and the control region characters ‘mapped’ onto the 
trees to measure their compatibility, or number of steps required, to fit the coding region trees. A data set size of 75 
taxa (the analysis is referred to as the ‘75-taxa’ analysis) was selected as this gave high success rates when searching 
for minimal parsimony scores using the MMS approach. As the control region characters do not contribute to the 
construction of the trees, this provides an independent means of assessing their relative rates of change. Coding 
region characters were also assessed, highlighting ‘hypervariable’ bases outside of the control region.
The results from the ‘75-taxa’ analysis were used in the second stage of this analysis. Two weight sets for the HVR-I 
were determined from the ‘75-taxa’ results and tested by evaluating their power relative to the unweighted HVR-I 
characters at resolving haplogroup categories in sample sets of the global data set. This analysis; ‘coding vs. HVR-
I’, sampled five haplotypes from three of 18 haplogroups to produce 5000 data sets of fifteen taxa, and examined 
the first most parsimonious trees found using the different character subsets (coding, HVR-I unweighted, and the 
HVR-I characters using the two weight sets). The power of the different HVR-I subsets at attaining the same level of 
haplogroup differentiation as the coding subset was assessed.
5.1 Methods used for 75-taxa analysis
Construction of the random data sets
An Excel® master workbook was used to construct 200 data sets and record details of the analysis. PAUP* (version 
4.0b10, Swofford 2003) was used to reduce the ‘globalmtDNAcompletehaps.nex’ data set (Appendix F4.1.2) 
described in Chapter Four to only the parsimonious characters present (n=2012), excluding gapped sites. The 
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‘show character status’ command (full details, hiding excluded characters), outputted to the log file a table 
with columns: character, type, status, weight and states. The character column contained the number in 
the globalmtDNAcompletehaps.nex data set of the character, and in brackets the Mitomap rCRS number 
assigned in MacClade (version 4.06; Sinaueur Associates, Inc.). BBEdit Lite (version 6.1.2 Bare Bones 
Software, MA, USA) was used to edit this list into a format suitable for import into Excel® where these two 
numbers and a third identifier  the number of the characters in the parsimony informative only data set - were 
stored. The states shown at each parsimony informative site were recorded in the Excel® workbook. 
The parsimony informative only data set was saved out from PAUP* and imported into the Excel® workbook, 
alongside the haplogroup information for each sequence obtained from the global consensus tree (Chapter 
Four). As such a large proportion of the sequences available belong to the L3 macrohaplogroup the data set 
was ordered by haplogroup and split into two sections: non-L3 sequences (n=92) and L3 (n=1644). Twenty-
five taxa were selected from the non-L3 group, and 50 from the L3 group to make subsets of 75 taxa. This 
was done by inserting a column alongside the data (non-L3 and L3 in two different worksheets) which 
generated random numbers (the ‘=RAND() command), and then copying and pasting these values into a 
second column. This column was used to sort the accession names and sequences and copy the top 25 or 50 
of these to a new worksheet using an Excel® macro. The 75 sequences were then pasted to BBEdit Lite, and 
edited into NEXUS format for PAUP* input.
PAUP* and MMS analysis
Heuristic parsimony searches were carried out on the 200 data sets, and followed by MMS analysis (Holland 
et al. 2005). Four NEXUS format infiles were prepared each containing 50 data sets with PAUP* command 
blocks (details are provided in Appendix C5.1). Control region characters were excluded, and the remaining 
characters reduced to those which were parsimony informative. A PHYLIP format file was exported at this 
point for later input to the MMS (Holland et al. 2005). An heuristic search was run, and trees found saved to 
a PHYLIP file. All of the characters were then restored and the parsimony scores for each character on the 
first tree found were exported to a text file. The character scores which varied between trees were listed in the 
log file. 
The parsimony scores for each character in the first tree found were imported into the Excel® worksheet 
and inserted alongside the columns containing character number identification according to the original 
‘globalmtDNAcompletehaps.nex’ data set and the Mitomap rCRS. The characters whose number of steps 
varied across the trees found were analysed in a separate file after extraction from the log file and editing for 
import to Excel® using BBEdit Lite. In several cases this required the division of the list of number of steps 
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per tree into subsets for import, as the number of trees found exceeded the maximum number of rows in an 
Excel® worksheet (65536). The number of steps per character was averaged over all most parsimonious 
trees, and this average replaced the score for that character previously recorded in the Excel® master file 
from the first most parsimonious tree. Details from the log file for each data set (number of parsimonious 
characters, the parsimony score and number of trees found) were extracted and saved to the Excel® 
workbook.
The PHYLIP format data sets were analysed using the MMS program in batch files. The score found by 
heuristic search for each data set was inserted as an ‘upper’ boundary condition for the MMS. The first 
100 data sets underwent six sets of MMS analysis (parameters are recorded in Appendix C5.2), with data 
sets removed from the analysis as they were proved minimal. The parsimony scores of a total of 65 of the 
first 100 data sets were found to be minimal using this approach. The second set of 100 75-taxon data sets 
underwent three cycles of MMS analysis using the same parameters, after which 49 parsimony scores were 
found to be optimal, resulting in a total of 114 minimal data sets for the character analysis. 
5.2 Results of the 75-taxa analysis
The results of the 75-taxa analysis are summarized in Appendix Table E5.1, which lists details for each of the 
2012 parsimony informative characters in the data set. The majority of the parsimony informative characters 
(93%) have two states, and characters from the control region make up 16% of the total (318/2012). A 
disproportionate amount of the characters showing more than two states (50/131 of the characters with three 
states present, and 11/14 of the characters with all states present) are from the control region.
148 bases were parsimony informative in all of the 114 75-taxa data sets that were proved minimal using 
the MMS in all data sets. All of the 2012 informative characters in the entire globalmtDNAcompletehaps.
nex data set were informative in at least one of the 114 data sets (two bases were informative in just one data 
set, 11 in two, and 19 in three). The average number of data sets overall that each of the 2012 character was 
present in was 39 (34% of the total of 114). The average number of steps required to fit the trees in which a 
character was informative in ranged from the base level of 1, where the character was compatible with the 
tree, to 19 (for nt16519). 
Homoplasy in the coding region 
While the main goal of this analysis was to explore the relative rates of mutation among bases within 
the control region (which did not contribute to the tree reconstructions), it also revealed instances of 
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Table 5.1 ‘Hotspots’ in the coding region
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Figure 5.1 Distribution of homoplasious bases in protein-coding genes
The number of base positions requiring an average of more than 1.5 steps in the 75-taxa data set analysis 
are shown in shaded bars (number of steps is on the right y-axis). This information is set on the background 
of unshaded columns representing the percentage of informative nucleotides in each gene from the entire 
globalmtDNAcompletehaps.nex’ data set (percent values are labelled on the left y-axis). The unshaded 
column width is proportional to the length of the gene in kilobases. The OXPHOS complex each protein 
contributes to is shown in parentheses.
‘hypervariable’ coding region bases. 47 bases in the coding region had an average of more than 1.5 steps in 
the 114 data sets. Of these, 8 were in rRNA genes (4 each within 12S rRNA and 16S rRNA), two were in 
tRNA genes and the remaining 37 were in the protein coding genes (Table 5.1, also marked on the annotated 
reference sequence, Appendix C). 
Six of the 47 bases identified required an average of more than three steps to fit the trees. Three of these, 
nt709 (6.6 steps), nt962 (3.91 steps), and nt3010 (3.88 steps) are within the ribosomal RNA genes and 
involved transitions only. The three other highly homoplasious bases are sited within ND genes: nt5460 (3.75 
steps, ND2), nt10398 (4.18 steps, ND3), and nt11914 (4.65 steps, ND4). The first two of these transitions 
cause amino acid substitutions between alanine and threonine; the third is a synonymous change.
Four of the changes in Table 5.1 occur within, or directly adjacent to poly-C sequences (nt962, nt5231, 
nt5237 and nt6221) and this may reflect an increased chance of mutation during replication. Of the 41 sites 
with two states undergoing transitions, 32 (78%) were between adenine and guanine bases. Kivisild et al. 
(2006) found a similar trend towards purine substitutions in the recurrent changes seen on a tree of 277 
mtDNA sequences. 
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The distribution of the 37 synonymous and non-synonymous changes in the protein-coding genes is shown 
in Figure 5.1. The gene with the highest number of recurrent changes is Cyt b (eight), with seven and six 
changes occurring respectively in the ND5 and ND2 genes. Twelve of the 37 changes requiring an average of 
more than 1.5 steps occurring in the protein-coding genes result in amino acid substitutions (Table 5.1). The 
most common amino acid substitutions were between alanine and threonine (five instances), and valine and 
isoleucine (three instances). This pattern of change was also reported by Moilanen and Majaama (2003) and 
Kivisild et al. (2006). Three other bases with relatively high rates of change caused amino acid replacements 
between isoleucine and methionine, isoleucine and threonine, and phenylalanine and leucine amino acids. At 
nt13928, a second codon position in the ND5 gene, all four nucleotides were observed, with each resulting in 
a different amino acid: serine (G), asparagine (A), threonine (C) and isoleucine (T). 
Three of the five characters characterising the N macrohaplogroup (transitions to nt8701A, nt9540T, 
nt10398A, nt10873T and nt15301T: Appendix D3.5) showed high parsimony scores in the analysis. The 
nt8701 (average step rate 1.59) and nt10398 (average step rate 4.18) transitions occur in the ATP6 and ND3 
genes and both result in codon changes from threonine to alanine. The third change, at nt15301 in the Cyt 
b gene is synonymous, and required an average of 2.5 steps on the 75-taxa trees. The single coding region 
change along the N/R branch, at nt12705 (Appendix D3.5) also appears in the set of 47 bases requiring 
more than 1.5 steps (Table 5.1), and causes an amino acid change between isoleucine and methionine in the 
ND5 gene. The remaining two changes defining N; 10873T (ND4) and 9540T (COIII) are synonymous and 
required 1.1 and 1.0 average steps respectively.
Of the four base changes on the branch leading to the M macrohaplogroup (transitions to nt489C, nt10400T, 
nt14783C, nt15043A: Appendix D3.6), one (nt15043, a synonymous change in the Cyt b gene, 1.74 steps) 
required an average of more than 1.5 steps. The other two changes in protein coding genes, 10400T (ND3) 
and 14783C (Cyt b) are synonymous and were fully compatible with the trees (averaging 1.00 steps). The 
fourth change at nt489C occurs in the non-coding control region, and had an average parsimony score of 1.9.
The relatively high rates of change seen at the bases defining the N and R macrohaplogroups may simply 
reflect the over-representation of these types within the data set (Chapter 4), and the position of the changes 
in the tree: these sites were parsimony informative in all 114 of the data sets assessed. However, the M-
defining sites were also parsimony informative in all data sets yet do not show the same pattern as some 
of the N-defining sites. For example, the M-defining nt10400T transition, requiring an average of 1 step, 
occurs in the third position of the same codon as the non-synonymous N-defining nt10398 transition which 
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Figure 5.2 Chart of control region ‘hotspots’ (following pages)
The average number of steps required for each character in the control region when mapped to the 75-taxa datasets is 
shown (average is over data sets characters were informative in, not complete total number of data sets. The percentage 
of total data sets (n=114) that the base was informative in is shown following the base number. A ‘+’ symbol indicates 
that there is variation in the global dataset at the base but it is not parsimony informative. HVR-I positions found to have 
a relative rate of more than 2 by Meyer et al. (1999: p1108) are marked ‘Meyer’, with the relative rate below the base 
number. The 7S DNA forming the displacement loop (D-loop) ranges from nt16106 to approximately nt191 (Fish et al. 
2004, Meyer et al. 1999). The following features are marked by boxes: SP: trinucleotide stop-point for the 3’ ends of the 
7S DNA strands forming the D-loop (Meyer et al. 1999), TAS: termination associated sequence (Gemmell et al. 1996); 
CE: possible control element, Meyer et al. 1999); CSB: conserved sequence block, (Gemmell et al. 1996); TFB: mt 
transcription-factor binding sites (Meyer et al. 1999); LSP: light strand promoter region (Taanman 1999); HSP: heavy 
strand promoter (Taanman 1999). A character fully compatible with the coding region trees has an average step value 
of 1, and this is marked by grey shading. Bases undergoing transversions are indicated by squares above the column 
representing the states present at that position: red=thymine, green=adenine, blue=cytosine, black=guanine.
requires an average of 4.18 steps. This appears conspicuously high, and may be an indication of selective 
pressure acting on this variant. As described in Chapter Four, Kazuno et al. (2006) have reported differences 
in mitochondrial matrix pH and calcium levels associated with the nt10398A polymorphism. Studies have 
also reported correlations between the state at nt10398A and various health factors; for example a reduced 
risk of Parkinson disease, (van der Walt et al. 2003), increased risk of bipolar disorder (Kato et al. 2001), and 
longevity (Niemi et al. 2005), however see Saxena et al. (2006) for a comprehensive review of the issues 
surrounding mtDNA and disease association studies. 
Mutation hotspots and conserved areas in the control region
The average number of changes required to fit the control region bases to the coding region trees is shown in 
Figure 5.2. Each column represents the average changes for that character within the data sets in which it was 
informative, and the percentage of the total of 114 minimal data sets it was informative in is shown below the 
character name (Appendix E5.1 tabulates the average steps required over all data sets).
Figure 5.2 shows a number of bases have high rates of recurrent mutation compared to others in the control 
region. Ten bases require an average of more than six mutations to fit the 75-taxa coding region trees: 
nt16129, nt16183, nt16189, nt16311, nt16362, nt16519, nt146, nt150, nt152 and nt195. Transitions between 
cytosine and thymine at nt16519 show the highest rate of change, with more than 18 mutations required on 
average to fit it to the coding trees. The mutability at this base is in stark contrast to the conserved nature 
of the surrounding sequence, which is thought to include the origin of H-strand replication sites (Fish et al. 
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2004, Taanman 1999) as most bases between nt16400 and nt50 show no variation at all. 
Meyer et al. (1999) examined the relative rates of substitutions in the HVR-I from available control region 
sequences, finding some positions had rates of up to six times greater than average. Their results are indicated 
in Figure 5.2 and in general fit well with the results from this study, although there are some discrepancies: for 
example nt16126 and nt16129 fall within the 4-5 times greater rate in Meyer et al.’s study, but this analysis 
shows a far higher rate of change at nt16129 than nt16126. Other differences include the rate at nt16166, 
which is assigned a rate 2-3 greater than average by Meyer et al. but is not parsimony informative in this 
study.
The low rates of change in some parts of the control region (Figure 5.2) suggest these have an important 
functional role in mtDNA replication and/or transcription. Several features identified by human and 
comparative mammalian studies (Gemmell et al. 1996, Meyer et al. 1999, Taanman 1999) are shown in 
Figure 5.3, and this analysis also suggests a possible role for the conserved bases between nt155 and nt180, 
which are bordered by clusters of highly mutable sites. 
5.3 Methods used for the coding vs. HVR-I analysis 
Preparation of data sets
Eighteen haplogroups with strong support for monophyly in the consensus coding region tree (Appendix 
D4.1) were selected from the ‘globalmtDNAcompletehaps.nex’ data set of haplotype sequences (Table 5.2). 
The number of haplotypes within the haplogroups ranged from 16 (M/Q) to 261 (M/D), with a total of 1364 
Table 5.2 Haplogroups used in coding region vs. 
HVR-I phylogeny comparison
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sequences in the complete data set (‘globalhapcoded.nex, digital Appendix F6.1). 
The data set was extended by eighteen characters named for each of the haplogroups using MacClade (the 
original length was 16693, with character codes this increased to 16711 characters). Sequences belonging 
to a haplogroup were coded as ‘A’ for that character, and ‘T’ for the remaining 17 characters. 5000 datasets 
of 15 taxa were constructed from the globalhapcoded.nex data set by randomly choosing three of the 18 
haplogroups and five sequences from within each using a C++ code (D. Bryant, Appendix C5.3). 
PAUP* parsimony analysis
Parsimony searches were conducted for each of the 5000 data sets using a) the mtDNA coding sequence, b) 
the HVR-I sequence (nt16024-nt16383), c) the HVR-I sequence with weight set 1 and d) the HVR-I sequence 
with weight set 2. 
Figure 5.3 Example of parsimony haplogroup scoring for coding region vs HVR-I comparison
a) The single tree found from the coding region sequence of a random dataset of five sequences from haplogroups L2, 
L3(bd)f and N/R/R9 (76 informative characters, parsimony score=79). The coloured bars drawn across the tree branches 
indicate the fit to the tree of the haplogroup characters which were added to the sequence data. The score of this tree when 
the 18 haplogroup characters are mapped is the minimum of three; with the characters for L2, L3(bd)f and N/R/R9 each 
requiring a single step to fit the tree.
b) The single tree found for the same data set as in a), when the HVR-I sequence (nt16024-nt16383) is used to determine 
the phylogeny (number of informative characters=13, parsimony score=17). The fit of the haplogroup characters to this 
tree results in a score of 5, as 2 steps are required for haplogroups L2 and L3(bd)f. The maximum parsimony score for 
any haplogroup character in the data sets of three random haplogroup sets each containing five haplotypes is five, and the 
maximum score for a tree with the haplogroup characters mapped is 15. 
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The weight sets were determined from the results of the 75-taxon analysis, using the average number of 
steps required to fit the coding trees they were informative in, (Figure 5.1, Appendix E.5.1), as a measure of 
their relative mutation rates. The average number of steps was rounded to the nearest whole number for each 
character and in the first set the weights were calculated by dividing one by the number of steps, resulting 
in nine weight categories from 0.08 to 1. The second weight set was more conservative; when characters 
required an average of two or more steps to fit the coding trees in the 75-taxon analysis, 0.1 was subtracted 
for each additional step. This weight set had nine categories, from 0 to 1 (no characters had an average of six 
steps to fit a 0.5 category). 
The PAUP* analysis was designed to output a single log file of details of the heuristic parsimony search 
results, and four text files with details of the lengths the haplogroup characters required on the first tree 
found for each of the four tree searches conducted on each data set. The PAUP* commands are included in 
Appendix C5.4. 
The parsimony score files for the haplogroup characters on the first tree found for each of the 5000 replicates 
were edited using BBedit Lite and imported into an Excel® workbook. An example of how the haplogroup 
character parsimony scores reflect the differences in tree reconstructions from the two parts of the mtDNA 
molecule (coding and HVR-I) is given in Figure 5.3.
5.4 Results of the coding vs. HVR-I analysis
Figure 5.4 charts the results of the coding and HVR-I comparative phylogeny analysis. The unweighted 
control region characters predicted the coding region tree precisely (haplogroup character score=3) in 1020 
of the 5000 replicates, with both weight sets showing a slight improvement in this category (in weight set 
1 1094 trees had haplogroup score 3, and in weight set 2 1090 trees scored 3). Almost half of the HVR-I 
data sets had haplogroup scores of 4, with a gradual decline in numbers of data sets with higher haplogroup 
character scores to the maximum of 13, which occurred in a single replicate.
The weight sets did not have a strong effect on the resolution to haplogroup of the HVR-I data sets; while 
a slight improvement was seen in attaining a haplogroup score of 3, there was no marked improvement in 
performance seen in the remainder of the categories. 
Table 5.3 details the results of the analysis when each of the 18 haplogroups is considered separately. 
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The minimum parsimony score for each haplogroup on a tree is 1, and the maximum 5 (Figure 5.2). The 
proportions of steps required for each haplogroup character on the coding and unweighted HVR-I trees 
highlights the differences between the haplogroups in terms of reconstructing the coding region phylogeny 
from the HVR-I sequence. The haplogroups which required two steps or more in over 50% of the HVR-I 
5000 replicates are shaded.
The combination of haplogroups which produced the highest haplogroup parsimony score was N/R/P, N/R/U 
and N/R/HV, which occurred four times in the 5000 replicates (the probability of selecting any combination 
of three haplogroups is 1 in 4896), with scores of  7, 10, 12 and 13. Other haplogroup combinations 
requiring more than 10 steps were N/R/HV, N/R/U and N/R/R9, which occurred five times, with scores of 
6, 7, 10, 11 and 12. N/R/P Samples from the Trobriand Islands sequenced for this study (Chapter Two) were 
found to have an identical sequence to the N/R/HV rCRS sequence, and the low resolution of these two 
haplogroups from the HVR-I sequences seen in this analysis reflects the lack of HVR-I changes seen in the 
higher branches of these phylogenies leading from the ancestral macrohaplogroup N vertex to the HV and P 
Figure 5.4 Haplogroup steps required for trees coding and HVR-I
HVR-1w1: The HVR-I region, nt16024-nt16383, with weight set 1
HVR-1w2: The HVR-I region with weight set 2.
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Table 5.3 Coding region vs. HVR-I phylogeny comparison: haplogroup results
Haplogroups requiring two or more steps in >50% of the HVR-I replicates are shaded.
descendants. 
As the N/R/P haplogroup is geographically restricted at present to Near Oceania the likelihood of 
misassignment of samples to this haplogroup using HVR-I sequences is relatively low in this case. However 
it is interesting to note that the N/R/HV and N/R/U haplogroups also appear difficult to differentiate using 
HVR-I sequences as both of these groups are common in European populations, and outside of Europe in 
populations of European descent.
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5.5 Discussion
The results of the analysis of homoplasy, in both the coding and control regions, are very interesting, 
inspiring many further questions regarding the generation of the rate diversity seen in the control region, 
and the potential causes of high mutability at particular bases in the coding region. The 75-taxa analysis 
undertaken here provides a relative scale for the likelihood of repeated polymorphisms at a single site, on a 
global scale, but may be adversely influenced by the predominance of Eurasian haplotypes in the existing 
global data set, particularly in N/R/HV and M/D haplogroups (Table 4.3). An improvement to this analysis 
would be to refine the selection of haplotypes to make up the random 75 taxa data sets, taking into account 
their distribution within the phylogeny in a less arbitrary way than the division to L3 and non-L3 groups used 
here.
Arguments for hypervariability over recombination in explaining the presence of homoplasy in any particular 
data set are intuitively strengthened if these positions are known to be homoplastic in a global as well as a 
local sense. An application of the information gained from this analysis is the assessment of the homoplasmic 
sites seen in the phylogenies generated in Chapter Three. The N/R/P haplogroup in particular (Figure 3.2) 
seemed to have an improbably high number of homoplasmic characters when the P sequences were analysed 
with the single R12 and R21 sequences. Four of the sequences in the analysis of the N/R/P haplogroup 
(DQ112752, AY963584, AY289054, DQ404446, far left, Figure 3.2d) caused conflict between trees in 
Oceanic phylogenetic analyses (Figure 2.4) due to the combination of states they have at five coding region 
bases: nt10398, nt11404, nt12361, nt15613 and nt15607. 
The present analysis has demonstrated that homoplasy at nt10398 is common, with an average of 4.2 
mutations at this base required to fit the random 75-taxa phylogenies. However, the nt11404, nt12361, 
nt15613 bases had the base value of an average of one step to fit the trees in the 75-taxa analysis, (nt15607 
required 1.5 on average, Appendix E5.1). Two of these four sequences (R12 and R21) represent single 
examples of haplogroups, while two have the nt15607G transition and are thus assigned to haplogroup 
N/R/P, but share no other variants with P sequences. It is possible that the tangled patterns of changes seen 
within these sequences are due to human errors, many of which have been documented from previous 
studies (for example Bandelt et al. 2002, Bandelt et al. 2004, Bandelt et al. 2007). An alternative explanation 
exists however, which does not require the coincidence of multiple relatively rare mutations seen in the 
phylogenetic reconstruction. If heteroplasmy persists over a number of generations, and intra-lineage 
recombination occurs, a pattern could emerge like the one seen in the R12, R21 and P lineages. This 
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hypothesis predicts that additional sequences from these haplogroups would place the homoplastic polymorphisms 
high in the branches, as the inclusion of the nt15607 variant in the set dates the postulated occurrence of intra-
lineage recombination to before the split to the many P lineages which occurs in the phylogeny directly after the 
macrohaplogroup R vertex. Testing this theory with more samples from these haplogroups is an aim for future 
research. 
In the previous chapter several data sets were identified as having significantly higher levels of homoplasy than 
expected when tested using the phi statistic (Bruen et al. 2006). Homoplastic bases were identified in one of the 
random data sets of 30 individuals generated from the global data set (Random_30, Figure 4.8). Twenty-six of the 56 
characters which required an average of more than one step to fit the most parsimonious trees came from the control 
region; the thirty coding region bases are listed in Table 5.4 with the number of steps they required for both the 
Random_30 and 75-taxa analyses.
Table 5.4 Homoplastic bases in Random_30 
data set and 75-taxa steps
Character 
number
Steps in 
Random_30
Steps in 75-
taxa
629 2 <1.5
709 2 6.6
1442 3 <1.5
1811 2 <1.5
2706 2 <1.5
3010 3.6 3.88
3397 2 <1.5
3666 2 <1.5
4216 2 <1.5
4386 2 <1.5
5417 2 <1.5
5460 2 3.75
7389 2 <1.5
8701 2 1.59
10398 2 4.18
10685 2 <1.5
10810 2 <1.5
11467 2 <1.5
11719 2 <1.5
11969 2 <1.5
12007 2 2.23
12308 2 <1.5
12372 2 1.65
12705 2.2 1.75
13105 4 2.13
13708 3 2.87
14178 2 <1.5
14798 2 1.82
15067 2 <1.5
15607 2 1.51
Twelve of the homoplastic bases identified in the 
Random_30 data set had scores of more than 1.5 in the 
75 taxa analysis., including all but one of the changes 
seen with more than two steps in the Random_30 
data set. Character nt1442 requires three steps in the 
Random_30 data set, and 1.4 in the 75-taxa analysis 
in which it appeared in 99% of the data sets generated 
(Appendix E5.1). So, in this case ‘hypervariability’ 
may account for almost half of the homoplasy 
observed in the coding region.
The visual disparity in rates of change found in 
the control region from this study, particularly in 
hypervariable regions I and II  (Figure 5.2), caution 
against the use of this part of the mtDNA sequence 
for phylogenetic reconstruction and dating estimates 
without consideration of the variation observed. While 
these kinds of study were standard in the 1990s, it 
is common nowadays to apply a more conservative 
approach to HVR-I sequence information through 
additional typing of coding region polymorphisms (for 
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an Oceanic example of this approach see Friedlaender et al. 2007). The continued use of HVR-I sequence data to 
explore issues in prehistory is naive given the existing knowledge of rate variation in the control region, particularly 
when used to date ancestral vertices (Kayser et al. 2006, Hill et al. 2007).
The comparison of trees obtained from coding and HVR-I regions provides a relative scale of ‘strength’ of each 
haplogroup in terms of the reconstruction of trees from HVR-I characters, but disappointingly did not show 
any clear gains from applying the two weight sets devised from the results of the 75-taxa analysis. Refining the 
weighting system in future may improve these results. In the analysis of the large data sets of HVR-I sequences 
which follows in Chapter Six a conservative approach is taken, working back from the entire mt genome 
phylogenies to identify haplotypes and construct tentative HVR-I phylogenies for major haplogroups present in 
Oceania.
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6. ColleCtion and analysis of new Polynesian HVR-i 
samPles in an oCeaniC Context 
This chapter describes the HVR-I (hypervariable region 1) sequencing and analysis of 46 Polynesian samples within 
a large data set of more than 4000 sequences collected from public databases. The whole genome phylogenies 
reconstructed in Chapter Three were used to identify coding region polymorphisms to target in further analyses of 
the sample set, and enabled precise branching points from the N/R/B4a phylogeny to be determined without needing 
to sequence the entire mtDNA molecule. In Chapter Five it was shown that the success rate of recovery of trees from 
HVR-I data showing the same topology as more robust coding region trees, varied widely between haplogroups. As 
the weighting schemes devised for the HVR-I did not show any significant improvement over the unweighted case 
a conservative approach was taken in this chapter to the analysis of the new sample set within the larger Asian and 
Oceanic context. Haplotypes shared within and between groups were identified, and haplogroups assigned according 
to information contained in the whole mt genome phylogenies. 
6.1 Collection of HVR-I and coding SNP data from 46 Polynesian samples
Sample collection
A set of 47 finger prick blood and/or buccal swab samples from volunteers of Polynesian descent (and one New 
Zealand European control) living in Auckland was collected in 2005 by Brad Fris, for a Y-chromosome variation 
analysis carried out as a Master of Science degree project at the University of Auckland in conjunction with the 
Institute of Environmental Science and Research (Fris 2006). All volunteers gave their informed written consent 
for the study which was approved by the University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics Committee (reference 
number 2005/082). DNA was extracted using a Chelex method, and the samples were typed for a number of Y-
chromosome polymorphisms (Fris 2006) to aid in the development of a Y STR/SNP system for forensic casework 
in New Zealand. To complement the Y chromosome analysis I was approached to undertake mtDNA control region 
sequencing. 
mtDNA sequencing
As initial attempts to amplify the long mtDNA fragment 2 (Appendix C2.1) from the samples were not successful, 
a 600bp product encompassing the mtDNA sequence from nt15900 to nt16500 was amplified using 23F and 23R 
primers (Rieder et al. 1998, Appendix B and C2.1). The PCR conditions used for this amplification were the same 
as those used for the segment amplifications in the whole mt genome methodology, described in Appendix C2.1. 
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20F and 20R primers were used to amplify a product including the nt14022 base which defines the B4a1a1 
sub-group in samples with the immediate pre-Polynesian motif HVR-I sequence (N/R/B4a). A subset of the 
samples (n=13) were also typed for the nt6905A/G polymorphism using primers 10F and 10R. Sequencing 
methodology used was as described in Appendix C.2, with the exception of the typing for the nt6905 
polymorphism, for which both the sequencing reactions and separation of fragments was carried out by the 
Allan Wilson Genome Service, Albany Campus, using a ABI3730 Genetic Analyzer.
Results and discussion
Sequence data from nt16024-nt16569 of the control region, including the HVR-I, was obtained from the 
46 Polynesian samples (Table 6.1). The new sequences include 11 samples with Maori ancestry, and these 
increase the number of haplotypes reported from New Zealand from 8 to 10 (Sykes et al. 1995, Murray-
McIntosh et al. 1998, Whyte et al. 2005). Sixteen of the 17 haplotypes belonged to the common Polynesian 
mtDNA haplogroup N/R/B4a (Figure 3.4). The most common haplotype (23 individuals) was the ‘Polynesian 
motif’ (corresponding to entire mt haplogroup N/R/B4a1a1PM) without variants. Three samples had this 
motif with an additional transition at nt16092, and two had a transition at nt16051. Eleven haplotypes found 
in single individuals also had the B4a1a1PM haplotype with additional polymorphisms. The single sample 
which did not belong to the N/R/B4a haplogroup (EF077389) came from an individual with ancestry in the 
Solomon Islands, and appears to belong to haplogroup M/M27b (due to shared polymorphisms at nt16209C, 
nt16299G, nt16390A and nt16519C) which has not been reported from Remote Oceania but is relatively 
common in parts of Near Oceania (Merriwether et al. 2005, Friedlaender et al. 2007). 
The remaining six individuals had the immediate pre-Polynesian Motif HVR-I signature (which corresponds 
to the whole mtDNA vertex N/R/B4a); five with no additional polymorphisms and one with a transition 
at nt16311, and came from individuals with Fijian, Maori, Tongan and Samoan ancestry. The phylogeny 
determined in Chapter Three (Figure 3.4) revealed the distance between the transition at nt16247 which 
separates the HVR-I pre-Polynesian Motif (16217C, 16261T) from the full Polynesian Motif (16217C, 
16247G, 16261T) is quite large, with several coding region polymorphisms occurring along the branches 
between the two events. To assess where the six Polynesian samples with the HVR-I pre-Polynesian Motif 
branch from the B4a tree they were tested for the polymorphism at nt14022, which defines the B4a1a1 
subhaplogroup, with subsequent hierarchical testing of B4a1a (at nts 6719, 12239 and 15746) and B4a1 
(nt10238) polymorphisms planned if necessary. All six of the samples (EFO77363, EFO77368-EFO77369, 
EFO77374, EFO77391-EFO77392) had the transition to guanine at nt14022 which places them clearly within 
the B4a1a1 part of the B4a phylogeny.
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Table 6.1 Auckland sample set details and results
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The sequence data extended into the tRNA coding region flanking the 5’ end of the control region, revealing 
that none of the samples had the transition at nt15924 which is seen in the B4a1a1 whole mt genome 
sequences DQ372877, DQ372874 and DQ372875 from the Marshall Islands and Kapingamarangi. 
A subset of the samples were examined for the presence of the nt6905G transition that occurs in three of 
the whole mt genomes sequences (AY289069, AY289083, AY289093; from the Cook Islands, Papua New 
Guinea and Samoa respectively (Figure 3.4). Four of the 13 samples tested had nt6905G (EFO77359, 
EFO77362-EFO77363, EFO77369; from individuals of Maori, Cook Island and Fijian descent), and it is 
interesting to note that two of these have the full Polynesian Motif HVR-I sequence, while the remaining 
two have the immediate pre-Polynesian Motif. This pattern was also seen in the whole mt genomes, where 
in the labelled phylogeny (Figure 3.4) a reversion of the nt16247G transition has been inferred in sequence 
AY289083. 
It was observed from electropherograms that two of the Auckland samples (EFO77358 and EFO77367, 
individuals with Samoan and Maori ancestry) showed evidence of heteroplasmy at nt16247. As the nt16247G 
variant occurs in populations throughout Oceania, and at high frequencies particularly in Polynesia, it is 
likely to have arisen before the colonisation of Remote Oceania. The apparent heteroplasmy seen in the 
Auckland samples may be the result of incomplete fixation of the original nt16247A mtDNA molecule 
and the ‘new’ molecule carrying the nt16247G variant; or evidence of more recent recurrent mutations 
at nt16247 following the first transition event to guanine. The most parsimonious explanation, that the 
heteroplasmy generated by the initial transition event has persisted to the present requires the inheritance 
of a mixed population of mtDNA molecules over a long timeframe. A conservative estimate of 1200 years 
for the common ancestry of individuals with the Polynesian motif haplotype would require the persistence 
of mtDNA heteroplasmy through 40 generations at 30 years per generation, (60 generations at 20 years per 
generation).
6.2 Compilation of HVR-I data sets from Oceania, Asia and the Americas
Sequences covering the first hypervariable region (HVR-I, nt16065-nt16373) from Oceania, Asia and the 
Americas were identified by literature and NCBI database searching and aligned using SE-AL (version 
2.0a11, Rambaut 1996). Different treatments of the length extensions and deletions in the cytosine repeat 
region between nt16184 and nt16193 made alignment of this region difficult, requiring two bases, nt16192 
and nt16193, to be excluded. The HVR-I portion of the sequence was also extracted from geographically 
relevant mt genomes from the global data set described in Chapter Four, with a subset of 192 sequences 
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Table 6.2 HVR-I nt16065-16373 data set accession details
(excl: excluded, ambig: ambiguities present, *: entire mt genomes)
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taken from the large Japanese Tanaka et al. (2004) data set. Table 6.2 lists details of the total 4321 sequences 
collected. 
Each sequence was given a two to six letter suffix according to geographic details provided in the GenBank 
file, and assigned to one of 13 geographic regions for analysis using Arlequin (version 3.01, Excoffier et 
al. 2005). Sequences from New Zealand residents who have stated ancestry outside of New Zealand were 
labelled with ‘NZ’ before the geographic code for the place of ancestry, for example ‘NZCook’ for a New 
Zealander of Cook Islands descent, and in one case assigned to a region other than Remote Oceania (when 
ancestry was in the Solomon Islands). The sequences from Sykes et al. (1995) were deposited as haplotypes 
in GenBank, and these have been expanded according to details given in their paper (Sykes et al. 1995: 
Table 2). The sequence name was made unique to the data set by adding a number to the geographical suffix 
following the accession number. For example ‘haplotype 1’ from Sykes et al. (1995), corresponding to 
accession U47145, is reported from three individuals and these are labelled U47145Taiw1, U47145Taiw2 and 
U47145Phil1 here. The composition of the data set by geographic region is summarised in Table 6.3. 
The number of Remote Oceanic samples in the nt16065-nt16373 data set (n=211) was limited by sequence 
length, as large numbers of shorter sequences from Remote Oceania are available from analyses by Lum et 
al. (1998), Lum and Cann (2000) and Sykes et al. (1995) beginning from ~nt16189. Earlier attempts to use 
Arlequin to obtain haplotype information from the data set when sequences contained missing or ambiguous 
bases had inconsistent results, and consequently these sequences were removed. In order to analyse these 
shorter sequences they were added to an Oceanic subset of the nt16065-nt16373 data set, (excluding nt16192 
and nt16193 as above), resulting in a second data set containing sites between nt16189-nt16370,and a total 
of 1191 Oceanic sequences. In this data set the sequences were divided to 19 regions: Near Guinea and Other 
Near Oceania as in the longer data set with the additional 602 sequences from Remote Oceania assigned to 
island group origin where possible (Table 6.4). The Arlequin format files for both the long (nt16065-nt16373) 
and short (nt16189-nt16370) HVR-I data sets are included within electronic Appendix F6.1 which also 
contains an Excel® workbook with the formatted results of the Arlequin analyses.
6.3 The distribution of HVR-I haplotypes in Oceania
Arlequin (version 3.01, Excoffier et al. 2005) was used to infer haplotypes from a distance matrix for each 
of the data sets, with each haplotype named for one of the sequences it contained. Summary details of the 
number of haplotypes within each region are listed in Table 6.5, for the nt16065-nt16373 Oceania, Asia and 
Americas HVR-I data set, and in Table 6.6 for the nt16189-nt16370 Oceanic HVR-I data set. 
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Table 6.3 HVR-I nt16065-16373 data set geographic details
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Variation measures within and between regions were calculated using Arlequin. Levels of diversity within 
regions (θπ Tables 6.5 and 6.6) were estimated from the infinite-site equilibrium relationship between θ 
and the mean number of pairwise differences (π) (where E(π) = θ, Tajima 1983), with standard deviation 
calculated as the square root of the sampling variance described for gene diversity (Nei, 1987, Excoffier et 
al. 2005). Pairwise FST values were obtained, with significance testing using 1000 permutations. In Tables 
6.5 and 6.6 the pairwise FST values that are significant at the 95% level and 99% level are boxed and shaded 
respectively. 
The θπ estimates range from 4.82 to 8.06 for the nt16065-nt16373 data set and from 0.686 to 5.174 for the 
nt16189-nt16370 Oceanic data set. New Guinea has the highest diversity in both data sets, but is within a 
standard deviation of all other groups. The ‘Other Island Southeast Asia’ category has the lowest diversity in 
the nt16065-nt16373 data set, followed by the sequences from the Americas. In the Oceanic nt16189-nt16370 
data set the lowest θπ estimates were from Kapingamarangi (a Polynesian outlier in Micronesia), where three 
haplotypes were found from 33 sequences. 
Table 6.4 HVR-I nt16189-16370 data set geographic details
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Table 6.5 HVR-I nt16065-16373 data set diversity summary results
Shaded cells are significant (p<0.05)
Table 6.6 HVR-I haplotypes nt16189-16370 data set diversity summary results
Shaded and boxed cells are significant (p<0.05 and p<0.01)
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All of the pairwise comparisons for the nt16065-nt16373 data set except those between Malaysia and East 
Asia, Indonesia and Southeast Asia, and Remote Oceania and the ‘Other Near Oceania’ (not New Guinea) 
category showed significant differentiation between regions (p<0.01). The highest pairwise FST values were 
between the Americas and other regions, particularly Oceania. The pairwise FST values for the Oceanic 
nt16189-nt16370 data set also show differences between the regions defined, with all comparisons for New 
Guinea, Kapingamarangi and Vanuatu significant (p<0.01). The comparisons between New Guinea and other 
regions have the highest values. The Polynesian regions (Tonga, Samoa, Marquesas, Other East Polynesia, 
Cook Islands and New Zealand) by contrast have low pairwise FST values, with only two values (for Samoa 
and the Marquesas, and Samoa and the Cook Islands) significant at the 95% level. 
In the larger nt16065-nt16373 data set containing sequences from Oceania, Asia and the Americas the 
original 4321 sequences were reduced to 1544 haplotypes, of which a large proportion (1041, approximately 
67%) were found in single individuals. Of the 503 haplotypes represented by two or more sequences 166 
were shared between regions: 109 were found in 2 regions, 30 in three regions and 14 in four regions. The 
remaining 13 haplotypes were found in more than five regions, and are described in Table 6.7. A total of 53 
individuals had the distinctive pre-Polynesian motif haplotype (EF077392NZTong), which is one of the most 
widespread, found in seven of the 13 regions within the data set. 
The 16129A 16172C 16304C motif appears four times (U47181Phil1, EF06897Phil+16311C, 
DQ309863Kark+16172C 16362C and EF069246Wain+16162G) in Table 6.8, and variations of 16223T 
16362C are also common (DQ309865Kark, AB093907Mala+16311C, DQ372876Mars+16295C and 
DQ309860Kark+16291T). While the distributions of these haplotypes may reflect recent population 
movements it is also possible that some of these sequences are convergent, rather than identical by shared 
descent. The sites involved demonstrate high levels of homoplasy, with four of the five bases in the motifs 
requiring on average more than 4 mutation events to fit the 75-taxa coding-region trees in the homoplasy 
analysis described in Chapter Five (Figure 5.2). 
Details of the 221 haplotypes from the nt16065-nt16373 data set which included samples from Oceania have 
been tabulated and are included as Appendix E.6.1. This table summarises the frequencies and distributions 
of the haplotypes, and lists their differences to the rCRS. 43 haplotypes included entire mt genome sequences 
and these are indicated with their haplogroup details. Where possible the HVR-I haplotypes have been 
assigned to haplogroups (68 could not be identified with any confidence). More than half (126) of the 
Oceanic haplotypes were represented by single individuals. Of the 95 haplotypes found in more than one 
individual 25 were also present in regions outside of Oceania (Appendix E.6.1).
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The nt16189-nt16370 data set of 1191 sequences from Oceania consisted of 199 haplotypes, 97 of which 
were found in single individuals. This data set has greater coverage of Remote Oceania than the longer data 
set (Table 6.4) and was used for the detailed analyses of HVR-I haplogroup phylogenies and distributions 
described below.
124 of the 199 haplotypes were assigned to haplogroups using the entire mt genome phylogenies (Chapter 
Three) as a guide. Polymorphisms between nt16189 and nt16370 were identified in the haplogroups present 
in Oceania. Those which occurred in the higher branches of the trees, and preferably showed relatively low 
rates of homoplasy in the analysis in Chapter Five (Figure 5.2) were selected as defining polymorphisms for 
haplogroups (Table 6.8). The M/M7c haplogroup, with defining polymorphisms 16223T 16295T, is perhaps 
Table 6.7 HVR-I nt16065-16373 data set haplotypes found in five or more regions
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the least reliable of these categories as 16223T shows high levels of mutability and there is only a single 
M/M7c entire mt genome sequence from Oceania for reference (DQ372876, Figure 3.5). 75 haplotypes, 
representing 195 sequences (16% of the data set), could not be assigned to a haplogroup. Appendix E6.2 
lists all haplotypes within the nt16189-nt16370 data set by haplogroup assignment with their polymorphisms 
relative to the rCRS and frequencies in the regions defined. 
The distribution of the three main Oceanic haplogroups is shown in Figure 6.1. The ‘young’ N/R/B4a 
haplogroup is the most common lineage in Remote Oceania, reaching high frequencies in Polynesia and 
Micronesia, and accounting for more than half (620/1191) of all samples in the nt16189-nt16370 data set. In 
Near Oceania N/R/B4a haplotypes are found in only 4% of the New Guinea samples, but make up almost 
half (48%) of the samples in the ‘Other Near Oceania’ group. 
A large proportion of the samples (59 of the total 79) contributing to the ‘Other Near Oceania’ group come 
from an Austronesian-speaking community in the Balopa Islands of the Manus province of Papua New 
Guinea, located at the north-western end of the Bismarck Archipelago (Ohashi et al. 2006). Friedlaender 
et al. (2007) have constructed a comprehensive data set of HVR-I and HVR-II sequences from Northern 
Melanesian populations (n=1223, from 32 populations in New Ireland, New Britain, Bougainville and 
Malaita). They found N/R/B4a haplotypes reached high frequencies in New Ireland, Bougainville and 
Malaita (in some cases in non-Austronesian speaking populations), but were relatively rare in populations 
from New Britain. 
Table 6.8 HVR-I haplogroup defining polymorphisms (nt16189-nt16370 data set)
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Figure 6.1 Distribution of HVR-I haplotypes (nt16189-nt16370) in Oceania
The distribution of three common haplogroups found in Oceanic populations. The haplotypes were assigned to 
haplogroup categories as described in Table 6.8. In this diagram for simplicity the M/Q1 and ‘M/Q not Q1’ have been 
coloured to a single M/Q category (in blue) but a dividing line remains where types from both groups were present in the 
population.
Sequences belonging to the ‘ancient’ N/R/P1 and M/Q haplogroups are also found in both Near and Remote 
Oceania, at varying frequencies (Figure 6.1). N/R/P1 sequences are common in New Guinea, and are found 
in populations from Micronesia (Palau, Yap, Nauru and Kiribati) and Vanuatu but not in Polynesian samples. 
In Figure 6.1, haplotypes assigned to the M/Q1 and M/Q not Q1 categories defined in Table 6.8 are grouped 
together as M/Q. M/Q haplotypes are the most common in the New Guinea sample, and are present in 
Vanuatu and Polynesia, but are not found in the eastern Micronesian island groups.
In the following section, the sequences from the nt16189-nt16370 data set assigned to N/R/B4a, N/R/P1 
and M/Q1 haplogroups are described in greater detail, and links to populations outside of Oceania explored 
through analysis of the nt16065-nt16373 sequence set.
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6.4 Phylogenies from HVR-I sequences: N/R/P1, M/Q1 and N/R/B4a
Phylogenetic analyses of human mtDNA control region sequences can be difficult due to two seemingly 
contradictory factors: firstly, the time elapsed from common ancestry is often very short in an evolutionary 
sense resulting in low levels of variability and a lack of resolution of the lineage history, and secondly, high 
and unequal rates of substitutions at certain sites can result in parallel, or convergent polymorphisms in 
different lineages, or multiple substitutions at a single site obscuring patterns of shared descent. Consequently 
it is unusual to find a single tree from control region data which can best explain the history of the sequences, 
and networks are often highly complex. 
These issues were examined in Chapter Five with the aim of determining a system of weighting for the 
HVR-I sites which would enable the existing collections of sequences from Oceania to be analysed with 
greater confidence. As the weighting schemes devised did not show any significant improvement over the 
use of unweighted characters the analysis of the three major haplogroups detailed below was undertaken 
conservatively, with parsimony analyses and the phylogenies from entire mt genomes used to guide the 
reconstruction of the trees. 
N/R/P1
The N/R/P1 subset of the nt16189-nt16370 data set consisted of 102 samples belonging to 23 haplotypes, 
defined by transitions at nt16266 and nt16357 (Figure 6.2a). There were 10 informative sites in the 180 
characters of the data set, and a PAUP* search (version 4. 0b10, Swofford 2003) found a single tree with 
a score of 14, re-drawn in Figure 6.2b. The 16266T 16270T 16357C haplotype has the highest frequency, 
with 51 samples having this type from Vanuatu, New Guinea and Yap, and several haplotypes branch off 
with additional substitutions from this haplotype. The 16270T variant occurs in two of the P1 entire genome 
sequences (AF347005 and AY289097 from highland Papua New Guinea, at the right of Figure 6.2a), which 
also share two other changes in the HVR-I region analysed (16257T 16354T). As these two sequences are 
separated by four and two coding region changes respectively to their common ancestor, and the other HVR-
I polymorphisms they share are not seen in most HVR-I sequences with nt16270T, it is possible that this 
variant occurred early in the development of the P1 lineage. 
A transversion at nt16259 separates three haplotypes (AF066301, AF066226, AF066120) found in 
Micronesian samples from the U4721 haplotype (Figure 6.2). The samples come from Yap, Nauru and 
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Figure 6.2 N/R/P1 HVR-I haplotypes in Oceania
a) Labelled phylogeny of six entire N/R/P1 mt genomes. The polymorphisms used to define P1 haplotypes from HVR-
I sequences are boxed, and other HVR-I variants between nt16189-nt16379 shown in black type. b) Tree of HVR-I 
haplotypes, with vertex size reflecting the number of sequences within each haplotype. Haplotypes named in bold type 
are from whole genome sequences, and bases requiring more than one step in the tree are marked with an asterisk.
Kiribati, and this polymorphism may prove useful for tracing movements from Near Oceania to the 
Micronesian island groups, and within Micronesia. 
The nt16065-nt16373 HVR-I data set contained 24 P1 haplotypes, representing 54 samples all of which 
came from Near Oceania. This data set was searched for any haplotypes other than those from Oceania with 
the N/R/P1 polymorphisms 16266T and 16357C using MacClade (version 4.06, Sinauer Associates Inc., 
Sunderland, Massachusetts). Two additional haplotypes were identified with these variants, both from single 
samples. The first haplotype, EF068809Mana (16176T 16221T 16266T 16325C 16357C), was found in two 
samples from Manado in Sulawesi (Hill et al. 2007).
The second, AP008719Japa, has the HVR-I profile 16093C 16129A 16223T 16266T 16311C 16357C 
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and is derived from an entire genome sequence from Japan. The occurrence of the 16266T and 16357C 
polymorphisms in this haplotype are likely to be convergent rather than reflecting common ancestry as the 
haplotype tree for the global data set (Appendix D4.1) places this sequence within macrohaplogroup M.
M/Q1
The Q1 subset of the nt16189-nt16370 data set was assigned by a transversion from A to C at nt16265 
and a transition to G at nt16343. There were 34 haplotypes within the data set with these polymorphisms, 
representing 183 sequences (Figure 6.3). The majority of the Q1 samples from Polynesia (n=20) belong to 
either the most common Q1 haplotype which has no additional HVR-I mutations (AY289090) or a haplotype 
with one additional transition at nt16293 (DQ372884). The small number of Micronesian sequences (n=10) 
share a single haplotype with samples from Vanuatu and New Guinea (U47169). 
Four haplotypes from the nt16065-nt16373 data set were found to be shared with the Oceanic Q1 samples. 
Four samples from Indonesia had the Q1 haplotype (16223T 16241G A16265tvC 16311C 16343G), and six 
had this sequence with the rCRS state at 16223C. Nine individuals from Island Southeast Asia had the core 
Q1 haplotype + 16270T. 
The HVR-I tree (main diagram, Figure 6.3) appears to document a rapid expansion from an ancestral 
haplotype represented by the AY289090 haplotype. However, the entire mt genomes within the data set 
(Figure 6.3a) have a number of coding region changes along the terminal branches which suggest a longer 
period to common ancestry than indicated by the HVR-I phylogeny.
N/R/B4a
The most common haplogroup found in the Oceanic HVR-I data set (nt160189-nt16370) was N/R/B4a, 
with 620 samples belonging to 40 haplotypes from this haplogroup (defined by 16189C, 16217T). The tree 
reconstruction shown in Figure 6.4 follows the whole genome phylogeny (Figure 3.4), with dotted branches 
reflecting the uncertainties seen in the consensus network of parsimony trees generated, and recurrent 
changes on the tree marked with an asterisk. There were 10 informative sites in the subset of 40 haplotypes, 
and heuristic parsimony searches found 11080 trees with score 18 (not shown). 
The whole genome phylogeny (Figure 3.4) has shown that the nt16247G transition has occurred relatively 
recently in prehistory and the haplotype frequencies shown in the HVR-I tree (Figure 6.4) appear to reflect 
a recent expansion from a common ancestral type. To assess the use of the HVR-I rho dating technique 
discussed in Chapter Three on a data set much closer to a population sample than the comparatively sparse 
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Figure 6.3 M/Q1 HVR-I haplotypes in Oceania
Insets: a) Labelled phylogeny of ten entire M/Q1 mt genomes b) The first tree found by parsimony search (34 
haplotypes, 11 parsimony informative characters, heuristic search score 18). c) The consensus network of 494 
most parsimonious trees found. Main figure: Labelled tree of 183 HVR-I samples belonging to 34 haplotypes, 
reconstructed from the first tree found (inset b). The dotted branches have the least support as shown by 
the consensus network (inset c). The vertex size reflects the number of sequences within each haplotype. 
Haplotypes named in bold type are from whole genome sequences, and bases requiring more than one step in 
the tree are marked with an asterisk.
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Figure 6.4 N/R/B4a HVR-I haplotypes from Oceania
Labelled tree of 40 haplotypes (n=620 samples) from Oceanic populations. The dotted branches have the 
least support as shown by the consensus network of the most parsimonious trees found. The vertex size 
reflects the number of sequences within each haplotype. Haplotypes named in bold type are from whole 
genome sequences, and bases requiring more than one step in the tree are marked with an asterisk.
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and non-randomly sampled whole mt genomes, the HVR-I N/R/B4a samples with the 16247G variant 
(B4a1a1PM) were dated using the Network program (version 4.2.01, Fluxus Technology Limited, ©2004-
2006). The input file for the 29 haplotypes (n=446 sequences) was created using DnaSP (version 4.10.9, 
Rozas et al. 2003), and the age to the central 16247G haplotype measured using the default mutation rate of 
20180 years per mutation. This gave an age of the 16247G haplotype of 6932 years with a standard deviation 
of 1868 years. The average rate of change estimated from the ratio of HVR-I to synonymous coding region 
changes in the entire mt genome phylogenies described in Chapter Three (1 change per 10 569 years) was 
also used to estimate the date of the 16247G vertex using Network. This resulting date was 3631 years, with a 
standard deviation of 978 years.
Five haplotypes were also found outside of Oceania. The 16189C 16217C haplotype (sometimes known 
as the pre-pre-Polynesian motif’) was found in six samples within the nt16065-nt16373 data set, in 
individuals from East Asia (Buriat and Mien) and in four samples from Peru. The 16189C 16217C 16261T 
(pre-Polynesian motif) was found in five East Asian samples, 27 Taiwanese, three Philippines samples and 
one sample from both Indonesia and Malaysia. Haplotypes with the pre-Polynesian motif plus one variant 
(16093C, 16129A or 16311C) were found in 20 East Asian and 10 Taiwanese samples.
6.3 Discussion
The distribution of HVR-I haplotypes in Remote Oceania shows different levels of contribution of the 
‘ancient’ Near Oceanic lineages to the present-day populations; with particularly marked differences seen 
between the diversity found in Vanuatu, and the homogeneity of Polynesia. The Micronesian islands also 
show varying levels of the ancient P and Q haplotypes, with the larger proportion of haplotypes unassigned to 
type in the west perhaps reflecting early settlement from Island Southeast Asia (Lum and Cann 2000).
The unassigned haplotypes from Polynesia (Appendix E6.2) may derive from historic period migration 
(Whyte et al. 2005, for example AY604130NZMaor, AY604136NZMaor), but it is difficult to confirm this 
without additional testing of coding region polymorphisms. The haplotype AY604133NZMaor, for example, 
shows no differences from the reference sequence and is present in 13 individuals from New Guinea 
(n=8), Vanuatu (n=4) and New Zealand (n=1). The entire mt genome analysis in Chapter Three revealed 
this haplotype to be present in N/R/P2 samples (Figure 3.2), and the comparison of coding and HVR-I 
phylogenies in the previous chapter highlighted the difficulties in distinguishing between the N/R/P and N/R/
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HV haplogroups on HVR-I sequence data alone.
The newly reported M/M9/E entire genomes from Near Oceania (Friedlaender et al. 2007) raise the 
question of whether these haplotypes are present in Remote Oceania as well. Unfortunately there are few 
polymorphisms in the nt16189-nt16370 region to identify this haplogroup (Friedlaender 2007:7), and without 
further analysis the presence of M9/E haplotypes cannot be confirmed from the data set. 
The sample sizes throughout Oceania remain small, particularly in Remote Oceania. This could be improved 
by the incorporation of existing sequence sets (for example Cox 2003, Friedlaender et al. 2006) into the data 
set described here. The collection of more samples (and analysis of diagnostic coding polymorphisms in 
combination with control region sequencing) would also be of great benefit in addressing issues such as the 
number and likely geographic source of Remote Oceanic founding lineages.
 
.
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7. ConClusions and Future direCtions
The collection and analysis of the whole genome sequences described in this thesis provides a solid framework for 
interpreting the relationships between the mitochondrial (mt) haplogroups present in Oceania. The distribution of 
haplotypes forms a clear division between the ‘ancient’ haplogroups N/R/P, M/Q, M/M27, M/M28, and M/M29 
found in Oceania and those geographically restricted to Australia (N/S, N/O, R/R12, M/M42); and the ‘young’ 
haplogroups N/R/B4a and M/M7bc which share common ancestry relatively recently with samples from outside of 
Oceania. Recent work by Friedlander et al. (2006) has revealed haplotypes from a third ‘young’ haplogroup, M/M9/
E also present in Near Oceania. 
The ‘ancient’ haplogroups of Oceania coalesce at the ‘Out-of-Africa’ L3 polytomy and reflect the deep human 
history in these regions, where early settlement dates to at least 40 000BP (O’Connell and Allen 2004). In contrast, 
the phylogenies of the ‘young’ haplogroups, N/R/B4a and M/M7bc, reveal relatively recent common ancestry 
between the Oceanic haplotypes and others from Asia, although the number of samples are limited, particularly 
for M/M7bc. The Oceanic samples in N/R/B4a form a subgroup, B4a1a, of the tree which also includes Taiwanese 
sequences, while the single Micronesian M/M7bc sample belongs to the M7bc/c subgroup and is most closely 
related to samples from Mongolia, the Philippines and Taiwan. The TMRCA date estimates from synonymous 
coding changes (Table 3.2) for the B4a1a subgroup, containing Taiwanese and Oceanic samples, and the B4a1a1 
vertex which contains only Oceanic samples are 10 822 ± 1759 and 5276 ± 1429 years respectively, indicating a 
recent entry to Oceania of the ancestral haplotypes from this haplogroup, broadly coinciding with the appearance in 
the archaeological record of Lapita settlements in Near Oceania from 3400BP (Kirch 2000).
The distribution of control region haplotypes in Oceania reviewed in Chapter Six demonstrates that a subset of 
the mtDNA variation present in Near Oceania has been carried out into Remote Oceania. The N/R/B4a haplotypes 
predominate in Remote Oceania, with low frequencies of ‘ancient’ M/Q haplotypes seen in Polynesia, and 
varying frequencies of M/Q and N/P present in Island Melanesia and Micronesia (Figure 6.1). If the contemporary 
distributions reflect founding populations, the mixture of ‘ancient’ and ‘young’ haplotypes in Remote Oceanic 
populations indicate integration in Near Oceanic prehistory between the incoming peoples carrying the ‘young’ 
haplotypes and those already present: providing support for Green’s (1991) third and fourth model sets. At present 
inadequate whole mtDNA sampling from Island Southeast Asia leaves the origin of the immigrants to Oceania 
carrying the ‘young’ haplotypes in question, although close relationships are seen between the N/R/B4a1a Oceanic 
haplotypes and Taiwan.
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During the course of this project the number of human mt genomes available on public databases has 
grown dramatically, and with improvements in sequencing technologies this is likely to continue. It is 
relatively straightforward to add new sequences from the region into the existing large data set of all Oceanic 
haplotypes, as was done in Chapter Two for the recently described Australian sequences (van Holst Pellekaan 
et al. 2006). It is anticipated an increase in mitochondrial genome sequences from haplogroups at present 
under-represented in the data set (for example R/R12, R/R21, N/P/P7, M/M21, M/M22 and N/N22) will aid 
in clarifying the branching order from the major macrohaplogroup vertices. 
The detailed phylogenies constructed in Chapter Three include the first M/Q entire genome sequences 
described from Remote Oceania. There are distinct subtypes seen in the samples from Polynesia and Vanuatu 
(Figure 3.1), which are quite distant from the other sequences from Near Oceania. Future analyses could 
be targeted towards finding the nearest relatives of these sequence types in Near Oceania, using the single 
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) unique to each of the two subtypes. SNPs in the N/R/B4a1a phylogeny 
were used in this study to supplement control region sequencing of the sample set from Auckland (Chapter 
Six), illustrating the power of this approach, and advantages over entire mt genome sequencing.
Two N/R/P haplotypes obtained from this study, DQ372870 and DQ372872, from the Trobriand Islands in 
Near Oceania, clearly fall within the N/R/P2 haplogroup (Figure 3.2), yet share an HVR-I haplotype with the 
European N/R/HV reference sequence. This coincidence inspired further work over the course of this project 
examining the incidence of recurrent mutations in mtDNA, and the implications high rates of homoplasy 
could have for phylogenies derived from partial sequences. 
The global data sets assembled over the course of this study, described in Chapter Four, are a resource 
for future analyses of human mtDNA phylogenies, and the properties of the molecule itself, and it is my 
intention to maintain these by the inclusion of new sequences as they become available. At present the L3/N 
haplotypes are over-represented in the data set (Table 4.3), but it is hoped future analyses may help to adjust 
the balance; for example a recent study (Gonder et al. 2007) describes 62 new African sequences.
The assessment of variation and tests of selections undertaken in Chapter Four highlighted diversity in the 
ATP6 gene, whose protein product contributes to Complex V of the OXPHOS system. The McDonald-
Kreitman test also found significant evidence for non-neutral evolution in two genes, COIII and Cyt b. A 
phylogenetic approach, using the large number of sequences now available, may in future contribute to our 
understanding of the roles positive and negative selection have played in the history of human mtDNA. 
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The positive results for recombination from the phi test (Bruen et al. 2006) of subsets of the global data sets 
(Chapter Four) are intriguing, and a further indication of the high levels of homoplasy present in human 
mtDNA seen in the phylogenetic reconstructions of Oceanic sequences, and the analyses in Chapter Five. 
Determining the most likely cause of these unexpectedly high levels of homoplasy, recombination or extreme 
mutation rate variability, will be an interesting and challenging topic for future research.
The phylogenetic analysis of control region homoplasy undertaken in Chapter Five provides a relative scale 
of mutability in this region (Figure 5.2), supporting previous findings of ‘hypervariability’ at certain positions 
(Forster et al. 2002, Meyer et al. 1999, Stoneking 2000). The mtDNA coding region was used to construct 
the trees on which the control sequence homoplasy was assessed, and the analysis of the parsimony length of 
coding characters on these trees also gave indications of increased mutability at certain positions (Table 5.1). 
The measures of homoplasy generated by this analysis allow the unusual patterns, such as those seen in the 
N/R/P haplogroup, to be investigated further.
 
While this project had the stated aim of investigating mtDNA diversity in contemporary Oceanic populations 
to infer patterns of population movements in prehistory, the intriguing patterns emerging from the analyses 
led to an equal focus on the properties and microevolution of the mtDNA molecule itself. The results of 
analyses undertaken in this project in both of these areas have raised many questions still to be addressed, 
such as the issues of homoplasy and recombination outlined above. In the context of Oceanic prehistory the 
results presented here document the presence in Oceania of two distinct subsets of mtDNA haplogroups; 
designated ‘ancient’ and ‘young’. The distribution of these types throughout Remote Oceania is suggestive 
of small founding populations, and different, although perhaps overlapping, sources for the migrants to 
Polynesia, Vanuatu and the islands of west Micronesia. 
The issues involved in assigning an absolute to date to vertices in mtDNA phylogenies in the recent past 
(Chapter Three) lead me to conclude that while molecular dating is unlikely to contribute greatly to the 
understanding of the timing of the colonisation events in Remote Oceania, it will be of increasing value to 
the interpretations of the much older mtDNA histories from Near Oceania. The collection of new samples 
from throughout Remote Oceania, and analysis with reference to the entire mt genome phylogenies using 
a combination of sequencing and other techniques (for example SNaPshot minisequencing, Quintans et al. 
2004), is likely to make the biggest impact on our understanding of the prehistory of this region, allowing a 
more detailed picture of the geographic source of the settlers, and post-settlement population histories and 
interactions to be reconstructed. 
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Deciphering Past Human Population Movements in Oceania: Provably Optimal
Trees of 127 mtDNA Genomes
Melanie J. Pierson,*� Rosa Martinez-Arias,� Barbara R. Holland,* Neil J. Gemmell,�
Matthew E. Hurles,§ and David Penny*
*Allan Wilson Centre for Molecular Ecology and Evolution, Massey University, Palmerston North, New Zealand;
�School of Biological Sciences, University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand; �GBF German Research Centre for
Biotechnology, Braunschweig, Germany; §Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, Wellcome Trust Genome Campus, Cambridge,
United Kingdom
The settlement of the many island groups of Remote Oceania occurred relatively late in prehistory, beginning approx-
imately 3,000 years ago when people sailed eastwards into the Pacific from Near Oceania, where evidence of human
settlement dates from as early as 40,000 years ago. Archeological and linguistic analyses have suggested the settlers
of Remote Oceania had ancestry in Taiwan, as descendants of a proposed Neolithic expansion that began approximately
5,500 years ago. Other researchers have suggested that the settlers were descendants of peoples from Island Southeast Asia
or the existing inhabitants of Near Oceania alone. To explore patterns of maternal descent in Oceania, we have assembled
and analyzed a data set of 137 mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) genomes from Oceania, Australia, Island Southeast Asia, and
Taiwan that includes 19 sequences generated for this project. Using the MinMax Squeeze Approach (MMS), we report the
consensus network of 165 most parsimonious trees for the Oceanic data set, increasing by many orders of magnitude the
numbers of trees for which a provable minimal solution has been found. The new mtDNA sequences highlight the lim-
itations of partial sequencing for assigning sequences to haplogroups and dating recent divergence events. The provably
optimal trees found for the entire mtDNA sequences using the MMS method provide a reliable and robust framework for
the interpretation of evolutionary relationships and confirm that the female settlers of Remote Oceania descended from both
the existing inhabitants of Near Oceania and more recent migrants into the region.
Introduction
Exploring the timing and pathways of Oceanic set-
tlement is a multidisciplinary endeavor, with the direct
evidence of prehistoric populations obtained from archeo-
logical investigations increasingly supplemented by linguis-
tic and biological studies of their present-day descendants
(Hurles et al. 2003). The region of Near Oceania (fig. 1)
encompasses NewGuinea, the Bismarck Archipelago, Bou-
gainville, and the northern Solomon Islands and delineates
the extent of early migrations into Oceania, with the first ev-
idence of human settlement dating from at least 44,000 years
ago (O’Connell and Allen 2004). In contrast, the settlement
of the many islands of Remote Oceania began just over
3,000 years ago, following the appearance in Near Oceania
of an archeological horizon known as the Lapita Cultural
Complex. Similar assemblages appear in the first settlement
sites in Remote Oceania to the south and east from about
3,100 years ago, and a rapid settlement sequence of Remote
Oceania follows, with migrants reaching the 3 points of
the Polynesian triangle at Hawaii, Easter Island, and New
Zealand from ;1,500 to 800 years ago (Kirch 2000).
In a recent review, Green (2003) summarizes the many
models proposed for the development of the Lapita Cultural
Complex in Near Oceania, describing this and the subse-
quent settlement of Remote Oceania as ‘‘one set of human
migrations among the many that have occurred throughout
Oceania during the last 40,000 and perhaps 50,000 years.’’
Much attention has been focused on this later phase of Oce-
anic prehistory, and current debate centers on whether the
Lapita sites represent an intrusive migration of peoples into
Near Oceania and, if so, the geographic origin of these
migrants and the extent of interactions between the new-
comers and the existing inhabitants of Near Oceania.
All of the languages of Remote Oceania and many
from Near Oceania belong to the Oceanic subgroup of
the Austronesian language family. The high level of diver-
sity among the many non-Austronesian (Papuan) languages
spoken in parts of Near Oceania suggests that they have
developed over a much greater time frame than the Austro-
nesian languages, consistent with the early settlement dates
in this region. Phylogenetic analysis of the Austronesian
language family, widely spoken today in Oceania, Island
Southeast Asia, and Taiwan has demonstrated that the lan-
guage tree fits an ‘‘out-of-Taiwan’’ sequence of expansion
(Gray and Jordan 2000). This model proposes a migration
of proto–Austronesian-speaking peoples into Island South-
east Asia and Oceania from Taiwan, beginning from about
5,500 years ago (Bellwood 1991, 2001). Under this model,
the Lapita sites in Near Oceania are viewed as evidence of
an intrusive ‘‘Austronesian’’ settlement. Although early
descriptions of this model presented the sequence of set-
tlement as so rapid that it allowed very little interaction be-
tween settlers and the existing inhabitants of Near Oceania
(often described as the ‘‘Express Train’’ model; Diamond
1988), more recent formulations emphasize integration
between the 2 groups (Green 2003).
This report focuses on the inferences for Oceanic pre-
history preserved in phylogenies of maternally inherited
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), using entire genome
sequences from individuals from Oceania, Australia, Island
Southeast Asia, and Taiwan. Previous analyses of the
hypervariable region-I (HVR-I) of the control region of
mtDNA (Sykes et al. 1995; Lum et al. 1998; Murray-
McIntosh et al. 1998; Hagelberg et al. 1999; Friedlaender
et al. 2002) have found a general pattern of few, closely
related lineages present among the populations of Remote
Oceania, particularly in Polynesia, contrasting with a large
number of diverse haplotypes in Near Oceanic populations.
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One HVR-I haplotype has become known as the
‘‘Polynesian motif’’ due to its high frequency among Poly-
nesian peoples and analyses of the distribution of this hap-
lotype, and its immediate precursors in Oceania, Island
Southeast Asia, and mainland Asia have been interpreted
as supporting an out-of-Taiwan model of migration into
the Pacific (Melton et al. 1995; Redd et al. 1995). However,
one molecular dating estimate on this region of the mtDNA
control region suggested that the time to the most recent
common ancestor (TMRCA) for this motif in eastern
Indonesia is ;17,000 years, beyond the ;5,500 year time
frame for migration from Taiwan (Richards et al. 1998).
This has lent some support to a model of origins of Lapita
migrants in Island Southeast Asia, not Taiwan (Richards
et al. 1998; Oppenheimer 2004); however, see Cox (2005)
for a reassessment with a larger sample set and also Penny
(2005) for a discussion of issues surrounding molecular
dating of events in the recent past.
A recent study of entire mtDNA sequences from
Taiwanese individuals with the ancestral Polynesian motif
has revealed a close relationship between the Oceanic Poly-
nesian motif haplotypes and the Taiwanese sequences
(Trejaut et al. 2005). Entire mtDNA sequences from
Australian and Near Oceanic populations are also begin-
ning to reveal a number of deep lineages found only in this
part of the world, which descend from the M, N, and N/R
macrohaplogroups, reflecting the complexity expected of
a region with .40,000 years of human prehistory (Ingman
and Gyllensten 2003; Friedlaender et al. 2005; Merriwether
et al. 2005).
To examine patterns of prehistoric migrations in
Oceania, we have sequenced 19 mtDNA genomes from
Taiwan and Oceania (table 1) and analyzed these together
with over 100 other sequences from Taiwan, Island South-
east Asia, and Australia and Oceania. Steel and Penny
(2004) have shown that for ‘‘ample’’ data (sequences that
can be connected with steps of size 1) maximum parsimony
and most parsimonious likelihood are equivalent. This sug-
gests that maximum parsimony may be an appropriate cri-
terion for analyzing densely sampled population data. The
large number of unique sequences in our data set means it is
not feasible to explore all possible trees and evaluate their
parsimony score, and a heuristic approach is required. How-
ever, in many cases, we can guarantee that a particular tree,
or set of trees, is globally optimal under the maximum par-
simony criterion by using the recently described MinMax
Squeeze Approach (MMS) (Holland, Huber, et al. 2005).
The method takes the length of the shortest tree found
by heuristic search as an upper bound and derives a lower
bound by summing the parsimony scores of partitions of
columns of the data set. Heuristic search is used to optimize
the partition to give the highest possible lower bound. A
tree or set of trees is guaranteed optimal if the upper and
lower bounds meet. The MinMax Squeeze method was
updated for this study (see Materials and Methods), and
we report a large improvement in the size of data set that
can be handled. After omitting 2 highly homoplasious sites,
we are able to find provably optimal trees for our 127 taxon
data set.
Some previous analyses of entire mtDNA data sets
have used distance-based analyses, constructing Neighbor-
Joining trees (Ingman et al. 2000; Ruiz-Pesini et al. 2004).
This is fast computationally, but it is undesirable to use
a method that reports a single bifurcating tree (with ties bro-
ken arbitrarily) for population data when multifurcations
are expected, and as has been noted by Bandelt et al.
(1995), homoplasy means that there are typically many
equally parsimonious trees. Similar to the median-joining
network approach (Bandelt et al. 1995), we want to display
FIG. 1.—Map of Oceania. Dates provided are the earliest archeolog-
ical evidence of anatomically modern human settlement (O’Connell and
Allen 2004). Sources of new mtDNA sequences are numbered as follows:
1, Taiwan; 2, Trobriand Islands; 3, Kapingamarangi Atoll; 4, Majuro Atoll;
5, Vanuatu; 6, Tonga; 7, Samoa; and 8, Cook Islands.
Table 1
New Sample Details
Accession
Number Geographic Origin Haplogroup
DQ372868 Taiwana M/M7c
DQ372869 Taiwana N/R/B5a
DQ372870 Trobriand Islands,
Papua New Guineab
N/R/P2
DQ372871 Trobriand Islands,
Papua New Guineab
N/R/B4a1a
DQ372872 Trobriand Islands,
Papua New Guineab
N/R/P2
DQ372873 Trobriand Islands,
Papua New Guineab
N/R/B4a1a1
DQ372874 Kapingamarangi Atoll,
Caroline Islandsa
N/R/B4a1a1
DQ372875 Kapingamarangi Atoll,
Caroline Islandsa
N/R/B4a1a1
DQ372876 Majuro Atoll, Marshall Islandsa M/M7c
DQ372877 Majuro Atoll, Marshall Islandsa N/R/B4a1a1
DQ372878 Espiritu Santo, Vanuatuc N/R/B4a1a1/Pol. motif
DQ372879 Espiritu Santo, Vanuatuc M/M28
DQ372880 Espiritu Santo, Vanuatuc M/Q1
DQ372881 Maewo, Vanuatuc N/R/B4a1a1/Pol. motif
DQ372882 Vanuatua M/Q1
DQ372883 Vanuatua M/M28
DQ372884 Cook Islandsc M/Q1
DQ372885 Samoaa M/Q1
DQ372886 Tongaa N/R/B4a1a1/Pol. motif
DQ372887 New Zealand (European)d N/W
a Supplied by JB Clegg, Weatherall Institute of Molecular Medicine, University
of Oxford.
b Provided by W Schievenhovel.
c Samples from M.E.H.
d Methodological control sample, provided by PA McLenachan.
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all the equally parsimonious trees in a single graph. Here we
accomplish this by summarizing the trees in a consensus
network (Holland and Moulton 2003; Holland, Delsuc,
et al. 2005) that displays all the edges (splits) in the most
parsimonious trees.
Materials and Methods
DNA Amplification and Sequencing
The 19mitochondrial genomes sequenced in this study
are fromTaiwan (n5 2), Near Oceania (n5 4), and Remote
Oceania (n 5 13). A sample from a New Zealander of
Europeanmaternal descent was also sequenced as amethod-
ological control. The locations and sources of the samples
are summarized in table 1. An initial long polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) was used to amplify the entire mtDNA in 2
overlapping fragments using the Expand Long Template
System (Roche Applied Science, Mannheim, Germany) fol-
lowing the manufacturer’s instructions; using primer sets
1F,11R and 11F,1R described by Rieder et al. (1998).
Twelve ;2,000-bp internal fragments were subsequently
amplified from the large fragments, again using combina-
tions of primers from Rieder et al. (1998). PCR products
were purified either by digestion with Exo/Sap or by filtra-
tionwith PCRCleanup Plates (Millipore, Billerica,MA) and
sequenced in forward and reverse directions using the com-
plete set of 24 overlapping primers. BigDye Terminator
chemistry (version 3.1, Applied Biosystems, Foster City,
CA) was used to generate sequencing products, and capil-
lary separation was performed on an ABI3730 Genetic An-
alyzer (Applied Biosystems) by the Allan Wilson Centre
Genome Service (Palmerston North, New Zealand). Elec-
tropherograms were edited and sequences assembled using
Sequencher (Version 4.2.2, Gene Codes Corporation, Ann
Arbor, MI).
Data Sets
The 20 sequences from this study were manually
aligned using SE-AL (Rambaut 1996) with sequences from
previous studies that included Oceanic and East Asian sam-
ples (Ingman et al. 2000; Maca-Meyer et al. 2001; Ingman
and Gyllensten 2003; Kong et al. 2003; Tanaka et al. 2004;
Friedlaender et al. 2005; Macaulay et al. 2005; Merriwether
et al. 2005; Starikovskaya et al. 2005; Thangaraj et al. 2005;
Trejaut et al. 2005; Kivisild et al. 2006). A 9-bp deletion of
1 copy of a tandem repeat in an intergenic region at nt8270–
nt8294 was further encoded in the data set by adding a tran-
sition where it occurred.
From this alignment, a subset of 137 mtDNA sequen-
ces was selected for the Pacific phylogenetic reconstruction.
This Oceanic data set contained an African L3 sequence,
(AF347014; Ingmanet al. 2000); all sequences fromTaiwan,
Island Southeast Asia, Oceania, and Australia currently
available on public databases; and 19 of the 20 sequences
generated by this study (details given in table S1, Supple-
mentary Material online). The noncoding control region
(nt16024–nt576) was excluded from this data set reducing
the number of unique haplotypes from 137 to 127.
Separate data sets were constructed for haplogroups
N/R/B4a, N/R/B5a, M/M7 with M/M22, M/M28 with
M/M27, N/R/P with N/R/21, and M/Q with M/M29, each
containing the same African L3 sequence as the Oceanic
data set. Whereas the P, Q, and M28 haplogroups are au-
tochthonous to Oceania, M7bc, B4a, and B5a mtDNA hap-
lotypes are found in populations outside of this region.
Relevant mainland East Asian and Japanese sequences
from the original alignment were included in these subsets.
The number of haplotypes in these data sets ranged from 9
for B5a to 46 for B4a and the entire mtDNA sequence was
analyzed, including the noncoding control region. As the
Kivisild et al. (2006) sequences do not include the control
region, these were not included in the parsimony analyses.
All data sets are available from http://awcmee.massey.
ac.nz/downloads.htm.
Phylogenetic Analysis
The MMS (Holland, Huber, et al. 2005) was used to
determine optimality of the set of most parsimonious trees
found by heuristic analysis. For each data set, the upper
bound on the parsimony score was found by heuristic
searches carried out using PAUP* 4.0b10 (Swofford
2003) excluding gapped characters (branch swapping 5
Tree Bisection-Reconnection, stepwise addition5 simple).
The number of steps required for parsimony-informative
characters was calculated using PAUP* and averaged over
the sets of most parsimonious trees. A lower bound on the
parsimony score was calculated using the MinMax Squeeze
program. Exact search is not feasible for such a large data
set, but the most parsimonious trees found by heuristic
search can be proved optimal if the upper bound found
by the PAUP search meets the lower bound found using
the MinMax Squeeze program. There is no guarantee that
the set of most parsimonious trees found by heuristic search
are the only optimal trees, other trees with equal score may
exist. In order to be effective on the large data set analyzed
here, the MinMax Squeeze software has been improved in 2
main ways from the implementation described in Holland,
Huber, et al. 2005. The program was rewritten in the C11
language for improved speed. It uses a new heuristic search
routine for finding partitions that takes account of informa-
tion in the tree used to generate the upper bound; this works
by avoiding changes to those parts of the partition where the
parsimony score found on the tree and lower bound already
agree. The tree used to guide the heuristic search for a good
partition can be binary or multifurcating, labels at internal
nodes are also allowed. The updated MinMax Squeeze
program is available from http://awcmee.massey.ac.nz/
downloads.htm.
Consensus networks (Holland and Moulton 2003;
Holland, Delsuc, et al. 2005) of the sets of most parsimo-
nious trees found for each data set were constructed using
a Python script (available from B.R.H.) in combination with
Spectronet 1.27 (Huber et al. 2002). All splits (edges) in the
equally parsimonious trees are shown in the consensus net-
works. Sequencherwas used to generate lists of substitutions
for each sequence compared with the rCRS (Andrews et al.
1999) (with historic base numbering retained bymaintaining
the 3107C insertion). Base-labeled phylogenies of the
haplogroup subsets were reconstructed from the consensus
networks or trees, weighting coding-region changes over
control-region polymorphisms when resolving conflicts.
1968 Pierson et al.
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Changes in protein-coding genes were determined as
synonymous or nonsynonymous using the MitoAnalyzer
tool (2000) (http://www.cstl.nist.gov/biotech/strbase/
mitoanalyzer.html).
Molecular Dating
Estimations of the TMRCA were calculated using 3
different rates from previously published studies. The first
is calculated solely from synonymous substitutions in the
protein-coding genes (Kivisild et al. 2006), whereas the sec-
ond is derived using all of the mtDNA sequence excluding
the control region (Mishmar et al. 2003). Both of these rates
are calibrated by comparison to chimpanzee sequences, es-
timating the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of hu-
man and chimpanzee mtDNA at 6.5 Myr. The third rate is
calculated for transitions over a portion of the control region,
from nt16090 to nt16365. It is estimated from Native Amer-
ican Eskimo and Na-Dene sequences and calibrated with
a date of expansion related to the end of the Younger Dryas
glacial relapse (Forster et al. 1996). For each of the 3 rates,
the number of relevant substitutions from the vertex of inter-
est to its descendants was averaged (the rho statistic) and the
variance (r2) calculated as described in Saillard et al. (2000).
Results
Oceanic Data Set
The initial heuristic search on the Oceanic data set ex-
cluding the control region found 582,624 most parsimoni-
ous trees and provided an upper bound for the MinMax
Squeeze (MMS) of 412 (from 282 parsimony-informative
characters). The lower bound reached by MMS was 410.
Thus, we cannot exclude the possibility that trees requiring
1 fewer mutation (411) or 2 fewer mutations (410) could be
found. The consensus network (fig. 2a) shows that most of
the differences between the trees found involve the branch-
ing order from the M and N/R vertices indicating that the
tree is not fully resolved at those points. Averaging the
number of steps required for each character over all trees
identified 5 characters requiring 5 or more steps: nt709
(6.8), nt1598 (6.2), nt1719 (5), nt10398 (5), and nt15924
(5). In several M lineages (M27, M28a, M29, and M42),
there is a recurring transition from G to A in the 12S rRNA
gene at nt1598. A similar pattern is found at the N/R vertex,
where several lineages descending from the N/R vertex
appear to have a back mutation at nt10398 from A to G
(a nonsynonymous transition at nt10398 in the ND3 gene
is 1 of 5 substitutions that define the N macrohaplogroup).
When the 2 sites nt1598 and nt10398 were excluded
from the parsimony analysis, 165 trees were found by heu-
ristic search (parsimony-informative characters 5 280,
search score 5 399), and this upper bound of 399 was
met by the MMS program, guaranteeing the parsimony
score optimal for this reduced data set. Clearly, the 2 ex-
cluded sites caused most of the increase in the number
of possible trees (165–582,624). The consensus network
of the 165 most parsimonious trees is shown in figure
2b. Knowing that the number of mutations on this network
is minimal allows more definite statements about the early
evolution among some lineages.
The exclusion of the 2 characters results in a clear mul-
tifurcation at the M vertex and greatly reduces the branch-
ing possibilities at the N/R vertex. The consensus network
is largely tree-like, with just 1 area of uncertainty within the
M/Q haplogroup and another surrounding the branching
from N/R of single individuals representing the R12 and
R21 haplogroups, an Australian N/R/P sequence, and the
remainder of the N/R/P haplogroup. The area of uncertainty
in the Q haplogroup involves transitions at nt15172 and
nt9254 in the Q3 subhaplogroup (fig. S5, Supplementary
Material online); control-region sequence data for the
DQI12898 sequence (Kivisild et al. 2006) may help to
resolve this part of the network.
The conflicting branching hypotheses at the N/R ver-
tex involve 2 shared coding-region transitions between the
R21 and P7 sequences at nt12361 and nt15613, a single
shared substitution at nt11404 between the R12 and R21
sequences, and the P-defining substitution at nt15607
that is not found in the R12 and R21 sequences (fig. S4,
Supplementary Material online). The link between the
Malaysian R21 sequence and the Australian P7 sequence
is intriguing and for explanation requires 1) parallel substi-
tutions at 2 sites (nt12361G and nt15613) with a MRCA at
the N/R vertex or 2) if it reflects shared ancestry, the P-
defining nt15607G transition to have arisen independently
in the P7 sequence or reverted to nt15607A in the R21 se-
quence. Additional sequences from these haplogroups are
required to clarify this interesting association.
Haplogroup Subsets
All 6 haplogroup subsets—N/R/B4a (fig. 3), N/R/B5a,
M/M7 with M/M22, M/M28 with M/M27, N/R/P with
N/R/21, and M/Q with M/M29 (figs. S1–S5, Supplemen-
tary Material online)—were proved minimal using the
MMS approach. These data sets ranged in size from 9
(N/R/B5a) to 46 (N/R/B4) haplotypes. With these relatively
small numbers of sequences, it was possible to include the
control region of the mtDNA in the MMS analyses. Three
of the analyses (N/R/P with N/R/21, M/M28 with M/M27,
and N/R/B5a) resulted in a single most parsimonious tree,
and the M/Q with M/M29 analysis found just 2 most par-
simonious trees. The N/R/B4 and M/M7 with M/M22 phy-
logenies were considerably more complex: 1,274 and
74,390 most parsimonious trees were found, respectively.
A single tree with branch-labeled nucleotide changes was
reconstructed from the minimal tree or consensus network
for each of the data sets.
Molecular Dating Estimates
The estimated ages of selected vertices in the hap-
logroup subset–labeled trees were calculated according
to 3 previously described rates based on synonymous
changes only (Kivisild et al. 2006), all coding-region
changes (Mishmar et al. 2003), and HVR-I changes (Forster
et al. 1996) (table 2). The dates estimated from the synon-
ymous changes only are consistently lower than those cal-
culated from all changes in the coding region, whereas the
HVR-I estimates are, in several instances, much greater
than the coding-region dates. Unless indicated otherwise,
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we refer to the synonymous substitution rate estimates in
the following discussion as these changes are more likely
to be selectively neutral than others in the coding region
(Penny 2005; Kivisild et al. 2006).
Discussion
MMS Approach to Population Analyses
This analysis demonstrates the effectiveness of the
MMS for analyzing population data sets. In most cases,
FIG. 2.—Oceania data set consensus networks. (a) Consensus of 582,624 most parsimonious trees found by heuristic search; upper bound 412, lower
bound 410. The entire coding region (282 parsimony-informative characters) of the mtDNA sequence of 127 haplotypes was analyzed. The 2 major areas
of conflict among the trees at the M and N/R vertices are enlarged. (b) Consensus network of 165 provably optimal trees found by heuristic search when 2
characters—nt1598 and nt10398—were excluded from the analysis. The MMS guarantees the heuristic search score of 399 to be minimal. Sequences
reported here are shown in bold; haplogroups are labeled according to existing nomenclature. The N/R/B4a1a haplogroup is highlighted in green.
1970 Pierson et al.
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it was able to prove that a set of equally parsimonious trees
was optimal under the parsimony criterion. Holland, Huber,
et al. (2005) found that the performance of theMMS at find-
ing the minimum bound was affected by the degree of
homoplasy in the data set, and our results support this. Al-
though the entire coding-region data set was not guaranteed
optimal, exclusion of 2 of the 5 characters that required a
large number of steps in the trees (nt1598 and nt10398)
resulted in optimality being provable. For ‘‘tip-labeled bi-
nary trees,’’ there are (2n � 5)!! trees (Semple and Steel
2003), where n is the number of taxa and the double fac-
torial notation (!!) is multiplying by every second number
ð13335 � � � 2n� 5Þ:For 127 taxa (the number of unique se-
quences in the Oceanic data set), there are ’4 3 10245
trees. This is far more than that for 53 taxa, which until
now was the largest data set for which a tree had been
FIG. 3.—B4a consensus network and B4a1a base-labeled phylogeny. (a) The consensus network of 1,274 provably optimal trees (57 parsimony-
informative characters over complete mtDNA sequence, parsimony score 87) found by heuristic search on the N/R/B4a haplogroup data set of 47 se-
quences including L3 outgroup (AF347014). Sequences in B4a2 are from Taiwan and Japan, B4a1b sequences are from Japan and Korea, and B4a1c
sequences are from Japan and Siberia. All B4a1a sequences are from Taiwan and Oceania. Sequences from this study are shown in bold type. (b) A base-
labeled phylogeny reconstructed from the consensus network for B4a1a sequences. Length variations in the poly-C region from nt303 to nt315 are not
shown. Substitutions are transitions to the base shown, unless marked ‘‘tvN,’’ where N is the base in the rCRS. Synonymous substitutions are shown in red
type, and sites that change more than once within a lineage in the labeled phylogeny are followed by the number of the change in brackets. When
a substitution results in the same nucleotide as in the rCRS, it is shown in italics. The polymorphisms relative to the rCRS at the N/R vertex are:
73G, 263G, 750G, 1438G, 2706G, 3106del, 4769G, 7028T, 8860G, 11719A, 14766T, and 15326G. The conflicts between the trees seen in the consensus
network have been resolved here by invoking a reversion at nt16247 from G to A in sequence AY289093. Other positions causing conflict in the
phylogeny shown are nt16129 (AJ842746 and DQ372873) and nt16093 (AJ842744 and AY289083).
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proven minimal (Holland, Huber, et al. 2005); here there
were ’3 3 1080 tip-labeled binary trees. Thus, we have
now shown a major increase in the power of the MinMax
Squeeze program.
The use of consensus networks allows for a concise
summary of all of the edges contained within the equally
parsimonious trees—in particular, highlighting those areas
where the trees disagree. We find that combining the MMS
and consensus network approaches provides a useful alter-
native to direct construction of the median network that is
practical for large data sets. One advantage of this approach
over median networks is that it is not necessary to prepro-
cess the alignment by recoding sites with more than 2 states
nor is it necessary to remove sites with ambiguous charac-
ters. An improvement to the consensus network method
that would make the graphs more representative of popu-
lation data would be to allow input trees with labeled inter-
nal nodes and, hence, to produce networks with internal
labels.
Monophyly of Previously Described M Haplogroups
Four of the 7 branches from the M vertex in the Oce-
anic consensus network combine haplogroups that have
been previously reported as direct descendants of M. In
3 of these instances, a single shared character accounts
for the link between the named haplogroups. M31 and
M32 are found in samples from the Andaman Islands,
and the basal link here is a transition from A to G at base
nt1524 in the 12S rRNA gene. All of the individuals in M31
and 1 subgroup of 2 of the 5 M32 individuals have this tran-
sition. As this variant is found only in the 7 Andaman
samples (from 2,423 global sequences in mtDB—Human
Mitochondrial Genome Database [Ingman and Gyllensten
2006], 1/02/06), it seems probable that it is a basal poly-
morphism for a single M haplogroup encompassing all
Andaman sequences.
Haplogroups Q and M29 share a synonymous transi-
tion in the ND5 gene at nt13500. Merriwether et al. (2005)
have suggested that more sequences, particularly from
M29, are required to assess whether this is in fact a basal
change or independently acquired in each haplogroup as the
transition at nt13500 occurs in parallel in several other
global lineages. Similarly, as the transition linking M27
and M28 (at nt1719 in the 16S rRNA gene) has arisen
several times independently (e.g., in L3e, M/M8/C, M/D,
N/R/B4b, and N/R/P), it does not provide strong support
for an ancestral link between M27 and M28.
The fourth grouping of 2 M haplogroups previously
described independently is between the M7 sequences
and M22, represented by a single sequence from Malaysia.
These are grouped by 2 shared polymorphisms: a synony-
mous transition from A to G at nt5351 in the ND2 gene and
a nonsynonymous transition from A to G at nt15236 in the
cytochrome B gene. Both substitutions are present in the
M22 sequence, whereas the nt5231 transition is found in
the M7b Taiwanese sequences and the nt15236 polymor-
phism in the Micronesian and Taiwanese M7c sequences.
When other M7 sequences from outside of the Pacific are
examined, and the control region included in the analysis
(fig. S2, Supplementary Material online), it seems likely
that these shared polymorphisms arose independently in
M22 and M7.
Autochthonous Haplotypes
There is marked geographic clustering within the
Oceanic consensus network (fig. 2b). TheN/R/P haplogroup
contains haplotypes from Australia and Near Oceania, hap-
logroups M/M42, N/O, and N/S are currently found only in
Australia, and M/Q, M/M29, M/M27, and M/M28 are pres-
ent only in Oceania. Haplogroups M/M31 and M/M32 are
found in samples from the Andaman Islands and M/M22,
M/M21, N/N21, N/N22, and N/R/R21 only in Malaysian
Table 2
TMRCA Estimates
Synonymous Transitionsa Coding Region nt577–nt16022b HVR-I Transitions nt16090–16365c
Vertex n q r q 6 r (years) q r q 6 r (years) n q r q 6 r (years)
N/R/B4
B4a1a 25 1.60 0.26 10,822 6 1,759 2.40 0.31 12,331 6 1,593 25 1.04 0.20 20,987 6 4,036
B4a1a1 18 0.78 0.21 5,276 6 1,429 1.50 0.30 7,707 6 1,541 18 1.17 0.25 23,611 6 5,045
�Pol. Motif’ 13 0.92 0.27 6,223 6 1,826 1.54 0.34 7,913 6 1,747 13 0.54 0.20 10,897 6 4,036
M/Q
Q 22 4.95 0.56 33,482 6 3,788 8.59 0.72 44,135 6 3,699 16 3.38 0.46 68,208 6 12,108
Q1 and Q2 16 5.13 0.70 34,699 6 4,735 7.63 0.83 39,203 6 4,265 13 3.77 0.54 76,078 6 10,897
Q1 13 3.15 0.65 21,307 6 4,387 5.15 0.80 26,460 6 4,110 10 1.70 0.41 34,306 6 8,274
Q2 3 3.00 1.00 20,292 6 6,764 4.67 1.25 23,994 6 6,423 3 0.33 0.33 6, 659 6 6,659
N/R/P
P2 5 1.60 0.57 10,822 6 3,855 3.60 0.85 18,497 6 4,367 4 1.50 0.61 30,270 6 12,310
M/M28
M28 6 3.00 0.71 20,292 6 4,802 6.33 1.03 32,524 6 5,292 6 1.50 0.50 30,270 6 10, 090
M28a 4 1.50 0.61 10,146 6 4,126 3.00 0.87 15,414 6 4,470 4 0.50 0.35 10,090 6 7,063
N/R/B5
B5a 10 4.10 0.74 27,732 6 5,005 5.70 0.88 29,287 6 4,521 10 1.00 0.37 20,180 6 7,467
a One synonymous transition per 6,764 years (Kivisild et al. 2006).
b One substitution per 5,138 years (Mishmar et al. 2003).
c One transition per 20,180 years (Forster et al. 1996).
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Aboriginal populations. By contrast, N/R/B4, N/R/B5,
N/R/R9, N/R/U, M/M7, and M/M9 haplotypes are found
in populations outside of the area covered in this analysis,
and their presence in Oceanic populations may represent
later migrations into areas initially settled by the ancestors
of the present-day carriers of the autochthonous haplotypes.
Eight of the sequences reported here belong to the
autochthonous Oceanic haplogroups M/Q, M/M28, and
N/R/P. Four M/Q haplotypes are from Polynesia and
Vanuatu and are the first reported from Remote Oceania.
They form 2 geographic subgroups within the Q1 subclade
(fig. S5, Supplementary Material online). The Vanuatu and
Polynesian Q1 sequences appear to have diverged well be-
fore the settlement ofRemoteOceania as they are not closely
related to each other or to the other Q1 sequences available
at present from Papua New Guinea and Bougainville; the
age estimate of the Q1 vertex is 22,862 6 4,464 years.
The Polynesian sequences contain an HVR-I signature,
which has been reported from throughout Polynesia; track-
ing a likely geographic source in Near Oceania of this Q1
variant will require more sampling from the region.
The 2 M/M28 sequences from Remote Oceania
(DQ372879 and DQ372883) provide a closer link to known
lineages in Near Oceania (fig. S3, Supplementary Material
online); the TMRCA of these Vanuatu sequences and 2
from New Britain is 10,1466 4,126 years. Two sequences
from the Trobriand Islands in Near Oceania (DQ372870
and DQ372872) fall within the N/R/P/P2 subhaplogroup
(fig. S4, Supplementary Material online). The P sequences
in general are very diverse in HVR-I haplotypes: there is
only a single coding-region substitution defining the hap-
logroup and consequently each of the 7 subhaplogroups
has distinct HVR-I sequences. It is interesting to note that
the 2 sequences from the Trobriand Islands have an iden-
tical HVR-I haplotype to the N/R/HV/H reference sequence
(Andrews et al. 1999); if typed to haplogroup solely by
HVR-I sequencing, these sequences could be misinter-
preted as European-derived haplotypes.
Later mtDNA Arrivals in Oceania
The 2 sequences from Taiwan described here
(DQ372868 and DQ372869) belong to haplogroups
M/M7c and N/R/B5a, both of which have been reported
from HVR-I data to be present in Oceania and Island
Southeast Asia. A Micronesian sample from the Marshall
Islands (DQ372876) is closely related to the Taiwanese
M7c sequence, and these together with a sequence from
the Philippines and 1 from Mongolia form a subclade of
M7c separate from other sequences from China and Japan
(fig. S2, Supplementary Material online). The Taiwanese
B5a sequence is notable for its distance from the B5a
sequences from the Austro-Asiatic language–speaking
Nicobarese (TMRCA estimate 27,7326 5,005 years); how-
ever, HVR-I sequences from aboriginal Taiwanese suggest
that B5a lineages more closely related to the Nicobarese
haplotypes may also exist in Taiwan (Trejaut et al. 2005).
The remaining 8 new sequences from Oceania belong
to the B4a1a subgroup of haplogroup N/R/B4, bringing the
total number of haplotypes in this group to 24. B4a1a
HVR-I sequences are the most common type found in
Polynesia, and an out-of-Taiwan model predicts the ob-
served pattern of shared ancestry between Oceanic and
Taiwanese B4a sequences. The complete mtDNA sequen-
ces reveal the phylogeny to be considerably more complex
than indicated from the HVR-I sequences: several coding-
region substitutions occur between the vertices defining the
pre-Polynesian motif (16217C and 16261T) and the full
Polynesian motif (16217C, 16247G, and 16261T) (fig. 3).
All of the sequences in the B4a1a subclade to date are
fromOceania or Taiwan. The expansion of haplotypes from
the B4a1a vertex has occurred recently; a sample from the
Trobriand Islands (DQ372871) retains the ancestral se-
quence, whereas another from Taiwan (AJ842749) differs
only by a single control-region transition. The TMRCA
estimates for the B4a1a1 and Polynesian motif vertices
(table 2) reflect the recent divergence of these sequences
and highlight the limitations of molecular dating at the tips
of human mtDNA phylogenies and, in particular, estima-
tions based on the noncoding HVR-I. The dates for the
B4a1a haplogroup from the entire mtDNA sequences
certainly do not exclude the possibility of ancestry of this
subhaplogroup in Taiwan, consistent with the out-of-
Taiwan model. However, the current lack of entire mtDNA
B4a1a sequences from mainland and Island Southeast Asia
leaves an important gap in our understanding of the prehis-
tory of this haplogroup.
The haplotypes present in Oceanic populations rein-
force the orthodox model of recent settlement of Remote
Oceania from Near Oceania, with the maternal lineages
in Remote Oceania descending from both the Pleistocene
and probable Holocene-era settlers of Near Oceania. The
MMS approach is an effective means of analyzing large in-
traspecific data sets such as this, making it possible to prove
that trees found by heuristic search are minimal, and the use
of the consensus network method to display all minimal
trees found in one graph provides a clear overview of
the results, which is easy to interpret. The mitochondrial
genome sequences refine existing phylogenies inferred
from control-region haplotypes and provide a framework
for future investigations: coding-region polymorphisms
can be targeted in future studies aimed at resolving the his-
tories of each haplogroup without the need for entire
mtDNA sequencing.
Supplementary Materials
Details of the Oceanic data set and results of the
haplogroup analyses provided as supplementary table
S1 and supplementary figures S1–S5 are available at
Molecular Biology and Evolution online (http://www.mbe.
oxfordjournals.org/).
Note Added in Proof
Several of the sequences from Andaman Islanders
(Thangaraj et al. 2005) have been recently updated
(AY950291.2–AY9650300.2, revised 1/06/06). Among
the revisions are changes in the sequences at nt1594, which
result in the M31 and M32 haplogroups branching indepen-
dently from the M vertex in contrast to the shared descent
shown in figure 2.
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C2.1.1 PCR reagents and conditions
The mtDNA samples for complete sequencing were amplified in two steps: the first a long product 
polymerase chain reaction (long PCR) which allowed the complete mt genome to be amplified in two 
overlapping	fragments,	named	Fragment	1	and	Fragment	2.	The	majority	of	the	long	PCR	reactions	were	
carried	out	using	the	Expand	Long	Template	PCR	System	(Roche	Applied	Science,	Mannheim,	Germany)	
following the manufacturer’s instructions. The reactions had a total volume of 50μL made up in two separate 
master	mixes	which	were	thoroughly	mixed	before	beginning	thermocycling.	A	second	enzyme	mix	designed	
to	amplify	long	products		the	Triplemaster®	PCR	system	(Eppendorf,	Germany)		was	also	used	for	some	
reactions and showed a similarly high rate of successful amplification. 
 Reagent μl
Long	PCR	mix	1:
	 2mM	dNTPs		 12.5
 Primer 1 (10 pmol/μL) 2
 Primer 2 (10 pmol/μL) 2
	 DNA	template	 2-10
	 H2O		 to	25
Long	PCR	mix	2:
	 10x	Buffer	3	 5.0
 Taq Expand (5Uμ/L, Roche)  0.75
	 H2O		 19.5
The	primer	combinations	used	to	amplify	the	entire	mt	genomes	in	two	overlapping	products	were	1F	and	
11R	to	amplify	‘Fragment	1’	and	11F	and	1R	for	‘Fragment	2’,	from	the	set	of	24	primer	pairs	(Table	C2.1)	
described	by	Rieder	et	al	(1998)	These	combinations	generated	products	of	length	7517bp	and	10	861bp	
respectively,	according	to	the	rCRS.	Other	primer	combinations	were	tried,	but	resulted	in	multiple	products	
or no amplification.
In the second amplification step 12 smaller segments of ~2kb were amplified in 20μL volumes from the large 
fragments.	In	some	cases	it	was	possible	to	sequence	directly	from	the	long	fragments;	however	most	of	the	
sequence	data	was	generated	from	the	segment	products.	These	were	named	A-L,	and	the	primer	sets	used	for	
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these	are	listed	in	Table	C2.2.
Segment	PCR	reagents:	
Reagent μl
10x	Buffer		 2.0
2mM	dNTPs		 2.5
Betaine	 4
Primer 1 (10 pmol/μL) 1
Primer 2 (10 pmol/μL) 1
DNA	 1
Taq (5U/μL)  0.2
H2O		 8.3
The PCR products were cleaned up using filtration 
plates	(Millipore	Montage	Plates,	Billerica,	MA,	USA)	
either	by	centrifuge	or	vacuum,	and	products	were	
resuspended	in	water.	The	product	yield	was	estimated	
by	visualisation	on	an	agarose	gel	stained	with	ethidium	
bromide.	Examples	of	long	fragment	and	segment	
amplifications are shown in Figure C2.1. 
PCR	conditions:
Long	PCR	
Initial	denaturation	 93oC	2	minutes
10	cycles	 93oC	30	seconds
	 55oC	30	seconds
	 68oC	8	minutes
25	cycles	 93oC	30	seconds
	 55oC	30	seconds
	 68oC	8	minutes	+	20	sec/cycle
Final	elongation	 68oC	11	minutes
Segment	PCR	
Initial	denaturation	 94oC	2	minutes
34	cycles	 94oC	30	seconds
	 55oC	30	seconds
	 72oC	3	minutes
Final	elongation	 72oC	5	minutes
Primer Sequence (5' to 3': L strand)
1F CTCCTCAAAGCAATACACTG
1R TGCTAAATCCACCTTCGACC
2F CGATCAACCTCACCACCTCT
2R TGGACAACCAGCTATCACCA
3F GGACTAACCCCTATACCTTCTGC
3R GGCAGGTCAATTTCACTGGT
4F AAATCTTACCCCGCCTGTTT
4R AGGAATGCCATTGCGATTAG
5F TACTTCACAAAGCGCCTTCC
5R ATGAAGAATAGGGCGAAGGG
6F TGGCTCCTTTAACCTCTCCA
6R AAGGATTATGGATGCGGTTG
7F ACTAATTAATCCCCTGGCCC
7R CCTGGGGTGGGTTTTGTATG
8F CTAACCGGCTTTTTGCCC
8R ACCTAGAAGGTTGCCTGGCT
9F GAGGCCTAACCCCTGTCTTT
9R ATTCCGAAGCCTGGTAGGAT
10F CTCTTCGTCTGATCCGTCCT
10R AGCGAAGGCTTCTCAAATCA
11F ACGCCAAAATCCATTTCACT
11R CGGGAATTGCATCTGTTTTT
12F ACGAGTACACCGACTACGGC
12R TGGGTGGTTGGTGTAAATGA
13F TTTCCCCCTCTATTGATCCC
13R GTGGCCTTGGTATGTGCTTT
14F CCCACCAATCACATGCCTAT
14R TGTAGCCGTTGAGTTGTGGT
15F TCTCCATCTATTGATGAGGGTCT
15R AATTAGGCTGTGGGTGGTTG
16F GCCATACTAGTCTTTGCCGC
16R TTGAGAATGAGTGTGAGGCG
17F TCACTCTCACTGCCCAAGAA
17R GGAGAATGGGGGATAGGTGT
18F TATCACTCTCCTACTTACAG
18R AGAAGGTTATAATTCCTACG
19F AAACAACCCAGCTCTCCCTAA
19R TCGATGATGTGGTCTTTGGA
20F ACATCTGTACCCACGCCTTC
20R AGAGGGGTCAGGGTTCATTC
21F GCATAATTAAACTTTACTTC
21R AGAATATTGAGGCGCCATTG
22F TGAAACTTCGGCTCACTCCT
22R AGCTTTGGGTGCTAATGGTG
23F TCATTGGACAAGTAGCATCC
23R GAGTGGTTAATAGGGTGATAG
24F CACCATTCTCCGTGAAATCA
24R AGGCTAAGCGTTTTGAGCTG
Table C2.1. Primers used for mt genome 
amplification (Rieder et al 1998)
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C2.1.2 Sequencing methods
Sequencing	was	carried	out	in	both	forward	and	reverse	directions,	using	the	complete	set	of	primers.	The	
BDT	(BigDye	Terminator	chemistry,	Applied	Biosystems,	Foster	City,	CA,	USA)	version	3.1	protocol	was	
followed,	using	1/8x	reactions:
	 Reagent	 µL
	 BDT	 1
	 5	x	Seq	Buffer	 3.5
	 Primer	(1	µM)	 3.2
	 Template	 1-8
	 H2O	 to	20
PCR
Segment
PCR
primers
Length (kb)
A 1F, 3R 2
B 3F, 5R 2.1
C 5F, 7R 2.2
D 7F, 9R 2.1
E 9F, 11R 2.2
F 11F, 13R 2.2
G 13F, 15R 2.2
H 15F, 17R 2
I 17F, 19R 2.2
J 19F, 21R 2.4
K 21F, 22R 1.9
L 22F, 24R 2.5
Table C2.2. Primer combinations used for 
segment amplifications
1 32 4 5 6 7 81 2 3 4 5 6
21kb
5kb
21kb
5kb
2kb
a. b.
Figure C2.1: Visualisation of PCR products
a) Long Fragment 1 amplification products from four samples (laboratory notebook 1, PCR 12, p31). Lanes left to right: 
1. λ HindIII/EcoR1 molecular weight marker, 2. MJ86, 3. AMI15, 4. MJ22, 5. MO304, 6. H2O	control.
b) Seven segment amplifications from sample MJ86 (laboratory notebook 1, PCR 19 p47). Lanes left to right: 1. λ Hind 
III/EcoR1 molecular weight marker, 2. Segment F, 3. Segment G, 4. Segment H, 5. Segment I, 6. Segment J, 7. Segment 
K,	8.	Segment	L.
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Sequencing	reaction	conditions:	 25	cycles	 96ºC	10	seconds
	 	 50ºC	10	seconds
	 	 60ºC	60	seconds
	 Hold	at	15ºC
The	sequence	reaction	products	were	cleaned	by	centrifugation	through	a	sephadex	column,	and	analysed	
on	an	ABI3730	Genetic	Analyzer	(Applied	Biosystems	Inc.)	at	the	Allan	Wilson	Centre	Genome	Service	
(Palmerston North, New Zealand). The set of samples from Auckland which were sequenced across 
the	control	region	only	were	analysed	by	Canterbury	Sequencing	in	the	School	of	Biological	Sciences,	
University	of	Canterbury	on	an	ABI3100	Genetic	Analyzer	(Applied	Biosystems	Inc.).	
Sequence	electropherograms	were	edited	and	mt	genomes	assembled	using	SequencherTM	(Version	4.2.2,	
Gene	Codes	Corporation).
C5.1 PAUP* commands for heuristic tree searches, 75-taxa analysis
	 BEGIN	PAUP;
	 LOG	FILE=1_50.log;
	 SET	STATUS=NO;
	 SET	NOTIIFYBEEP=NO:
	 SET	CRITERION=PARSIMONY;
	 SET	INCREASE=AUTO;
	 SET	AUTOCLOSE=YES;
	 EXCLUDE	1837-2012;
	 EXCLUDE	1-142;
	 EXCLUDE	CONSTANT;
	 EXCLUDE	UNINF;
	 EXPORT	FILE=1_50MMS.phy	FORMAT=PHYLIP;
	 HSEARCH;
	 SAVETREES	FILE=1_50PHY.tre	FORMAT=PHYLIP;
	 INCLUDE	ALL;
	 PSCORES	ALL	/SCOREFILE=1_50pscores.txt	single=all	displayout=no;
	 PSCORES	[ALL]	/SINGLE=VAR	TOTAL=NO	DISPLAYOUT=YES;
	 CLEARTREES	[NOWARN=YES];
	 ;
	 END;
Note: Separate outfiles (log file, PHYLIP data set, trees and parsimony scores) were generated for each of 
the 50 data sets in this analysis, requiring the names of the files to be changed for each PAUP* block (for 
example	1_50.log,	2_50.log,	3_50.log).	These	were	prepared	using	a	combination	of	BBEdit	Lite	(version	
6.1.2	Bare	Bones	Software,	MA,	USA)	and	Excel®.			functions.	Appending	the	results	from	successive	data	
sets to the first using the APPEND=YES command, as in the analysis of coding vs. HVR-I below, would be a 
more	straightforward	approach.
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C5.2 MMS parameters for six successive rounds used on 200 data sets of 75-taxon analysis
1.  100 iterations, 50 nochanges, generatepart=likelygroup
2.  100 iterations, 75 nochanges, generatepart=likelygroup
3.  150 iterations nochanges=200, generatepart=likelygroup
4.  200 iterations, 250 nochanges, generatepart=likelygroup
5.  50 iterations, 300 nochanges, generatepart=likelygroup
6.  100 iterations, 200 nochanges, generatepart=likelygroup
C5.3 C++ program to select random n=15 data sets from globalhapcoded.nex (D.Bryant,	University	of	
Auckland).
#include	<iostream>
#include	<ext/algorithm>
#include<vector>
using	namespace	std;
int	main	(int	argc,	char	*	const	argv[])	{
		
	 const	int	ngroups	=	18;	//Number	of	groups	in	total
	 const	int	nsampled	=	3;	//Number	of	groups	to	sample
	 const	int	samplesPerGroup	=	5;	//Number	of	samples	to	select	for	each	group
	 const	int	nreplicates	=	9000;	//Number	of	replicates	to	perform
	 int	hapSizes[ngroups]	=	{30,47,19,17,261,63,88,51,16,56,45,28,254,121,17,55,164,32};	//Number	
taxa	in	each	groups
	
	 //ASSUMPTION:	taxa	1..30	in	group	1,	31..77	in	group	2,	etc.
	
	 //Form	vectors	of	the	taxa	in	each	group.
	 int	taxon	=	1;
	 vector<	vector<int>	>	grouptaxa(ngroups);
	
	 for(int	g=0;g<ngroups;g++)	{
	 	 grouptaxa[g].clear();
	 	 for(int	i=0;i<hapSizes[g];i++)	{
   grouptaxa[g].push_back(taxon);
	 	 	 taxon++;
	 	 }
	 }
	
	 //Another	vector	of	the	actual	group	choices
	
	 vector<int>	groups	(ngroups);
	 for(int	g=0;g<ngroups;g++)
	 	 groups[g]=g;
	
	
	 //Now	do	the	selections
	
	 for(int	i	=	0;i<nreplicates;	i++)	{
	 	 vector<int>	groupsSampled(nsampled);
	 	 random_sample(groups.begin(),groups.end(),	groupsSampled.begin(),groupsSampled.
end());
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	 	 vector<int>	sample(nsampled*samplesPerGroup);
	 	 vector<int>::iterator	s	=	sample.begin();
	 	
	 	 //Now	choose	taxa	for	each	group/
	 	 for(int	j=0;j<groupsSampled.size();j++)	{
	 	 	 vector<int>	thegroup	=	grouptaxa[groupsSampled[j]];	 	 	
	 	 	 //cout<<“Group	“<<groupsSampled[j]+1<<“	goes	from	“<<thegroup.front()<<“	to	
“<<thegroup.back()<<endl;
	 	 	
	 	 	
	 	 	 random_sample(thegroup.begin(),	thegroup.end(),	s,	s+samplesPerGroup);
	 	 	
	 	 //	 cout<<“Sample	is	“;
	 	 //	 for(vector<int>::iterator	p	=	s;	p!=s+samplesPerGroup;	p++)
	 	 //	 	 cout<<(*p)<<“	“;
	 	 //	 cout<<endl;
	 	 	
	 	 	 s+=samplesPerGroup;
	 	 }
	 	
	 	 cout<<“\n\n[Replicate	“<<i+1<<“.\t	Groups”;
	 	 for(int	j=0;j<nsampled;j++)
	 	 	 cout<<“	“<<groupsSampled[j]+1;
	 	 cout<<“]”<<endl;
	 	
	 	 cout<<“REPLACEMENT1”<<endl;
	 	 cout<<endl;
	 	
	 	 cout<<“\tUNDELETE”;
	 	 for(int	j=0;j<sample.size();j++)	{
	 	 	 cout<<“	“<<sample[j];
	 	 }
	 	 cout<<“	/	ONLY	CLEARTREES;”<<endl;
	 	
	 	 cout<<“\nREPLACEMENT2”<<endl;
	 	
	 }
	
				return	0;
}
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C5.4 PAUP* commands for heuristic tree searches, coding vs. HVR-I analysis
(Note:	the	‘UNDELETE’	command	lists	the	15	random	taxa	to	be	included	in	the	analysis;	taxa	1-15	are	
listed	here	for	example	purposes.	
BEGIN	PAUP;		
SET	STATUS=NO;
SET	NOTIFYBEEP=NO:
LOG	FILE=globaltrip.log		APPEND=YES;
UNDELETE	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	11	12	13	14	15	/	ONLY
WTSET	*	UNTITLED		=	1:	1-16711;
SET	CRITERION=PARSIMONY;
SET	INCREASE=AUTO;
SET	AUTOCLOSE=YES;
EXCLUDE	16142-16711;
EXCLUDE	1-617;
EXCLUDE	CONSTANT;
EXCLUDE	UNINF;
HSEARCH;
EXCLUDE	ALL;
INCLUDE	16694-16711;
PSCORES	1/SCOREFILE=codingpscores.txt	APPEND=YES	single=all	displayout=no;
CLEARTREES	[NOWARN=YES];
INCLUDE	ALL;
EXCLUDE	1-16141;
EXCLUDE	16506-16711;
EXCLUDE	CONSTANT;
EXCLUDE	UNINF;
HSEARCH;
EXCLUDE	ALL;
INCLUDE	16694-16711;
PSCORES	1/SCOREFILE=HVRIpscores.txt	APPEND=YES	single=all	displayout=no;
CLEARTREES	[NOWARN=YES];
INCLUDE	ALL;
WTSET	*	HVRIone	=	1:	16142-16168	16170-16203	16205-16209	16212-16228	16230-16231	16233-16243	16245-16246	16248-16262	
16264-16265	16267-16290	16292-16300	16304-16305	16309-16329	16331-16333	16337	16339-16343	16346-16354	16356-16369	
16371-16376	16378-16381	16383-16385	16389-16391	16393-16395	16397-16399	16401-16407	16409-16412	16417-16420	16422-
16426	16428-16431	16433	16435-16441	16444-16447	16449	16451-16477	16479-16484	16486-16490	16492-16506,	0.5:	16169	16210	
16229	16232	16263	16266	16303	16307	16334-16336	16338	16345	16370	16377	16382	16386-16388	16392	16396	16414	16443	16448	
16450	16478	16491,	0.33:	16204	16244	16301	16330	16355	16408	16413	16421	16427	16432	16442,	0.25:	16211	16306	16415-16416,	
0.2:	16291	16344	16400,	0.14:	16302	16485,	0.13:	16434,	0.1:	16247,	0.08:	16308;
EXCLUDE	1-16141;
EXCLUDE	16506-16711;
EXCLUDE	CONSTANT;
EXCLUDE	UNINF;
HSEARCH;
EXCLUDE	ALL;
INCLUDE	16694-16711;
PSCORES	1/SCOREFILE=HVRIw1pscores.txt	APPEND=YES	single=all	displayout=no;
CLEARTREES	[NOWARN=YES];
INCLUDE	ALL;
WTSET	*	HVRItwo	=	1:	16142-16168	16170-16203	16205-16209	16212-16228	16230-16231	16233-16243	16245-16246	16248-16262	
16264-16265	16267-16290	16292-16300	16304-16305	16309-16329	16331-16333	16337	16339-16343	16346-16354	16356-16369	
16371-16376	16378-16381	16383-16385	16389-16391	16393-16395	16397-16399	16401-16407	16409-16412	16417-16420	16422-
16426	16428-16431	16433	16435-16441	16444-16447	16449	16451-16477	16479-16484	16486-16490	16492-16506,	0.9:	16169	16210	
16229	16232	16263	16266	16303	16307	16334-16336	16338	16345	16370	16377	16382	16386-16388	16392	16396	16414	16443	16448	
16450	16478	16491,	0.8:	16204	16244	16301	16330	16355	16408	16413	16421	16427	16432	16442,	0.7:	16211	16306	16415-16416,	
0.6:	16291	16344	16400,	0.4:	16302	16485,	0.3:	16434,	0.1:	16247,	0.00:	16308;
EXCLUDE	1-16141;
EXCLUDE	16506-16711;
EXCLUDE	CONSTANT;
EXCLUDE	UNINF;
HSEARCH;
EXCLUDE	ALL;
INCLUDE	16694-16711;
PSCORES	1/SCOREFILE=HVRIw2pscores.txt	APPEND=YES	single=all	displayout=no;
CLEARTREES	[NOWARN=YES];
END;
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D3.1 N/W consensus network and labelled phylogeny
a) The consensus network of 15 most parsimonious trees for the 32 N/ W sequences with AF347014 found by heuristic 
PAUP* (version 4.0b10, Swofford 2003) search, constructed using SplitsTree (version 4.6, Huson and Bryant 2006). The 
entire mt genome sequence was analysed; there are 24 parsimony informative characters and the parsimony search score 
of 36 was proved optimal by MMS. The sequence from this study is shown in blue type.
b) A labelled reconstruction of the N/W phylogeny. Dotted branches represent mtDNA coding-region only sequences 
which were not included in the parsimony analysis. See caption for Figure 3.1 for explanation of abbreviations, colours 
and codes used. The polymorphisms relative to the rCRS at the N vertex are: 73G, 263G, 750G, 1438G, 2706G, 3106del, 
4769G, 7028T, 8860G, 11719A, 12705T, 14766T, 15326G and 16223T. Recurrent or parallel changes occur in this 
phylogeny at nucleotides 119, 194, 227, 3531, 5495, 7864, 12669, 15884, 15924, and 16292.
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Appendix D3.2 N/S haplogroup consensus network and labelled phylogeny 
a) The consensus network of 9 most parsimonious trees, from 10 N/S individuals with the rCRS (JO1415.2) found by 
heuristic PAUP* search, (version 4. 0b10, Swofford 2003), constructed using SplitsTree (version 4.6, Huson and Bryant 
2006). The entire mtDNA sequence was analysed: there are 41 parsimony informative characters, and the parsimony 
score of 52 was proved minimal using MMS. 
b) A branch-labelled phylogeny of the N/S haplogroup reconstructed from the consensus network, with Kivisild et al 
(2005) coding-region sequences added (broken lines). See caption for Figure 3.1 for explanation of abbreviations, colours 
and codes used.  The polymorphisms relative to the rCRS at the N vertex are: 73G, 263G, 750G, 1438G, 2706G, 3106del, 
4769G, 7028T, 8860G, 11719A, 12705T, 14766T, 15326G and 16223T. Recurrent or parallel polymorphisms in this 
phylogeny are at nucleotides 150, 152, 195, 1598, 8404, 14384, 16172, 16209 and 16519. It is possible that the recurrent 
mutations in sequences DQ112753 and DQ112751 at nt8404 and nt14384 respectively are due to sequencing error. The 
authors could not confirm the status of the bases at these positions as the original files could not be located (T. Kivisild, 
email 1/02/07).
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Appendix D3.3 N/R/B4b consensus network and branch-labelled phylogeny
a) The consensus network of 3 most parsimonious trees (16 parsimony informative characters; coding region only, 
parsimony score 18) found by heuristic search (PAUP* version 4.0b10, Swofford 2003) on the B4b data set of 24 
sequences including the rCRS. The parsimony score was proved minimal using MMS, and the consensus network 
constructed using SplitsTree (version 4.6, Huson and Bryant 2006). The sequences labelled xxxHerrn are from Herrnstadt 
et al (2002), and are available from the mtDB database (http://www.genpat.uu.se/mtDB/, Ingman and Gyllensten 2006).
b) Labelled phylogeny of the B4b sequences reconstructed from the consensus network, with coding region only 
polymorphisms shown. See caption for Figure 3.1 for explanation of abbreviations, colours and codes used. The coding 
region polymorphisms relative to the rCRS at the N/R/B4b vertex are: 750G, 827G, 1438G, 2706G, 3106del, 4769G, 
4820A, 7028T, 8860G, 11719A, 13590A, 14766T, 15326G, 15535T. 
A parallel change occurs in the phylogeny at nt14569 and is marked with an asterisk.
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a) The single most parsimonious tree for the 16 L1c and L1b sequences found by heuristic PAUP* (version 4.0b10, 
Swofford 2003) search, drawn using SplitsTree (version 4.6, Huson and Bryant 2006). The entire mt genome sequence 
was analysed; there are 94 parsimony informative characters and the parsimony search score of 119 was proved optimal 
by MMS. Sequences from this study are shown in blue type.
b) A labelled reconstruction of the L1c phylogeny. Dotted branches represent mtDNA coding-region only sequences 
which were not included in the parsimony analysis. See caption for Figure 3.1 for explanation of abbreviations, colours 
and codes used. The polymorphisms relative to the rCRS at the L1bc vertex are: 73G, 152C, 182T, 195C, 247A, 263G, 
522, 523del, 750G, 769A, 825A, 1018A, 1438G, 2706G, 2758A, 2885C, 3106del, 3594T, 3666A, 4104G, 4769G, 7028T, 
7055G, 7146G, 7256T , 7389C, 7521A, 8468T, 8655T, 8701G, 8860G, 9540C, 10398G, 10688A, 10810C, 10873C, 
11719A, 12705T, 13105G, 13506T, 13650T, 13789C, 14178C, 14560A, 14766T, 15326G, 16187T, 16189C, 16223T, 
16278T, 16293G, 16311C, 16519C. Recurrent or parallel changes occur in this phylogeny at nucleotides 151, 189, 198, 
3777, 3843, 4454, 4688, 5054, 5237, 5655, 8251, 10793, 11914, 12477, 12540, 15226, 15301, 15905, 15907, 16086, 
16187, 16234.
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Appendix D3.5 East Asian skeleton phylogeny macrohaplogroup N
Reproduced from Kong et al ‘ Updating the East Asian mtDNA phylogeny: a prerequisite for the identification of 
pathogenic mutations’ Human Molecular Genetics, 2006, 15:2080, by permission of Oxford University Press.
Original figure legend from Kong et al 2006: Updated East Asian mtDNA phylogenetic tree displaying the different 
subsets of macrohaplogroup N. The A/C stretch length polymorphism in regions 1618016193 and 303315, 522523d and 
mutation 16519, all known to be hypervariable, were disregarded for tree reconstruction. Suffixes A, C, G and T refer to 
transversions, ‘d’ means deletion, and ‘ins’ indicates an insertion event (the exact number of the inserted nucleotide(s) 
was disregarded); recurrent mutations are underlined. Because of the lack of information, only the control-region motif of 
haplogroup G1b was determined.
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Appendix D3.6 East Asian skeleton phylogeny macrohaplogroup M
Reproduced from Kong et al ‘ Updating the East Asian mtDNA phylogeny: a prerequisite for the identification of 
pathogenic mutations’ Human Molecular Genetics, 2006, 15:2078, by permission of Oxford University Press.
Original figure legend from Kong et al 2006: Updated East Asian mtDNA phylogenetic tree displaying the different 
subsets of macrohaplogroup M. The A/C stretch length polymorphism in regions 1618016193 and 303315, 522523d and 
mutation 16519, all known to be hypervariable, were disregarded for tree reconstruction. Suffixes A, C, G and T refer to 
transversions, ‘d’ means deletion, and ‘ins’ indicates an insertion event (the exact number of the inserted nucleotide(s) 
was disregarded); recurrent mutations are underlined. Because of the lack of information, only the control-region motif of 
haplogroup G1b was determined.
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E1.1 Oceanic population size estimates 1930-2003
Population size estimates for 18 Oceanic island groups from the World Data Analyst function in the Encyclopaedia 
Britannica® Online Academic Edition © 2007 Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc. 
Year Papua New 
Guinea
Solomon
Islands
Vanuatu New 
Caledonia
Northern
Mariana
Islands
Palau
1930 1306000 94000 36000 54000 19000 8000
1940 1308000 94000 43000 53000 48000 25000
1950 1412466 106647 52000 59000 6286 7251
1960 1746986 126363 65000 79000 8861 9482
1970 2288056 163000 86000 110000 12359 12005
1980 2991217 232452 116771 140386 16890 13311
1990 3758439 315139 146610 170900 43932 15207
2000 5186684 415939 189655 210965 69666 19237
2003 5582763 450000 204100 220358 73300 20240
Increase (%) 
1930-2003 427.47 478.72 566.94 408.07 385.79 253.00
Year Guam Kiribati Marshall 
Islands
Micronesia Samoa Tonga
1930 19000 27000 10000 32000 55000 28000
1940 22000 29000 10500 27000 61000 37000
1950 60000 33448 10904 32000 81858 50000
1960 67000 40732 15120 45000 110043 65000
1970 85000 48899 21714 61000 142331 80000
1980 106869 57536 30681 73000 155000 91694
1990 133653 71341 45830 96000 160000 95762
2000 155388 84183 53064 107411 174663 99900
2003 163000 87907 56429 111572 178800 101700
Increase (%) 
1930-2003 857.89 325.58 564.29 348.66 325.09 363.21
Year Tuvalu American 
Samoa
Fiji French 
Polynesia
Nauru New Zealand
1930 4000 10000 181000 39000 3000 1491000
1940 4000 13000 218000 50000 3000 1637000
1950 4676 19100 289000 62000 3432 1909000
1960 5264 20000 394000 84000 4475 2377000
1970 5815 27267 520000 116700 6700 2820000
1980 7490 32418 634000 150900 7710 3144000
1990 9168 47011 737000 196700 9488 3452189
2000 10500 57582 810400 235191 11845 3858600
2003 10200 61194 826658 248272 12570 4001000
Increase (%) 
1930-2003 255.00 611.94 456.72 636.59 419.00 268.34
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E1.2 Y-chromosome review table
The outline structure of the human Y-chromosome tree is shown below, detailing major alphabetically named haplogroups 
(adapted from Jobling and Tyler-Smith 2003). Haplogroups are defined by one or more markers; generally two-state SNPs 
(single-nucleotide polymorphisms) which continue to be identified. These markers have alphanumeric names, many simply 
for the laboratory of origin; for example M3-M224 are from studies by Peter Underhill and colleagues (Y Chromosome 
Consortium: http://ycc.biosci.arizona.edu/nomenclature_system/frontpage.html, accessed 25/09/06). ‘Paragroups’ are labelled 
with an asterisk; such that sequences with an ancestral polymorphism at for example the marker M9 which defines groups 
K-R, but none of the subsequent variants found to date within this group are labeled K*; whereas an individual with the 
M9 variant and additional M4 marker is designated as belonging to haplogroup M. As new markers are found the tree is 
extended, and the resolution increases. More than 200 markers had been described in 2003, of which only 5 were believed 
to be recurrent (Jobling and Tyler-Smith 2003).
The labelled diagram of markers corresponds to the markers described in the compilation table of Pacific and neighbouring 
populations which follows on the next two pages. The markers used by each of the five studies included are shown in bold 
in the skeleton outlines below the table.
A,B
CR-SRY10831a
DE-YAP
C-M217
C-M210
C-M38
C-M208
C/-390.1del
F-M89
K-M9
K-M230
K-M254
K-M226
K-M353
K-M177
M-M4
M-P34
M-M104
M-M16
M-M83
NO-M214
O-M175
O-M95
O-M122
O-M134
O-M119
P-M74
R-M173
C-M130
C-RPS4Y
J-1212.1
M-M5
L-M61
L-M11
K-M70
K-M147
K-SRY9138
N-LLY22g
O-M50
O-P31
O-M101
O-M88
O-SRY465
O-47z
P-P27/M45
R-M207
R-SRY10831b
R-P25
Q-MEH2
Q-M3
P92R7
M-106
A MLK*J NIHGF*EDCB RQP*O
M89
M9
M74
P27/M45
P92R7
M214
CR-SRY10831a
M147
M230
M353
SRY9138
M70
YAPRPS4Y
M130
1212.1
M4
M5
M106
M61
M11
 Fris 2006 Kayser et al 2006
Hurles et al 2005 Cox 2005 Underhill et al 2001
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Cook Islands 1,3,4 105 1 1 16 1 65 1 1 3 1
Samoa 1,3,4 102 15 2 1 42 2 3 2 1 1 1 2
Tonga 3,4 37 1 12 1 2 1 5
Maori 3,5 57 23 8 1 1
East Futuna 4 50 15 7 5
Tuvalu 4 100 17 2 36 1
Fiji 4 107 1 9 14 1 27 26 8 1 6
Vanuatu 1,2 286 50 1 95 30 69 7 10
Niue 4 10
Tokelau 4 6 1 3
Kapingamarangi 1 21 6 14
Majuro 1 11 1 1 7
Remote Oceania
count 892 1 1 87 2 1 12 23 174 7 1 2 1 7 95 79 52 69 7 26 1 19 1 10 1 9
%  total R.O. 0.11 0.11 9.75 0.22 0.11 1.35 2.58 19.51 0.78 0.11 0.22 0.11 0.78 10.65 8.86 5.83 7.74 0.78 2.91 0.11 2.13 0.11 1.12 0.11 1.01
Papua New Guinea 1,4 189 2 1 5 5 1 7 9 28 1 64 2 1
West New Guinea 4 183 8 23 10 6 133
Trobriand Islands 4 53 5 12 1 15 15
Solomon Islands 2 32 19 3 9
New Britain 4 19 3 1 6 1 5
Near Oceania
count 476 2 1 16 34 1 19 35 9 3 28 8 213 7 9 16
%  total N.O. 0.42 0.21 3.36 7.14 0.21 3.99 7.35 1.89 0.63 5.88 1.68 44.75 1.47 1.89 3.36
Philippines 1,4 67 4 1 1 1 1 16
Borneo 1,4 127 15 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 6
Moluccas 4 34 1 7 6 7 2
Nusa Tenggaras 4 31 2 5 10 2 7
Java 4 53 1 1 1 1 12
Sumatra 4 57 1 3 8 2 10
Malaysia 4 18 2 1 2 2
Island SEA
count 387 1 15 11 3 13 13 1 2 24 2 9 2 1 4 55
%  total Island SEA 0.26 3.88 2.84 0.78 3.36 3.36 0.26 0.52 6.20 0.52 2.33 0.52 0.26 1.03 14.21
Taiwan 1,4 82 2 1 34
China 4 36 2 4 8
Taiwan (Chinese) 4 26 1 1 3 6
Korea 4 25 3 2 2 8 1
Vietnam 4 10 1 1
Taiwan & Asia
count 179 7 2 7 13 1 50
total Taiwan & Asia 3.91 1.12 3.91 7.26 0.56 27.93
Sandy Desert 4 35 24 1 6
Arnhem Land 4 60 6 32 1 18
Australia
count 95 6 56 2 24
%  total Australia 6.32 58.95 2.11 25.26
F/K/MA,B,DE C F*, F/J F/K*
Table E1.2 Y chromosome review table
Study sources: 1. Hurles et al 2005, 2. Cox and Lahr 2006, 3. Fris 2006, 4. Kayser et al 2006, 5. Underhill 
et al 2001. Data has been combined for some localities; for example several subsets - coast, highlands, 
Bereina, Kapuna, are combined as ‘Papua New Guinea’ and ‘Borneo’ contains both the Benjarmasin and 
the Kota Kinabalu sample from Hurles et al 2005. An asterisk following a marker denotes the haplotype 
belongs within a ‘paragroup’ from which other known sublineages descend, and where a marker is shown 
prefaced with an ‘x’, this means it has been tested and the ancestral form found. For example F-M89*(xK-
M98) means the haplotype has the derived M89 SNP allele, but not the K-defining M98 derived allele, and 
therefore falls within the F paragroup.
Right: The markers examined in each of the five studies reviewed vary in coverage and these are sum-
marised in the skeleton outlines of the detailed SNP marker tree (previous page) shown at right. 
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(x
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K
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35
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Population
1 7 8 Cook Islands
2 1 5 18 2 1 1 1 1 Samoa
3 12 Tonga
5 1 18 Maori
21 1 1 East Futuna
1 41 3 Tuvalu
1 6 8 2 4 Fiji
10 1 4 4 15 Vanuatu
9 1 Niue
2 Tokelau
1 Kapingamarangi
2 Majuro
Remote Oceania
1 10 1 9 1 3 13 122 2 4 2 1 4 13 18 15 1 5 count
0.11 1.12 0.11 1.01 0.11 0.34 1.46 13.68 0.22 0.45 0.22 0.11 0.45 1.46 2.02 1.68 0.11 0.56 %  total R.O.
1 16 1 1 43 2 Papua New Guinea
1 2 West New Guinea
15 5 Trobriand Islands
9 1 Solomon Islands
1 2 New Britain
Near Oceania
9 16 23 1 1 1 47 2 count
1.89 3.36 4.83 0.21 0.21 0.21 9.87 0.42 %  total N.O.
1 16 9 1 28 3 1 1 Philippines
2 1 2 6 15 1 8 18 4 15 21 3 1 4 1 Borneo
2 4 7 Moluccas
7 1 1 1 2 Nusa Tenggaras
1 12 11 1 22 1 2 Java
10 16 1 8 2 4 2 Sumatra
2 3 2 5 1 Malaysia
Island SEA
2 1 4 55 24 1 9 81 11 51 21 3 4 4 10 1 11 count
0.52 0.26 1.03 14.21 6.20 0.26 2.33 20.93 2.84 13.18 5.43 0.78 1.03 1.03 2.58 0.26 2.84 %  total Island SEA
2 1 34 15 13 9 3 1 2 2 Taiwan
4 8 14 7 1 China
1 3 6 7 8 Taiwan (Chinese)
2 8 1 6 1 1 1 Korea
1 4 4 Vietnam
Taiwan & Asia
7 13 1 50 15 13 40 19 1 7 2 1 1 count
3.91 7.26 0.56 27.93 8.38 7.26 22.35 10.61 0.56 3.91 1.12 0.56 0.56 %  total Taiwan & Asia
1 3 Sandy Desert
3 Arnhem Land
Australia
1 6 count
1.05 6.32 %  total Australia
F/K/M353F/K/N-O F/K/P F/K/M230
A,B
CR-SRY10831a
DE-YAP
C-M217
C-M210
C-M38
C-M208
C/-390.1del
F-M89
K-M9
K-M230
K-M254
K-M226
K-M353
K-M177
M-M4
M-P34
M-M104
M-M16
M-M83
NO-M214
O-M175
O-M95
O-M122
O-M134
O-M119
P-M74
R-M173
C-M130
C-RPS4Y
J-1212.1
M-M5
L-M61
L-M11
K-M70
K-M147
K-SRY9138
N-LLY22g
O-M50
O-P31
O-M101
O-M88
O-SRY465
O-47z
P-P27/M45
R-M207
R-SRY10831b
R-P25
Q-MEH2
Q-M3
P92R7
M-106
A MLK*J NIHGF*EDCB RQP*O
M89
M9
M74
P27/M45
P92R7
M214
CR-SRY10831a
M147
M230
M353
SRY9138
M70
YAPRPS4Y
M130
1212.1
M4
M5
M106
M61
M11
 Fris 2006 Kayser et al 2006
Hurles et al 2005 Cox 2005 Underhill et al 2001
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E1.3 Oceanic mtDNA studies review table
Year Authors Samples Target Notes Entrez 
database
1989 M. Hertzberg, 
K.N. Mickleson, 
S.W. Serjeantson, 
et al., Am J Hum 
Oceanic and 
Australian
populations (n= 
307)
Testing for 9-bp 
deletion
Conclude pre-Polynesians 'were 
ultimately derived from east Asia'
n/a
1992 S.W. Ballinger, 
T.G. Schurr, A. 
Torroni, et al., 
Genetics
153 samples from 
East and Southeast 
Asia and Island 
SEA
RFLPs 'Southern Mongoloid origin of Asians', 
'remnants of the founding population of 
Papua New Guinea were found in 
Malaysia'
n/a
1993 E. Hagelberg and 
J.B. Clegg, Proc 
Biol Sci
21 bone samples 
from Oceania, 
dating from 
~2500BP-~200BP
9bp deletion 
typing and some 
HVR-I
sequencing
Early Lapita samples from Watom and 
Fiji did not have the 9bp deletion. Later 
remains from Tonga, NZ, the Chathams, 
Society Islands and Hawaii did.
N
1994 E. Hagelberg, S. 
Quevedo, D. 
Turbon, et al., 
Nature
12 bone samples 
from Easter island; 
dating to between 
~850BP and 
100BP
9bp deletion 
typing and HVR-I
All samples have 9bp deletion and PM, 
with one having additional 16271T and 
two sharing additional 16292T.
N
1994 J.K. Lum, O. 
Rickards, C. 
Ching, et al., Hum
Biol
197 individuals, 
Oceania, Australia, 
Island and 
mainland Asia 
(plus African)
9bp del typing, 76
HVR-I sequences
Defines group I [B], group II [Q] and 
group III [F?16294, 16304, 16362]
?incl with 
later (2000)
accessions
1995 T. Melton, R. 
Peterson, A.J. 
Redd, et al., Am J 
Hum Genet
1037 samples from
12 populations 
from Asia, Taiwan 
and Island 
Southeast Asia
9bp and SSO 
typing
Find results consistent with ancestry of 
the B4a type in Taiwan with migration to 
Island Southeast Asia and the Pacific.
N
1995 A.J. Redd, N. 
Takezaki, S.T. 
Sherry, et al., Mol
Biol Evol
74 samples from 
Indonesia, coastal 
PNG and 
American Samoa, 
all with 9bp del. 
Also sequenced 
additional 35 
without deletion
Entire control 
region
Conclude 9bp deletion arose 
independently in Asia and in Africa, and 
possibly multiple times in Asia; increase 
in frequency of the B4a type moving 
eastwards associated with a decrease in 
diversity, consistent with founder events.
Y
1995 B. Sykes, A. 
Leiboff, J. Low-
Beer, et al., Am J 
Hum Genet
Oceania, Island 
SEA and Taiwan, 
n=1178
9bp del screening,
screening for 
16265, some 
HVR-I seq'ing
Defined three lineage groups: 9bp del [B], 
16265 transversion [Q], and one with 
16172 and 16304 [F?]variants.
Y (haps)
1996 D.J. Betty, A.N. 
Chin-Atkins, L. 
Croft, et al., Am J 
Hum Genet
310 Australian 
samples
9bp deletion 
screening
Multiple origins of the 9bp deletion in 
Australia
n/a
1998 T. Melton, S. 
Clifford, J. 
Martinson, et al., 
Am J Hum Genet
Taiwan (n=28) HVR-I and II 
sequences
Conclusion that Taiwanese have common 
ancestry with mainland Asian 
populations, but have undergone period of 
isolation. Notable to me - their sample 
AMI2 has same sequence as AMI15 (M7c 
with 9bp deletion).
N
1998 M. Richards, S. 
Oppenheimer and 
B. Sykes, Am J 
Hum Genet
Analysis of 
existing data 
Oceania, Taiwan 
and ISEA
Calculate
divergence times 
using Forster et al 
1996 method and 
rate.
Conclude ancestry of the Polynesian 
motif is dated to the Pleistocene (~17,000 
years ago), and likely location of ancestor 
is Southeast Asia
n/a
1998 R.P. Murray-
McIntosh, B.J. 
Scrimshaw, P.J. 
Hatfield, et al., 
Proc Natl Acad Sci
U S A
31 NZ Maori HVR-I, and 
founding pop. 
size analysis
Estimate ~50-100 founding women N
1998 S. van Holst 
Pellekaan, M. 
Frommer, J. Sved, 
et al., Am J Hum 
Genet
114 Australian 
samples
HVR-I Y (haps)
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Year Authors Samples Target Notes Entrez 
database
1998 J.K. Lum and R.L. 
Cann, Am J Phys 
Anthropol
Oceania, Australia, 
Island Southeast 
Asia, n=973
9 bp del. 
polymorphisms,
distance analyses 
on this and 
language and 
geography
Suggest extensive gene flow throughout 
Micronesia but substantial isolation in 
other Pacific regions.
n/a
1998 J.K. Lum, R.L. 
Cann, J.J. 
Martinson, et al., 
Am J Hum Genet
Samples as for 
Lum et al 1998 
AJPA
HVR-I and 
nuclear STRs
Results consistent with initial settlement 
of Remote Oceania from island Southeast 
Asia , and with extensive postcolonisation 
male-biased gene flow with Near Oceania
?with later 
(2000)
accessions
1999 D.A. Merriwether, 
J.S. Friedlaender, 
J. Mediavilla, et 
al., Am J Phys 
Anthropol
Large sample set – 
typed 1800 
samples
9bp deletion and 
RFLP for nts 
10398, 10400, 
16398 and 16519.
Earlier interpretation of B4a lineages in 
Island Melanesia: views deletion as 
'Austronesian' indicator. Later papers 
from this group find more complex 
pattern between language and mtDNA 
distributions.
N
1999 A.J. Redd and M. 
Stoneking,
American Journal 
of Human Genetics
Australia, east 
Indonesia and 
PNG.
9bp typing, SSO 
typing. Control 
region sequencing
for Australian 
(n=53) and 25 
east Indonesian 
samples.
Results do not support close ancestral 
relationships between PNG and Australian
populations
Y
2000 M. Ingman, H. 
Kaessmann, S. 
Paabo, et al., 
Nature
Included 1 Samoan
and 5 PNG 
samples in a global
dataset
Whole mtDNA 
sequencing
Y
2000 J.K. Lum and R.L. 
Cann, Am J Phys 
Anthropol
Samples as for 
Lum et al 1994, 
Lum et al 1998, 
new sequence data 
for 116 samples, 
and from databases
9 bp del screen, 
HVR-I (from 
16189)
Marianas and Yap settled directly from 
Island SEA, receiving migrants from rest 
of Micronesia subsequently, genetic 
similarities among Micronesians and 
Polynesians likely  result of combination 
of common origin and gene flow
Y
2001 P. Forster, A. 
Torroni, C. 
Renfrew, et al., 
Mol Biol Evol
Existing datasets RFLPs, star 
contraction
method
Global conclusions eg out-of Africa, post-
ice age expansions
n/a
2002 J.S. Friedlaender, 
F. Gentz, K. 
Green, et al., 
Santa Cruz Islands 
(n=64)
HVR-I and HVR-
II
Found B4a, Q, P and M28 haplotypes N
2002 M. Tommaseo-
Ponzetta, M. 
Attimonelli, M. De
Robertis, et al., Am
J Phys Anthropol
202 individuals 
from Irian Jaya
HVR-I and 9bp 
del screen
No 9bp del samples found; conclude 
prolonged isolation
N
2003 M. Ingman and U. 
Gyllensten,
Genome Res
51 mt genome 
sequences
analysed with 
2000 dataset: 
includes 20 
Australian, 21 
PNG, and 6 from 
Whole mtDNA 
sequencing
High diversity in the Australian 
sequences, and some shared clades 
between PNG and Australia suggesting 
colonisation from a common source 
and/or later mixing
Y
2003 M.P. Cox, PhD
thesis, University 
of Otago
~600 individuals 
from Vanuatu, 
Indonesia and 
Madagascar
mtDNA (control 
plus coding 
SNPs) and Y-
chromosome
markers (RFLPs 
used)
Earlier non-Austronesian peoples 
contributed substantially to present day 
populations in Indonesia and Vanuatu
N
2005 J.S. Friedlaender, 
F. Gentz, F.R. 
Friedlaender, et al.,
Papuan Pasts: 
Linguistic,
Archaeological 
and Biological 
Relations of 
Papuan Peoples
Large sample 
(n=886), Near 
Guinea, Island 
Melanesia, with 
n=54 Remote 
Oceania.
HVR-I and II, 
RFLP typing nts 
10398 and 10400.
Complex relationship between mtDNA 
and languages in Island Melanesia
N
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Year Authors Samples Target Notes Entrez 
database
2005 J. Friedlaender, T. 
Schurr, F. Gentz, et
al., Mol Biol Evol
Bismarck
Archipelago and 
Bougainville
(n=886)
HVR-I and HVR-
II, subsequent 
RFLPs coding 
and whole 
genome seq'ing 3 
Q2 individuals
P and Q networks suggest ancient 
population expansions following first 
settlement, subsequent expansion of Q2 in
Island Melanesia approx 10,000 years 
later. Localised distributions of 
haplotypes (both P and Q) suggest highly 
restricted female movement.
3 mt 
genome
seqs on 
database,
not control 
region
sequences
2005 D.A. Merriwether, 
J.A. Hodgson, F.R. 
Friedlaender, et al.,
Proc Natl Acad Sci
U S A
Same dataset as 
Friedlander et al 
2005
14 whole mt 
sequences
Defines haplogroups M27, M28 and M29 Y
2005 A.L.H. Whyte, S.J. 
Marshall, G.K. 
Chambers, Human
Biology
NZ Polynesian: 61 
Maori, 24 Eastern 
Polynesian
Portion HVR-I: 
16189-16360.
Propose larger founding population for 
New Zealand ~190 (170-230) than 
Murray-McIntosh et al 1998.
Y
2005 M.P. Cox, Human 
Biology
Existing datasets 
(Murray's PhD)
Repeats dating of 
PM as in 
Richards et al 
1998
Concludes that evidence consistent with 
southern China/Taiwan origin of proto-
PM, not the 17,000 East Indonesian result 
of Richards et al (1998).
Y (2 haps)
2005 J.A. Trejaut, T. 
Kivisild, J.H. Loo, 
et al., PLoS
Biology
Taiwan: 640 
individuals
HVR-I, markers 
and whole mts for 
8 samples
Defines subclade B4a1a Y
2006 J. Ohashi, I. Naka, 
K. Tokunaga, et 
al., Am J Phys 
Anthropol
Balopa Islands, 
Manus Province 
PNG (n=59), 
Gidra-speakers
(NAN) from 
southwestern PNG 
(n=59), Tonga 
9bp del typing 
and HVR-I 
sequencing
Y
2006 S.M. van Holst 
Pellekaan, M. 
Ingman, J. Roberts-
Thomson, et al., 
Am J Phys 
Anthropol
49 samples from 
Australia
8 whole mtDNAs,
41 partial 
sequences
Deep lineages present in Australia 
branching from both M and N
Y (whole 
mts only)
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E2.1 Polymorphism lists for mt genome sequences from this study
Polymorphisms which are ‘private’: found only in a single individual in the base-labelled phylogenies 
shown in Chapter 3 are highlighted in bold. All chromatograms were edited manually using SequencherTM 
(Gene Codes Corporation), and private polymorphisms were carefully re-checked. Four of the twenty 
samples had polymorphisms which were unusual in a phylogenetic sense (requiring back-mutations in a 
phylogeny, or homoplasious). Further details of these changes are follow the polymorphism lists for the mt 
genomes.
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DQ372868 AMI15
52 differences to rCRS. Haplogroup 
M/M7
Base AMI15 rCRS
73 G A
146 C T
152 C T
199 C T
263 G A
309.1 C :
315.1 C :
489 C T
514 : C
515 : A
750 G A
1,438 G A
2,706 G A
3,107 : C
3,606 G A
4,071 T C
4,769 G A
4,850 T C
5,442 C T
6,455 T C
7,028 T C
8,271 : A
8,272 : C
8,273 : C
8,274 : C
8,275 : C
8,276 : C
8,277 : T
8,278 : C
8,279 : T
8,701 G A
8,860 G A
9,540 C T
9,824 C T
10,398 G A
10,400 T C
10,873 C T
11,665 T C
11,719 A G
12,091 C T
12,705 T C
14,766 T C
14,783 C T
15,043 A G
15,236 G A
15,301 A G
15,326 G A
16,129 A G
16,223 T C
16,295 T C
16,362 C T
16,519 C T
DQ372869 PAI9
47 differences to rCRS. Haplogroup 
N/R/B5a
Base PAI9 Seq2
73 G A
93 G A
204 C T
210 G A
263 G A
315.1 C :
514 : C
515 : A
709 A G
750 G A
1,438 G A
2,706 G A
3,107 : C
3,537 G A
4,769 G A
7,028 T C
8,271 : A
8,272 : C
8,273 : C
8,274 : C
8,275 : C
8,276 : C
8,277 : T
8,278 : C
8,279 : T
8,557 A G
8,584 A G
8,614 C T
8,860 G A
9,950 C T
9,962 A G
10,398 G A
11,149 A G
11,151 T C
11,719 A G
14,149 T C
14,766 T C
15,046 G A
15,235 G A
15,301 A G
15,326 G A
16,140 C T
16,183 C A
16,189 C T
16,266 G C
16,362 C T
16,519 C T
DQ372870 TRO122
24 differences to rCRS. Haplogroup 
N/R/P2
Base TRO122 rCRS
73 G A
152 C T
263 G A
309.1 C :
315.1 C :
750 G A
2,706 G A
3,107 : C
3,203 G A
3,882 A G
4,122 G A
4,769 G A
5,423 G A
7,028 T C
8,572 A G
8,859 T C
8,860 G A
11,719 A G
11,914 A G
14,766 T C
14,890 G A
15,326 G A
15,607 G A
16,519 C T
DQ372871 TRO131
38 differences to rCRS. Haplogroup 
N/R/B4a1a
Base TRO131 rCRS
73 G A
146 C T
263 G A
309.1 C :
315.1 C :
514 : C
515 : A
750 G A
1,438 G A
2,706 G A
3,107 : C
4,769 G A
5,465 C T
6,719 C T
7,028 T C
8,271 : A
8,272 : C
8,273 : C
8,274 : C
8,275 : C
8,276 : C
8,277 : T
8,278 : C
8,279 : T
8,860 G A
9,123 A G
10,238 C T
11,719 A G
12,239 T C
14,766 T C
15,326 G A
15,746 G A
16,182 C A
16,183 C A
16,189 C T
16,217 C T
16,261 T C
16,519 C T
DQ372872 TRO133
25 differences to rCRS. Haplogroup 
N/R/P2
Base TRO133 rCRS
73 G A
152 C T
263 G A
309.1 C :
315.1 C :
750 G A
2,706 G A
3,107 : C
3,203 G A
3,882 A G
4,122 G A
4,769 G A
5,423 G A
7,028 T C
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8,572 A G
8,859 T C
8,860 G A
11,719 A G
11,914 A G
12,026 G A
14,766 T C
14,890 G A
15,326 G A
15,607 G A
16,519 C T
DQ372873 TRO137
41 differences to rCRS. Haplogroup 
N/R/B4a1a1
Base TRO137 rCRS
73 G A
146 C T
263 G A
315.1 C :
449 C T
514 : C
515 : A
750 G A
1,438 G A
2,706 G A
3,107 : C
4,769 G A
5,465 C T
6,253 C T
6,719 C T
7,028 T C
8,271 : A
8,272 : C
8,273 : C
8,274 : C
8,275 : C
8,276 : C
8,277 : T
8,278 : C
8,279 : T
8,860 G A
9,123 A G
10,238 C T
11,719 A G
12,239 T C
14,022 G A
14,766 T C
15,326 G A
15,746 G A
16,129 A G
16,182 C A
16,183 C A
16,189 C T
16,217 C T
16,261 T C
16,519 C T
DQ372874 KAP19
39 differences to rCRS. Haplogroup 
N/R/B4a1a1
Base KAP19 Seq2
73 G A
146 C T
263 G A
302 C A
514 : C
515 : A
750 G A
1,438 G A
2,706 G A
3,107 : C
4,769 G A
5,465 C T
6,719 C T
7,028 T C
8,271 : A
8,272 : C
8,273 : C
8,274 : C
8,275 : C
8,276 : C
8,277 : T
8,278 : C
8,279 : T
8,860 G A
9,123 A G
10,238 C T
11,719 A G
12,239 T C
14,022 G A
14,766 T C
15,326 G A
15,746 G A
15,924 G A
16,182 C A
16,183 C A
16,189 C T
16,217 C T
16,261 T C
16,519 C T
DQ372875 KAP89
42 differences to rCRS. Haplogroup N/R/
B4a1a1
Base KAP89 rCRS
73 G A
146 C T
263 G A
302 C A
309.1 C :
309.2 C :
315.1 C :
514 : C
515 : A
750 G A
1,438 G A
2,706 G A
3,107 : C
4,769 G A
5,465 C T
6,719 C T
7,028 T C
8,271 : A
8,272 : C
8,273 : C
8,274 : C
8,275 : C
8,276 : C
8,277 : T
8,278 : C
8,279 : T
8,860 G A
9,123 A G
10,238 C T
11,719 A G
12,239 T C
14,022 G A
14,766 T C
15,326 G A
15,746 G A
15,924 G A
16,182 C A
16,183 C A
16,189 C T
16,217 C T
16,261 T C
16,519 C T
DQ372876 MJ22
43 differences to rCRS. Haplogroup M/M7c
Base MJ22 rCRS
73 G A
146 C T
199 C T
263 G A
309.1 C :
309.2 C :
315.1 C :
489 C T
514 : C
515 : A
750 G A
1,438 G A
2,706 G A
3,107 : C
3,606 G A
4,071 T C
4,769 G A
4,850 T C
5,442 C T
6,455 T C
7,028 T C
8,701 G A
8,860 G A
9,540 C T
9,824 C T
10,398 G A
10,400 T C
10,873 C T
11,665 T C
11,719 A G
12,091 C T
12,579 G A
12,705 T C
14,766 T C
14,783 C T
15,043 A G
15,236 G A
15,301 A G
15,326 G A
16,223 T C
16,295 T C
16,362 C T
16,519 C T
DQ372877 MJ86
42 differences to rCRS. Haplogroup N/R/
B4a1a1
Base MJ86 rCRS
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73 G A
146 C T
195 C T
263 G A
309.1 C :
315.1 C :
514 : C
515 : A
750 G A
1,438 G A
2,706 G A
3,107 : C
4,769 G A
5,465 C T
6,216 C T
6,719 C T
7,028 T C
8,271 : A
8,272 : C
8,273 : C
8,274 : C
8,275 : C
8,276 : C
8,277 : T
8,278 : C
8,279 : T
8,860 G A
9,123 A G
10,238 C T
11,719 A G
12,239 T C
14,022 G A
14,766 T C
15,326 G A
15,746 G A
15,924 G A
16,182 C A
16,183 C A
16,189 C T
16,217 C T
16,261 T C
16,519 C T
DQ372878 PO314
41 differences to rCRS. Haplogroup 
N/R/B4a1a1/Pol. motif
Base PO314 rCRS
73 G A
146 C T
263 G A
310 C T
514 : C
515 : A
750 G A
1,438 G A
2,706 G A
3,107 : C
4,769 G A
5,465 C T
6,719 C T
7,028 T C
8,271 : A
8,272 : C
8,273 : C
8,274 : C
8,275 : C
8,276 : C
8,277 : T
8,278 : C
8,279 : T
8,860 G A
9,123 A G
10,238 C T
10,484 T C
11,719 A G
12,239 T C
14,022 G A
14,766 T C
15,326 G A
15,746 G A
16,182 C A
16,183 C A
16,189 C T
16,217 C T
16,247 G A
16,261 T C
16,519 C T
DQ372879 PO332
45 differences to rCRS. 
HaplogroupM/M28
Base PO332 rCRS
73 G A
152 C T
195 C T
263 G A
315.1 C :
489 C T
513.1 C :
513.2 A :
513.3 C :
513.4 A :
750 G A
1,438 G A
1,598 A G
1,719 A G
2,706 G A
3,107 : C
4,769 G A
6,281 G A
6,374 C T
6,962 A G
7,028 T C
7,394 G A
8,701 G A
8,860 G A
9,540 C T
10,245 C T
10,398 G A
10,400 T C
10,658 G A
10,873 C T
11,719 A G
12,705 T C
14,766 T C
14,783 C T
15,043 A G
15,067 C T
15,301 A G
15,326 G A
16,086 C T
16,129 A G
16,148 T C
16,223 T C
16,362 C T
16,366 T C
16,468 C T
DQ372880 PO392
47 differences to rCRS. Haplogroup M/Q1
Base PO392 rCRS
59 C T
73 G A
89 C T
146 C T
207 A G
263 G A
315.1 C :
489 C T
750 G A
1,375 T C
1,438 G A
2,706 G A
3,107 : C
4,117 C T
4,769 G A
5,460 A G
5,843 G A
7,028 T C
7,993 C T
8,701 G A
8,790 A G
8,860 G A
8,964 T C
9,540 C T
10,256 C T
10,398 G A
10,400 T C
10,873 C T
11,314 G A
11,719 A G
12,705 T C
12,940 A G
13,500 C T
14,025 C T
14,766 T C
14,783 C T
15,043 A G
15,301 A G
15,326 G A
16,129 A G
16,144 C T
16,148 T C
16,172 C T
16,265 C A
16,311 C T
16,343 G A
16,519 C T
DQ372881 MF025
41 differences to rCRS. Haplogroup N/R/
B4a1a1/Pol. motif
Base MF025 rCRS
73 G A
146 C T
215 G A
263 G A
315.1 C :
514 : C
515 : A
750 G A
1,438 G A
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2,706 G A
3,107 : C
4,769 G A
5,465 C T
6,719 C T
7,028 T C
8,271 : A
8,272 : C
8,273 : C
8,274 : C
8,275 : C
8,276 : C
8,277 : T
8,278 : C
8,279 : T
8,860 G A
9,123 A G
10,238 C T
10,529 G A
11,719 A G
12,239 T C
14,022 G A
14,766 T C
15,326 G A
15,746 G A
16,182 C A
16,183 C A
16,189 C T
16,217 C T
16,247 G A
16,261 T C
16,519 C T
DQ372882 MO304
47 differences to rCRS. Haplogroup M/Q1
Base MO304 rCRS
73 G A
89 C T
146 C T
207 A G
263 G A
315.1 C :
489 C T
750 G A
861 C T
1,375 T C
1,438 G A
2,706 G A
3,107 : C
4,117 C T
4,769 G A
5,460 A G
5,843 G A
7,028 T C
7,993 C T
8,701 G A
8,790 A G
8,860 G A
8,964 T C
9,540 C T
10,256 C T
10,398 G A
10,400 T C
10,873 C T
11,314 G A
11,719 A G
12,705 T C
12,940 A G
13,500 C T
14,025 C T
14,766 T C
14,783 C T
15,043 A G
15,301 A G
15,326 G A
16,129 A G
16,144 C T
16,148 T C
16,172 C T
16,265 C A
16,311 C T
16,343 G A
16,519 C T
DQ372883 T726
43 differences to rCRS. Haplogroup 
M/M28
Base T726 rCRS
73 G A
152 C T
195 C T
263 G A
315.1 C :
489 C T
750 G A
1,438 G A
1,598 A G
1,719 A G
2,706 G A
3,107 : C
4,769 G A
6,281 G A
6,374 C T
6,858 G A
6,962 A G
7,028 T C
8,701 G A
8,860 G A
9,540 C T
10,192 T C
10,245 C T
10,398 G A
10,400 T C
10,658 G A
10,873 C T
11,719 A G
12,705 T C
14,766 T C
14,783 C T
15,043 A G
15,067 C T
15,301 A G
15,326 G A
15,530 C T
16,086 C T
16,129 A G
16,148 T C
16,223 T C
16,311 C T
16,362 C T
16,519 C T
DQ372884 CI153
54 differences to rCRS. Haplogroup M/Q1
Base CI153 rCRS
73 G A
89 C T
92 A G
146 C T
263 G A
309.1 C :
315.1 C :
489 C T
514 : C
515 : A
750 G A
1,407 A T
1,438 G A
2,706 G A
3,107 : C
3,834 A G
4,117 C T
4,769 G A
4,913 C A
5,460 A G
5,843 G A
7,028 T C
8,701 G A
8,790 A G
8,860 G A
8,964 T C
9,101 C T
9,540 C T
10,398 G A
10,400 T C
10,873 C T
11,719 A G
11,884 G A
12,705 T C
12,940 A G
13,047 G A
13,500 C T
14,025 C T
14,766 T C
14,783 C T
14,798 C T
15,043 A G
15,301 A G
15,326 G A
16,129 A G
16,144 C T
16,148 T C
16,223 T C
16,241 G A
16,265 C A
16,293 G A
16,311 C T
16,343 G A
16,526 A G
DQ372885 WS72
54 differences to rCRS. Haplogroup 
M/Q1
Base WS72 rCRS
73 G A
89 C T
92 A G
146 C T
263 G A
309.1 C :
309.2 C :
315.1 C :
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489 C T
514 : C
515 : A
750 G A
1,407 A T
1,438 G A
2,706 G A
3,107 : C
3,834 A G
4,117 C T
4,769 G A
4,913 C A
5,460 A G
5,843 G A
7,028 T C
8,701 G A
8,790 A G
8,860 G A
8,964 T C
9,101 C T
9,540 C T
10,398 G A
10,400 T C
10,873 C T
11,719 A G
11,884 G A
12,705 T C
12,940 A G
13,047 G A
13,500 C T
14,025 C T
14,766 T C
14,783 C T
14,798 C T
15,043 A G
15,301 A G
15,326 G A
16,129 A G
16,144 C T
16,148 T C
16,223 T C
16,241 G A
16,265 C A
16,311 C T
16,343 G A
16,526 A G
DQ372886 TL36
42 differences to rCRS. Haplogroup 
N/R/B4a1a1/Pol. motif
Base TL36 Seq2
73 G A
146 C T
263 G A
309.1 C :
309.2 C :
315.1 C :
514 : C
515 : A
750 G A
1,438 G A
2,706 G A
3,107 : C
4,769 G A
5,465 C T
5,563 A G
6,719 C T
7,028 T C
8,271 : A
8,272 : C
8,273 : C
8,274 : C
8,275 : C
8,276 : C
8,277 : T
8,278 : C
8,279 : T
8,860 G A
9,123 A G
10,238 C T
11,719 A G
12,239 T C
14,022 G A
14,766 T C
15,326 G A
15,746 G A
16,182 C A
16,183 C A
16,189 C T
16,217 C T
16,247 G A
16,261 T C
16,519 C T
DQ372887 TRI65
42 differences to rCRS. Haplogroup 
N/W
Base TRI65 rCRS
73 G A
189 G A
194 T C
195 C T
199 C T
204 C T
207 A G
263 G A
309.1 C :
309.2 C :
315.1 C :
709 A G
750 G A
1,243 C T
1,406 C T
1,438 G A
2,706 G A
3,107 : C
3,505 G A
4,769 G A
5,046 A G
5,460 A G
7,028 T C
7,874 G A
8,251 A G
8,860 G A
8,994 A G
10,398 G A
11,674 T C
11,719 A G
11,947 G A
12,414 C T
12,705 T C
13,263 G A
13,344 G A
14,766 T C
15,326 G A
15,784 C T
15,884 C G
16,223 T C
16,292 T C
16,519 C T
Notes on specific 
polymorphisms
DQ372868: 9 bp deletion 
(AMI15, M7c). The presence 
of the 9bp deletion, from 
nucleotides 8280-8288, which 
defines haplogroups N/R/B4 
and N/RB5 in this sequence 
is unusual, and unique to 
AMI15 in the M7c cluster. 
Five sequencing reads clearly 
identify the deletion, and two 
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of these extend as far as base 8701 which is a guanine in 
this sample as it generally is in all but macrohaplogroup 
N samples, where there is a transition to an adenine at the 
N vertex, acting as strong evidence against the accidental 
sequencing of a N/R/B sample in this region. 
DQ372869: 15301A, 16266G (PAI9, B5a). This sequence 
has two unusual features in the B5a phylogeny. It has a 
transition at 15301 from G to A, and requires a transition 
at 16266 from A to G (a transversion at 16266 from 
C to A appears to be ancestral to the B5a cluster). As 
15301A-G is one of the polymorphisms defining the N 
branch of the world tree this implies a reversion at the 
site in DQ372869. Both forward and reverse sequences 
confirm the 15301A base, and the presence of the B5a 
defining polymorphism 15235G in the same sequencing 
reads provides a strong argument for the validity of the 
15301A reversion (as opposed to mistaken amplification 
and sequencing of a M-type template). The 16266G 
polymorphism is clearly shown on forward and reverse 
sequences.
DQ372871: 14022A. This sequence (TRO131) is 
interesting in that it is internal to the B4a1a cluster: 
six lineages descend from this node; five to Taiwanese 
sequences and one to all B4 sequences from Oceania  
cluster B4a1a1. Thus this sample is the only one from 
Oceania to date which does not belong to the B4a1a1 
cluster but appears ancestral to it. 
DQ372883: 16468T (T726, M28). A transition at 16468 
from T to C is placed as ancestral to the M28 cluster in 
the labelled phylogeny. In DQ372883 the base at this 
position is a T, and thus requires a reversion at the site. 
Three sequencing reads (two forward, one reverse) clearly 
show 16468T. These sequencing reads encompass the 
region from 16050 - 16569, and show the other expected 
polymorphisms for haplogroup M28a (16086C, 16129A, 
16148T, 16223T, 16362C).
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E5.1 Character scores for random 75-taxon minimal tree sets (page 1/9)
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E5.1 cont. Character scores for random 75-taxon minimal tree sets (page 2/9)
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E5.1 cont. Character scores for random 75-taxon minimal tree sets (page 3/9)
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E5.1 cont. Character scores for random 75-taxon minimal tree sets (page 4/9)
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E5.1 cont. Character scores for random 75-taxon minimal tree sets (page 5/9)
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E5.1 cont. Character scores for random 75-taxon minimal tree sets (page 6/9)
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E5.1 cont. Character scores for random 75-taxon minimal tree sets (page 7/9)
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E5.1 cont. Character scores for random 75-taxon minimal tree sets (page 8/9)
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E5.1 cont. Character scores for random 75-taxon minimal tree sets (page 9/9)
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E6.1 Haplotypes from HVR-I nt16065-nt16373 data set found in Oceania (page 1/6)
This table contains details of the 221 haplotypes from the HVR-I nt16065-nt16373 data set which included sequences from 
Oceania. It is ordered firstly by the tentatively assigned haplogroups, and then by haplotype name. The ‘Regions’ column 
is shaded for haplotypes which are found in more than one region and the number of sequences from each region is shown 
in parentheses. The differences to the rCRS for each haplotype were obtained using SequencherTM (Gene Codes Corpora-
tion). 
semoneg tm eritnEsnoigeRpuorgolpaHnSRCr ot secnereffiDepytolpaH
AB119302Balo 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 16293G 3 B4a Other Near Oceania
 ,)4( saciremA ,)2( aisA tsaEa4B7C71261 C98161 AvtC38161 AvtC28161olaB403911BA
Other Near Oceania (1)
AY289083PNG 16093C 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16261T 5 B4a East Asia (4), New Guinea (1) AY289083B4a1a1
DQ372873Trob 16129A 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16261T 19 B4a East Asia (16), Taiwan (2), 
New Guinea (1)
DQ372873B4a1a1
EF077363NZFiji 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16261T 16311C 10 B4a Taiwan (8), Remote Oceania 
(2)
 ,)72( nawiaT ,)5( aisA tsaEa4B35T16261 C71261 C98161 AvtC38161 AvtC28161gnoTZN293770FE
Indonesia (1), Malaysia (1), 
Philippines (3), New Guinea 
(3), Remote Oceania (13)
AJ842745, AY289076, 
DQ372871, DQ372874, 
DQ372875, DQ372877 
allB4a1a1
AB119299Balo 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16246G 16247G 1 B4a1a1PM Other Near Oceania
ainaecO raeN rehtOMP1a1a4B6G74261 C71261 C98161 AvtC38161 AvtC28161olaB303911BA
AB119337Balo 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16242AtvC 16247G 16261T 2 B4a1a1PM Other Near Oceania
AB119345Haap 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16218T 16247G 16261T 1 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania
AB119352Haap 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16248T 16261T 1 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania
AB119366Tong 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 16342C 1 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania
AB119373Tong 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 16362C 1 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania
AB119377Tong 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 16278T 1 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania
AB119381Tong 16126C 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 1 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania
AB119385Tong 16142T 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 1 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania
AF347007Samo 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 16324C 1 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania AF347007B4a1a1PM
AY289069Cook 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 16317G 1 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania
AY289094Samo 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 16352C 1 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania AY289094B4a1a1PM
AY289102Tong 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 16360T 1 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania AY289102B4a1a1PM
AY604118NZSamo 16111T 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 1 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania
AY604140NZMaor 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16242T 16247G 16261T 1 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania
AY604153NZNiue 16181G 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 1 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania
aeniuG weNMP1a1a4B1T16261 G74261 C71261 C98161 AvtC38161kraK848903QD
aeniuG weNMP1a1a4B1T16261 G74261 C98161 AvtC38161 AvtC28161kraK948903QD
DQ309850Kark 16181G 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16247G 16261T 16357C 1 B4a1a1PM New Guinea
DQ309851Kark 16126C 16181G 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16247G 16261T 
16357C
1 B4a1a1PM New Guinea
DQ309852Kark 16126C 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16247G 16261T 1 B4a1a1PM New Guinea
EF077361NZMaor 16086C 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 1 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania
EF077364NZSamo 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 16263C 1 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania
EF077365NZMaor 16092C 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 3 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania
EF077370NZTong 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 16311C 7 B4a1a1PM Other Near Oceania (3), 
Remote Oceania (4)
AY963574B4a1a1PM
EF077372NZSamo 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16249C 16261T 1 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania
EF077381NZCook 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 16291T 2 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania
EF077383NZSamo 16181CtvA 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 1 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania
EF077398NZTong 16163G 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 2 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania
EF077400NZSamo 16093C 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 1 B4a1a1PM Remote Oceania
EF077402NZCook 16182CtvA 16183CtvA 16189C 16217C 16247G 16261T 86 B4a1a1PM New Guinea (2), Other Near 
Oceania (22), Remote 
Oceania (62)
AY289068, AY289077, 
AY289078, AY289080, 
AY289093, DQ372878, 
DQ372881, DQ372886 
All B4a1a1PM
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E6.1 cont. Haplotypes from HVR-I nt16065-nt16373 data set found in Oceania (page 2/6)
semoneg tm eritnEsnoigeRpuorgolpaHnSRCr ot secnereffiDepytolpaH
DQ137411Bour 16077TtvA 16136C 16172C 16183CtvA 16189C 16223T 16311C 
16320T
2 M27a Other Near Oceania DQ137410, 
DQ137411M/M27a
 ,304731QD ,204731QDainaecO raeN rehtOb72M3G99261 C90261 A54161msiB404731QD
DQ137404M/M27b
 ,504731QDainaecO raeN rehtOc72M2C40361 T10361 T32261msiB604731QD
DQ137406M/M27c
ainaecO etomeR82M1C26361 T32261 T841611unaV57174U
ainaecO etomeR82M2C26361 T59261 T32261 T841612sraM67174U
DQ137400Bism 16086C 16129A 16148T 16223T 16320T 16362C 1 M28a Other Near Oceania DQ137400M/M28a
a82M/M104731QDainaecO raeN rehtOa82M1C26361 T32261 T84161 A92161 C68061msiB104731QD
DQ372879Vanu 16086C 16129A 16148T 16223T 16362C 16366T 3 M28a Remote Oceania DQ372879M/M28a
DQ372883Vanu 16086C 16129A 16148T 16223T 16311C 16362C 1 M28a Remote Oceania DQ372883M/M28a
ainaecO etomeRa82M2G34361 C11361 T32261 T84161 A921612unaV17174U
ainaecO etomeRa82M7G34361 T32261 T84161 A921617unaV27174U
ainaecO etomeRa82M1C26361 T55361 T32261 T84161 A921611unaV37174U
U47174Vanu1 16129A 16148T 16223T 16355T 16362C 16365T 1 M28a Remote Oceania
b82M/M893731QDainaecO raeN rehtOb82M1C26361 AvtT81361 T32261 T84161 C39061msiB893731QD
b82M/M993731QDainaecO raeN rehtOb82M1C26361 AvtT81361 T19261 T32261 T84161msiB993731QD
 ,804731QD ,704731QDainaecO raeN rehtO92M3C11361 T32261 C98161 AvtC38161 AvtC28161msiB904731QD
DQ137409M/M29
 ,)4( oenroB ,)4( aisA tsaE7M11T59261 T322611sraM71274U
Taiwan (1), Remote Oceania 
(2)
AY255158M/M7
 ,)91( nawiaT ,)4( oenroBc7M97C26361 T59261 T32261sraM678273QD
Indonesia (38), Malaysia (1), 
Philippines (16), Remote 
Oceania (1)
DQ372876,
AF382012M/M7c
 etomeR ,)4( aisA tsaE8M5T72361 C89261 T32261 C390611kooC98174U
Oceania (1)
AY519490M/M8
 raeN rehtO ,)7( aeniuG weN1P9C75361 T66261 T67161olaB623911BA
Oceania (2)
aeniuG weN1P1C75361 T07261 T66261 C98161 T67161rdiG044911BA
1P/R/N700743FAaeniuG weN1P1C75361 T49261 T66261 T96161 CvtA11161GNP400743FA
AF347005PNG 16176T 16183CtvA 16189C 16223T 16235G 16257T 16266T 16270T 
16354T 16357C
1 P1 New Guinea AF347005N/R/P1
aeniuG weN1P1C75361 T66261 T67161 A01161airI610536JA
aeniuG weN1P1C75361 T07261 T66261 A31261 T67161airI140536JA
AJ635067Iria 16093C 16176T 16225T 16266T 16270T 16318G 16357C 2 P1 New Guinea
aeniuG weN1P1C75361 T07261 T66261airI911536JA
aeniuG weN1P1C75361 T66261 C90261 T67161 C39061airI121536JA
AJ635133Iria 16110A 16176T 16223T 16262T 16266T 16270T 16311C 16357C 1 P1 New Guinea
AJ635142Iria 16176T 16223T 16262T 16266T 16270T 16311C 16357C 5 P1 New Guinea
aeniuG weN1P6C75361 C11361 T07261 T66261 T12261 T67161airI451536JA
AY289092PNG 16176T 16266T 16291T 16292T 16335G 16357C 1 P1 New Guinea AY289092N/R/P1
1P/R/N780982YAaeniuG weN1P2C75361 T45361 T07261 T66261 T75261 T67161GNP58352U
U25386PNG 16176T 16235G 16257T 16264T 16266T 16270T 16304C 16354T 
16357C
1 P1 New Guinea
1P/R/N200743FAaeniuG weN1P2C75361 T66261 G53261 T67161GNP78352U
1P/R/N680982YAaeniuG weN1P2C75361 T49261 T78261 T66261 T67161GNP88352U
ainaecO etomeR1P1C75361 T662611unaV02274U
 etomeR ,)5( aeniuG weN1P7C75361 T66261 C90261 T671612unaV35274U
Oceania (2)
 etomeR ,)1( aeniuG weN1P4C75361 T07261 T66261 T671613unaV45274U
Oceania (3)
ainaecO etomeR1P1C75361 C11361 T19261 T662611unaV06274U
ainaecO etomeR1P1C75361 A47261 T66261 C90261 T671611unaV56274U
ainaecO etomeR1P1C75361 C11361 T19261 T66261 T05261 T671611unaV96274U
 ,880982YAaeniuG weN2P2C75361 T87261 T88161GNP880982YA
AY289084N/R/P2
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E6.1 cont. Haplotypes from HVR-I nt16065-nt16373 data set found in Oceania (page 3/6)
semoneg tm eritnEsnoigeRpuorgolpaHnSRCr ot secnereffiDepytolpaH
3P/R/N190982YAaeniuG weN3P4A54161GNP98352U
AJ635116Iria 16093C 16129A 16148T 16163G 16214T 16223T 16231C 16241G 
16311C
1 Q New Guinea
AJ635137Iria 16129A 16148T 16163G 16214T 16223T 16241G 16311C 2 Q New Guinea
aeniuG weNQ1G14261 T32261 A92161kraK958903QD
U25382PNG 16129A 16145A 16150T 16223T 16241G 16311C 1 Q New Guinea
 aeniuG weN ,)1( aisenodnIQ3C11361 G14261 T32261 A92161GNP38352U
(2)
ainaecO etomeRQ1A91361 G14261 T322611unaV34274U
U47271Vanu1 16223T 16234T 16241G 16269G 16292T 16297C 16311C 16362C 1 Q Remote Oceania
AB119306Balo 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16261T 16265CtvA 16311C 16343G 2 Q1 New Guinea (1), Other Near 
Oceania (1)
AB119308Balo 16129A 16144C 16148T 16174T 16223T 16241G 2 Q1 Other Near Oceania
AB119336Balo 16129A 16144C 16148T 16172C 16174T 16223T 16241G 16259AtvC 
16265CtvA 16300G 16311C 16343G
3 Q1 Other Near Oceania
AJ634998Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16261T 16265CtvA 16291T 16298C 
16311C 16343G
7 Q1 New Guinea
aeniuG weN1Q1G34361 C11361 AvtC56261 C34261 G14261airI000536JA
AJ635006Iria 16092C 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16241G 16265CtvA 16273A 
16274A 16304C 16311C 16343G
1 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635007Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16218T 16223T 16241G 16243C 16265CtvA 
16311C 16343G
1 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635008Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16234T 16241G 16265CtvA  
16311C 16343G
1 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635011Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16263C 16265CtvA  16311C 
16343G
1 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635012Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16261T 16265CtvA 16291T 16298C 
16299G 16311C 16343G 16373A
1 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635013Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16261T 16265CtvA 16291T 16298C 
16299G 16311C 16343G
1 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635019Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16172C 16223T 16224 16241G 16265CtvA 
16311C 16343G
1 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635043Iria 16110A 16129A 16148T 16223T 16241G 16265CtvA 16292T 16311C 
16343G
2 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635045Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16172C 16209C 16223T 16241G 16265CtvA 
16311C 16343G
4 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635048Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16222T 16241G 16265CtvA 16311C 16343G 6 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635051Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16172C 16223T 16241G 16265CtvA 16290T 
16311C 16343G
2 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635055Iria 16129A 16148T 16222T 16241G 16265CtvA 16311C 16343G 5 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635057Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16261T 16265CtvA 16291T 16298C 
16311C 16343G 16373A
1 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635060Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16227G 16241G 16265CtvA 16311C 
16343G
2 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635073Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16213A 16223T 16241G 16265CtvA 16311C 
16343G
3 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635098Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16241G 16265CtvA 16270T 16311C 
16343G
14 Q1 Indonesia (2), New Guinea 
(12)
AJ635099Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16241G 16265CtvA 16270T 16311C 
16343G
1 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635105Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16162G 16174T 16223T 16224C 16241G 
16265CtvA 16311C 16343G
1 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635106Iria 16067T 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16241G 16265CtvA 16311C 
16343G
1 Q1 New Guinea
aeniuG weN1Q1G34361 C11361 AvtC56261 G14261 T32261airI901536JA
AJ635112Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16224C 16241G 16265CtvA 16311C 
16343G
1 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635114Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16222T 16224C 16241G 16265CtvA 16304C 
16311C 16343G
1 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635118Iria 16092C 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16265CtvA 16305G 16311C 
16343G
1 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635125Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16172C 16223T 16265CtvA 16311C 16343G 1 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635143Iria 16092C 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16241G 16265CtvA 16274A 
16311C 16343G
2 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635153Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16241G 16243C 16265CtvA 16311C 
16343G
3 Q1 New Guinea
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E6.1 cont. Haplotypes from HVR-I nt16065-nt16373 data set found in Oceania (page 4/6)
semoneg tm eritnEsnoigeRpuorgolpaHnSRCr ot secnereffiDepytolpaH
AJ635156Iria 16093C 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16241G 16265CtvA 16311C 
16343G
20 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635158Iria 16129A 16144C 16148T 16172C 16223T 16241G 16265CtvA 16270T 
16311C 16343G
14 Q1 Borneo (1), Indonesia (4), 
New Guinea (9)
AJ635159Iria 16144C 16148T 16223T 16241G 16265CtvA 16270T 16311C 2 Q1 New Guinea
AJ635160Iria 16129A 16148T 16241G 16265CtvA 16311C 16343G 1 Q1 New Guinea
AY289075Bour 16129A 16144C 16148T 16241G 16265CtvA 16311C 16343G 8 Q1 Indonesia (6), New Guinea 
(1), Other Near Oceania (1)
AY289075M/Q1
DQ309854Kark 16075C 16129A 16144C 16148T 16221T 16223T 16241G 16261T 
16265CtvA 16311C 16319A 16343G
1 Q1 New Guinea
DQ309855Kark 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16241G 16261T 16265CtvA 16311C 
16343G
1 Q1 New Guinea
U25374PNG 16093C 16129A 16144C 16148T 16209C 16221AtvC 16223T 16241G 
16265CtvA 16311C 16343G
2 Q1 New Guinea AY289081M/Q1
U25375PNG 16129A 16144C 16148T 16187T 16222T 16241G 16265CtvA 16311C 
16343G
2 Q1 New Guinea AY289082M/Q1
U25376PNG 16129A 16144C 16148T 16172C 16223T 16241G 16265CtvA 16311C 
16343G
2 Q1 New Guinea AF347003M/Q1
U25377PNG 16129A 16144C 16148T 16241G 16265CtvA 16311C 16343G 
16362C
2 Q1 New Guinea AY289085M/Q1
U25378PNG 16093C 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16265CtvA 16311C 16343G 
16362C
2 Q1 New Guinea
U25379PNG 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16241G 16265CtvA 16291T 16311C 
16343G
2 Q1 New Guinea
U47164Tahi2 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16241G 16265CtvA 16293G 16311C 
16343G
19 Q1 Remote Oceania DQ372884M/Q1
U47165Tong1 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16241G 16265CtvA 16311C 16343G 41 Q1 Indonesia (4), New Guinea 
(34), Remote Oceania (3)
AY289090, DQ372885 
bothM/Q1
U47166Cook3 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16241G 16265CtvA 16274A 16311C 
16343G
3 Q1 Remote Oceania
U47167Tong2 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16241G 16265CtvA 16311C 2 Q1 Remote Oceania
U47168PNG3 16129A 16148T 16223T 16241G 16265CtvA 16311C 16343G 3 Q1 New Guinea
U47169Vanu1 16129A 16144C 16148T 16223T 16265CtvA 16311C 16343G 1 Q1 Remote Oceania
U47170Vanu2 16129A 16144C 16148T 16265CtvA 16311C 16343G 4 Q1 Remote Oceania DQ372880, DQ372882 
bothM/Q1
ainaecO raeN rehtO2Q1C11361 G14261 T32261 A92161 G66061olaB703911BA
AB119321Balo 16093C 16129A 16174T 16223T 16241G 16311C 1 Q2 Other Near Oceania
ainaecO raeN rehtO2Q6G14261 T32261 C90261 A92161 G66061olaB933911BA
 raeN rehtO ,)1( aeniuG weN2Q2T55361 G14261 T32261 A92161 G66061olaB343911BA
Oceania (1)
AB119367Tong 16066G 16129A 16223T 16241G 16294T 16352C 1 Q2 Remote Oceania
AB119437Gidr 16093C 16129A 16209C 16223T 16241G 16311C 1 Q2 New Guinea
 ,214659YAainaecO raeN rehtO2Q2G14261 T32261 A92161 G66061msiB314659YA
AY956413M/Q2
2Q/M414659YAainaecO raeN rehtO2Q1G14261 T32261 T67161 A92161 G66061msiB414659YA
ainaecO etomeR2Q1G14261 T32261 G660611unaV42274U
AB119444Gidr 16129A 16209C 16223T 16241G 16274A 16311C 5 Q3 New Guinea
U25380PNG 16129A 16209C 16223T 16241G 16311C 16320T 2 Q3 New Guinea AY289089M/Q3
3Q/M870982YAaeniuG weN3Q31C11361 G14261 T32261 C90261 A92161GNP18352U
3Q/M970982YAaeniuG weN3Q2C11361 CvtA24261 G14261 T32261 A92161GNP48352U
ainaecO raeN rehtO1T87261olaB582911BA
ainaecO raeN rehtO3C52361 T93261 T32261 A92161 G66061olaB133911BA
 ,)1( nawiaT ,)1( oenroB01C79261 T32261 A92161 C62161olaB043911BA
Indonesia (3), Malaysia (2), 
Philippines (1), New Guinea 
(1), Other Near Oceania (1)
aeniuG weN1T32261 CvtG76061 G66061rdiG883911BA
aeniuG weN1T72361 T67161rdiG004911BA
aeniuG weN2T32261 G66161 G66061rdiG814911BA
aeniuG weN4T65261 T32261 T48161 T80161rdiG024911BA
aeniuG weN1C75361 T72361 T67161rdiG224911BA
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E6.1 cont. Haplotypes from HVR-I nt16065-nt16373 data set found in Oceania (page 5/6)
semoneg tm eritnEsnoigeRpuorgolpaHnSRCr ot secnereffiDepytolpaH
aeniuG weN1G90361 T68261 C17261 C13261rdiG824911BA
aeniuG weN7C75361 T19161 C98161 T67161rdiG334911BA
aeniuG weN1T65261 T32261 T48161 C39061rdiG244911BA
AJ635002Iria 16145A 16243C 16278T 16293G 16319A 16343G 1 New Guinea
aeniuG weN3T87261 A47261 T06261 T32261 CvtA48161airI300536JA
aeniuG weN1T32261 T84161 A92161airI900536JA
aeniuG weN1T07261 T43261 T32261 G66061airI410536JA
aeniuG weN1A91361airI850536JA
aeniuG weN5T07261 T32261 G66061airI560536JA
)1( aeniuG weN ,)1( oenroB2T87261 T32261 CvtA48161 C39061airI001536JA
AJ635104Iria 16066G 16172C 16173T 16290T 16298C 16232C 1 New Guinea
aeniuG weN1T87261 T32261 C68061 G66061airI801536JA
aeniuG weN1T87261 A47261 T06261 T32261airI111536JA
aeniuG weN1C75361 T02361 T67161airI711536JA
aeniuG weN1T87261 T32261 G66061airI221536JA
aeniuG weN1G53361 T72361 C11361 T19261airI821536JA
aeniuG weN1C75361 T02361 T67161 C27161airI921536JA
)3( aeniuG weN ,)1( aisA tsaE4T32261 G66061airI531536JA
aeniuG weN2C75361 T02361 T65261 T67161airI941536JA
AJ635150Iria 16093C 16172C 16173T 16223T 16247TtvA 16256T 16288C 16355T 2 New Guinea
ainaecO etomeR1T49261 T29261 C62161roaMZN031406YA
ainaecO etomeR1C90261 G26161roaMZN231406YA
ainaecO etomeR1C11361 C42261 C39061roaMZN431406YA
ainaecO etomeR1C11361 C40361 C13261roaMZN631406YA
 ,)4( oenroB ,)6( aisA tsaE39C26361 T19261 T32261kraK068903QD
Japan (1), Taiwan (23), 
Indonesia (46), Malaysia (5), 
Philippines (7), New Guinea 
(1)
AP008561M/D
 aeniuG weN ,)1( aisenodnI2T32261 A92161 C62161kraK268903QD
(1)
 ,)3( oenroB ,)1( aisA tsaE43C26361 C40361 T49261 C27161 A92161kraK368903QD
Taiwan (6), Indonesia (22), 
Philippines (1), New Guinea 
(1)
aeniuG weN1C75361 T19161 T67161 G26161kraK468903QD
 ,)5( oenroB ,)93( aisA tsaE401C26361 T32261kraK568903QD
Japan (30), Taiwan (11), 
Indonesia (13), Philippines 
(5), New Guinea (1)
AY289070M/M9/E, 13 
JapaneseM/D
aeniuG weN1G40361 C88261 A92161 C29061kraK668903QD
aeniuG weN1C24361 A91361kraK768903QD
ainaecO etomeR1G99261 T32261 C90261 C68061oloSZN983770FE
aeniuG weN1T19261 T87261 T32261 CvtA48161GNP09352U
 aisA tsaehtuoS ,)2( aisA tsaE7C40361 C271612qraM87174U
(2), Indonesia (1), Remote 
Oceania (2)
ainaecO etomeR1C40361 C98161 C271611ihaT97174U
 etomeR ,)1( senippilihP2C11361 C40361 C271611gnoT08174U
Oceania (1)
ainaecO etomeR1C362611kooC48174U
ainaecO etomeR1G213611kooC58174U
ainaecO etomeR2C653611kooC68174U
ainaecO etomeR1T46261 T122611kooC78174U
ainaecO etomeR1G96261 T65261 G012611kooC88174U
ainaecO etomeR1T19261 T07261 T812611roaMZN09174U
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E6.1 cont. Haplotypes from HVR-I nt16065-nt16373 data set found in Oceania (page 6/6)
Haplotype Differences to rCRS              n Haplogroup Regions Entire mt genomes
U47191Tahi1 16223T 16290T 16319A 16362C            7 East Asia (4), Japan (2), 
Remote Oceania (1)
U47192Tong1 16235G 16291T 16293G        1                                       Remote Oceania
U47194Marq1 16172C 16223T     1   Remote Oceania
U47195Marq1 16298C 16311C     1   Remote Oceania
U47196Marq1 16126C 16153A 16294T        1     Remote Oceania
U47197Marq1 16223T 16224C 16270T 16274A 16311C               1     Remote Oceania
U47199Vanu1 16176T   1   Remote Oceania
U47200Vanu1 no differences            16 East Asia (7), Indonesia (1), 
New Guinea (4), Remote 
Oceania(4)
DQ372870, DQ372872 
bothN/R/P2
U47202Vanu1 16320T   1  Remote Oceania
U47206Vanu2 16188T 16250T      2 Remote Oceania
U47213Vanu1 16209C 16266T      1 Remote Oceania
U47218Vanu1 16256T 16261T      1 Remote Oceania
U47232Vanu1 16169T 16176T 16209C         1 Remote Oceania
U47233Vanu1 16172C 16223T 16264T        1 Remote Oceania
U47248Vanu1 16290T 16298C 16262C        1 Remote Oceania
U47256Mars1 16214T 16223T 16295T 16362C            1 Remote Oceaniaa
U47261Vanu1 16066G 16129A 16168T 16172C 16223T              1 Remote Oceania
U47264Vanu1 16172C 16223T 16264T 16311C 16320T               1 Remote Oceania
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E6.2 Haplotype details for HVR-I nt16189-nt16373 data set (page 1/4)
This table contains details of the 199 haplotypes from the HVR-I nt16189-nt16370 data set. It is ordered firstly by  assigned 
haplogroup, and then by haplotype name. The differences to the rCRS for each haplotype were obtained using SequencherTM 
(Gene Codes Corporation). 
snoigeRpuorgolpaHnSRCr ot secnereffiDepytolpaH
DQ137409Bism inaecO raeN rehtOa72M/M3C11361T T32261C C98161T a
DQ137411Bour T16189C C16223T T16311C C16320T 2 M/M27a Other Near Oceania
DQ137406Bism inaecO raeN rehtOc72M/M2C40361T T10361C T32261C a
DQ137398Bism inaecO raeN rehtOb82M/M1C26361T Cvt81361A T32261C a
DQ137399Bism C16223T C16291T A16318tvT T16362C 1 M/M28b Other Near Oceania
AB119383Tong  sdnalsI llahsraMc7M/M2T59261C  T32261C (1), Tonga (1)
AF285729pohn C16223T  C16295T T16311C T16362C 1 M/M7c Pohnpei
 sdnalsI llahsraM ,)5( iepnhoP ,)1( itabiriK ,)4( earsoK ,)2( uruaNc7M/M51C26361T T59261C T32261C2sraM67174U
(3)
U47256Mars1 C16214T C16223T  C16295T T16362C 5 M/M7c Kiribati (4), Marshall Islands (1)
AB119321Balo /M5C11361T G14261A T32261C Q New Guinea (3), Other Near Oceania (2)
AB119339Balo /M6G14261A T32261C C90261T Q Other Near Oceania
AB119367Tong C16223T A16241G C16294T T16352C 1 M/Q Tonga
AB119444Gidr T16209C C16223T A16241G G16274A T16311C 5 M/Q New Guinea
AF066319pohn /M3T55361C G14261A T32261C Q New Guinea (1), Other Near Oceania (1), Pohnpei (1)
AF066471vanu /M11G14261A T32261C Q New Guinea (1), Other Near Oceania (3), Vanuatu (7)
AJ635116Iria C16214T C16223T T16231C A16241G T16311C 1 M/Q New Guinea
AJ635137Iria C16214T C16223T A16241G T16311C 2 M/Q New Guinea
AJ635159Iria C16223T A16241G A16265tvC C16270T T16311C 2 M/Q New Guinea
U25380PNG T16209C C16223T A16241G T16311C C16320T 2 M/Q New Guinea
U25381PNG T16209C C16223T A16241G T16311C 14 M/Q New Guinea
U25384PNG C16223T A16241G C16242tvA T16311C 2 M/Q New Guinea
U47167Tong2 C16223T A16241G A16265tvC T16311C 2 M/Q Tonga
U47193tong /M1G14261A T32261C C98161T1 Q Tonga
/M1A91361G G14261A T32261C1unaV34274U Q Vanuatu
U47271Vanu1 C16223T C16234T A16241G A16269G C16292T 
T16297C T16311C T16362C
1 M/Q Vanuatu
AB119306Balo C16223T C16261T A16265tvC T16311C A16343G 2 M/Q1 New Guinea (1), Other Near Oceania (1)
AB119336Balo C16223T A16241G C16259tvA A16265tvC A16300G 
T16311C A16343G
5 M/Q1 Other Near Oceania
AF066448fiji C16223T A16241G A16265tvC T16311C A16343G 
T16362C
1 M/Q1 Fiji
AF066477vanu C16222T A16241G A16265tvC T16311C A16343G 14 M/Q1 New Guinea (13) and Vanuatu (1)
AF285735samo C16223T A16241G A16265tvC T16311C A16343G 72 M/Q1 New Guinea (68), Tonga (1), Samoa (3)
AJ635000Iria C16222T A16241G T16243C A16265tvC T16311C 
A16343G
1 M/Q1 New Guinea
AJ635006Iria C16223T A16241G A16265tvC G16273A G16274A 
T16304C T16311C A16343G
1 M/Q1 New Guinea
AJ635007Iria C16218T C16223T A16241G T16243C A16265tvC 
T16311C A16343G
1 M/Q1 New Guinea
AJ635008Iria C16223T C16234T A16241G A16265tvC T16311C 
A16343G
1 M/Q1 New Guinea
AJ635011Iria C16223T T16263C A16265tvC T16311C A16343G 1 M/Q1 New Guinea
AJ635013Iria C16223T C16261T A16265tvC C16291T T16298C 
A16299G T16311C A16343G
2 M/Q1 New Guinea
AJ635043Iria C16223T A16241G A16265tvC C16292T T16311C 
A16343G
2 M/Q1 New Guinea
AJ635045Iria T16209C C16223T A16241G A16265tvC T16311C 
A16343G
4 M/Q1 New Guinea
AJ635051Iria C16223T A16241G A16265tvC C16290T T16311C 
A16343G
2 M/Q1 New Guinea
AJ635057Iria C16223T C16261T A16265tvC C16291T  T16298C 
T16311C A16343G
8 M/Q1 New Guinea
AJ635060Iria C16223T A16227G A16241G A16265tvC T16311C 
A16343G
2 M/Q1 New Guinea
AJ635073Iria G16213A C16223T A16241G A16265tvC T16311C 
A16343G
3 M/Q1 New Guinea
AJ635099Iria C16223T A16241G A16265tvC C16270T T16311C 
A16343G
1 M/Q1 New Guinea
AJ635112Iria C16223T T16224C A16241G A16265tvC T16311C 
A16343G
3 M/Q1 New Guinea
AJ635114Iria C16222T A16241G A16265tvC T16304C T16311C 
A16343G
1 M/Q1 New Guinea
AJ635118Iria C16223T A16265tvC A16305G T16311C A16343G 1 M/Q1 New Guinea
AJ635153Iria C16223T A16241G T16243C A16265tvC T16311C 
A16343G
3 M/Q1 New Guinea
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AY289075Bour A16241G A16265tvC T16311C A16343G 3 M/Q1 New Guinea (2), Other Near Oceania (1)
DQ309854Kark C16221T C16223T A16241G C16261T A16265tvC 
T16311C G16319A A16343G
1 M/Q1 New Guinea
DQ309855Kark C16223T A16241G C16261T A16265tvC T16311C 
A16343G
1 M/Q1 New Guinea
U25374PNG T16209C C16221tvA C16223T A16241G A16265tvC 
T16311C A16343G
2 M/Q1 New Guinea
U25376PNG C16223T A16241G G16255A A16265tvC T16311C 
A16343G
2 M/Q1 New Guinea
U25377PNG A16241G A16265tvC T16311C A16343G T16362C 2 M/Q1 New Guinea
U25378PNG C16223T A16265tvC T16311C A16343G T16362C 2 M/Q1 New Guinea
U25379PNG C16223T A16241G A16265tvC C16291T T16311C 
A16343G
2 M/Q1 New Guinea
U47164NZMaor1 C16223T A16241G A16265tvC A16293G T16311C 
A16343G
16 M/Q1 Samoa (1), Other East Polynesia (2), Cook Islands (12), New 
Zealand (1)
U47166Cook3 C16223T A16241G A16265tvC G16274A T16311C 
A16343G
5 M/Q1 New Guinea (2), Cook Islands (3)
U47169Vanu1 C16223T A16265tvC T16311C A16343G 12 M/Q1 New Guinea (1), Yap (9), Pohnpei (1), Fiji (1)
U47170Vanu2 A16265tvC T16311C A16343G 4 M/Q1 Vanuatu
AB119346Haap T16189C T16217C C16261 T16311C 2 N/R/B4a Fiji (1), Tonga (1)
AF066241kosr T16189C T16217C C16278T T16311C 1 N/R/B4a Kosrae
AF066260mars T16189C T16217C C16261T C16301T 1 N/R/B4a Marshall Islands
AF066270mars T16189C T16217C C16261T T16362C 1 N/R/B4a Marshall Islands
AF066322pohn 4B/R/N51T87261C C71261T C98161T a Yap (15), Nauru (2), Kiribati (1), Pohnpei (1)
AF066561pala T16189C T16217C C16261T G16319A 3 N/R/B4a Palau
AF285719pala 4B/R/N11G98261A C71261T C98161T a Palau
 iepnhoP ,)1( itabiriK ,)3( ualaP  ,)1( paY ,)1( ainaecO raeN rehtOa4B/R/N52C71261T C98161T8apak84174U
(2), Kapingamarangi (17)
 ,)2( uruaN ,)1( sanairaM ,)9( ualaP ,)13( paY ,)5( aeniuG weNa4B/R/N411T16261C C71261T C98161T2roaMZN05174U
Kosrae (2), Kiribati (7), Pohnpei (1), Marshall Islands (9), 
Kapingamarangi (13), Vanuatu (5), Tonga (6), Samoa (5), 
Marquesas (1), Other east Polynesia (2), Cook Islands (10), New 
Zealand (5)
U47154cook1 T16189C T16217C C16261T A16312G 1 N/R/B4a Cook Islands
AB119299Balo T16189C T16217C A16246G A16247G 1 N/R/B4a1a1PM Other Near Oceania
AB119302Balo T16189C T16217C A16247G C16261T A16293G 3 N/R/B4a1a1PM Other Near Oceania
AB119337Balo T16189C T16217C C16242tvA  A16247G C16261T 2 N/R/B4a1a1PM Other Near Oceania
AB119345Haap T16189C T16217C C16218T A16247G C16261T 1 N/R/B4a1a1PM Tonga
AB119352Haap T16189C T16217C A16247G C16248T C16261T 5 N/R/B4a1a1PM Nauru (4), Tonga (1)
AB119377Tong T16189C T16217C A16247G C16261T C16278T 1 N/R/B4a1a1PM Tonga
AF066106yap T16189C T16217C A16247G C16261T G16274A 1 N/R/B4a1a1PM Yap
AF066209yap T16189C T16217C A16247G C16261T G16319A 24 N/R/B4a1a1PM Yap
AF066235kosr T16189C T16217C C16218T A16247G C16261T 
C16287T
1 N/R/B4a1a1PM Kosrae
AF066279naur T16189C T16217C A16247G C16248T C16259T 
C16261T
1 N/R/B4a1a1PM Nauru
AF066293naur T16189C T16217C A16247G C16261T C16295T 1 N/R/B4a1a1PM Nauru
AF066584pala T16189C T16217C A16247G C16262T 2 N/R/B4a1a1PM Palau
AF285734samo T16189C T16217C A16247G C16261T C16262T 1 N/R/B4a1a1PM Samoa
AF285737samo T16189C T16217C A16247G C16294T 1 N/R/B4a1a1PM Samoa
AF285739samo T16189C T16217C A16247G C16261T T16263C 3 N/R/B4a1a1PM Samoa
AF347007Samo T16189C T16217C A16247G C16261T T16324C 1 N/R/B4a1a1PM Samoa
AY289069Cook T16189C T16217C A16247G C16261T A16317G 1 N/R/B4a1a1PM Cook Islands
AY289094Samo T16189C T16217C A16247G C16261T T16352C 1 N/R/B4a1a1PM Samoa
AY289102Tong T16189C T16217C A16247G C16261T C16360T 1 N/R/B4a1a1PM Tonga
AY604140NZMaor T16189C T16217C C16242T A16247G C16261T 1 N/R/B4a1a1PM New Zealand
DQ309851Kark T16189C A16247G C16261T T16357C 2 N/R/B4a1a1PM New Guinea
DQ309852Kark eniuG weNMP1a1a4B/R/N2T16261C G74261A C98161T a
EF077370NZTong T16189C T16217C A16247G C16261T T16311C 8 N/R/B4a1a1PM Other Near Oceania (3), Fiji (1), Tonga (4)
EF077372NZSamo T16189C T16217C A16247G T16249C C16261T 1 N/R/B4a1a1PM Samoa
U47155nzmaor20 T16189C T16217C A16247G C16261T 340 N/R/B4a1a1PM Papua New Guinea (2), Karkar is (1), Balopa Is (22), Yap (53), 
Palau (33), Marianas (4), Nauru (15), Kosrae (4), Kiribati (5), 
Pohnpei (6), Marshall Is (3), Kapingamarangi (3), Vanuatu (8), 
Fiji (6), Tonga (35), Samoa (30), Marquesas (12), Other east 
Polynesia (12), Niue (2), Cook Is (54), New Zealand (32)
U47156mars1 T16189C T16217C A16247G C16261T C16287T 21 N/R/B4a1a1PM Kosrae (9), Marshall Islands (12)
U47157cook1 T16189C T16217C A16247G C16261T C16291T 3 N/R/B4a1a1PM Tonga (1), Cook Islands (2)
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U47158samo1 T16189C T16217C A16247G C16261T C16354tvA 1 N/R/B4a1a1PM Samoa
U47159samo1 T16189C T16217C A16247G C16261T G16274tvC 1 N/R/B4a1a1PM Samoa
U47160samo1 T16189C T16217C A16247G C16261T T16342C 3 N/R/B4a1a1PM Tonga (1), Samoa (2)
U47162samo1 T16189C T16217C A16247G C16261T T16362C 3 N/R/B4a1a1PM Pohnpei (1), Tonga (1), Samoa (1)
)1( sdnalsI kooC ,)1( aisenyloP tsae rehtO ,)6( inaecO raeN rehtOMP1a1a4B/R/N8G74261A C71261T C98161T1kooc36174U
AB119440Gidr T16189C C16266T C16270T T16357C 1 N/R/P1 New Guinea
AF066120yap G16255A C16259tvG C16266T C16270T T16357C 1 N/R/P1 Yap
AF066226kiri C16259tvG C16266T C16270T G16319A T16357C 1 N/R/P1 Kiribati
AF066301naur C16259tvG C16266T C16270T T16357C 3 N/R/P1 Yap (2), Nauru (1)
AF066459vanu C16266T C16291T T16311C T16357C 2 N/R/P1 Vanuatu
AF066462vanu T16263C C16266T C16291T T16311C T16357C 1 N/R/P1 Vanuatu
AF066636pala C16266T C16270T T16311C T16357C 2 N/R/P1 Palau
AF285714pala C16266T C16270T C16301T T16357C 2 N/R/P1 Palau
AF347004PNG eniuG weN1P/R/N1C75361T T49261C T66261C a
AF347005PNG T16189C C16223T A16235G C16257T C16266T 
C16270T C16354T T16357C
1 N/R/P1 New Guinea
AJ635041Iria G16213A C16266T C16270T T16357C 1 N/R/P1 New Guinea
AJ635067Iria C16225T C16266T C16270T A16318G T16357C 2 N/R/P1 New Guinea
AJ635142Iria C16223T C16262T C16266T C16270T T16311C 
T16357C
6 N/R/P1 New Guinea
AJ635154Iria C16221T C16266T C16270T T16311C T16357C 6 N/R/P1 New Guinea
AY289092PNG C16266T C16291T C16292T A16335G T16357C 1 N/R/P1 New Guinea
U25385PNG C16257T C16266T C16270T C16354T T16357C 2 N/R/P1 New Guinea
U25386PNG A16235G C16257T C16264T C16266T C16270T 
T16304C C16354T T16357C
1 N/R/P1 New Guinea
eniuG weN1P/R/N2C75361T T66261C G53261AGNP78352U a
U25388PNG C16266T C16287T C16294T T16357C 2 N/R/P1 New Guinea
 aeniuG weN1P/R/N11C75361T T66261C1unaV02274U (8), Other Near Oceania (2), Vanuatu (1)
 aeniuG weN1P/R/N15C75361T T07261C T66261C3unaV45274U (14), Palau (34), Vanuatu (3)
U47265Vanu1 T16209C C16266T G16274A T16357C 1 N/R/P1 Vanuatu
U47269Vanu1 C16250T C16266T C16291T T16311C T16357C 1 N/R/P1 Vanuatu
AB119285Balo inaecO raeN rehtO1T87261C a
AB119331Balo inaecO raeN rehtO3C52361T T93261C T32261C a
AB119340Balo  aeniuG weN2C79261T T32261C (1), Other Near Oceania (1)
AB119365Tong  utaunaV3C26361T T66361C T32261C (1), Tonga (2)
AB119400Gidr eniuG weN1C52361T a
AB119422Gidr eniuG weN1C75361T T72361C a
AB119428Gidr T16231C T16271C C16286T A16309G 1 New Guinea
AB119442Gidr eniuG weN5T65261C T32261C a
AF066390yap aY4T32261C G91261A p
AF066474vanu  aeniuG weN9C75361T (8), Vanuatu (1)
 ,)9( sanairaM ,)4( paY ,)1( ainaecO raeN rehtO ,)1( aeniuG weN72C26361T T32261Cunav874660FA
Vanuatu (11)
AF066517mari T16209C C16223T A16302G T16362C 3 Marianas
AF066521mari sanairaM1G53361A C40361T T65261C
AF066537pala alaP1T78261C C98161T u
AF066542pala alaP1C98161T u
AF066553pala alaP1T45361C C79261T T32261C u
AF066587pala alaP1C26361T C17261T T32261C u
AF066588pala C16223T G16274A T16311C A16317G T16362C 5 Palau
AF066595pala alaP1C75361T T07261C u
AF066639pala aY01C34261T C98161T p (5), Palau (5)
AF066640pala  aeniuG weN3C26361T C40361T T49261C (1), Palau (2)
AF285672mars dnalsI llahsraM1T07261C C98161T s
AF285753yap aY5C26361T p
AJ635002Iria T16243C C16278T A16293G G16319A A16343G 1 New Guinea
AJ635014Iria eniuG weN1T07261C T43261C T32261C a
AJ635058Iria eniuG weN1A91361G a
AJ635065Iria eniuG weN5T07261C T32261C a
AJ635111Iria C16223T C16260T G16274A C16278T 4 New Guinea
AJ635122Iria eniuG weN3T87261C T32261C a
AJ635128Iria C16291T T16311C T16325C A16335G 1 New Guinea
AJ635129Iria eniuG weN2C75361T T02361C a
AJ635149Iria eniuG weN2C75361T T02361C T65261C a
AJ635150Iria C16223T C16256T T16288C C16355T 2 New Guinea
eniuG weN2C75361T T87261CGNP880982YA a
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AY604130NZMaor nalaeZ weN1T49261C T29261C d
AY604132NZMaor  utaunaV2C90261T (1), New Zealand (1)
AY604133NZMaor 13 New Guinea (8), Vanuatu (4), New Zealand (1)
AY604134NZMaor nalaeZ weN1C11361T C42261T d
AY604135NZMaor  sdnalsI kooC2C65361T (1), New Zealand (1)
AY604136NZMaor nalaeZ weN1C11361T C40361T C13261T d
DQ137400Bism inaecO raeN rehtO1C26361T T02361C T32261C a
DQ137404Bism inaecO raeN rehtO3G99261A C90261T a
DQ309860Kark eniuG weN1C26361T T19261C T32261C a
DQ309866Kark T16288C T16304tvG 1 New Guinea
DQ309867Kark eniuG weN1C24361T A91361G a
EF077389NZSolo inaecO raeN rehtO1G99261A T32261C C90261T a
eniuG weN1T19261C T87261C T32261CGNP09352U a
 uruaN5C26361T C11361T T32261C2unaV17174U (2), Vanuatu (3)
taunaV1C26361T T55361C T32261C1unaV37174U u
U47174Vanu1 C16223T C16355T C16365T T16362C 1 Vanuatu
U47178Marq raM2C40361T2 quesas
loP tsaE rehtO1C40361T C98161T1ihaT97174U ynesia
U47180Tong noT1C11361T C40361T1 ga
sdnalsI kooC1C36261T1kooC48174U
sdnalsI kooC1G21361A1kooC58174U
sdnalsI kooC1T46261C T12261C1kooC78174U
sdnalsI kooC1G96261A T65261C G01261A1kooC88174U
sdnalsI kooC1C52361T C89261T T32261C1kooC98174U
nalaeZ weN1T19261C T07261C T81261C1roaMZN09174U d
U47191Tahi1 C16223T C16290T G16319A T16362C 1 Other East Polynesia
U47192Tong noT1G39261A T19261C G53261A1 ga
U47194Marq  aeniuG weN01T32261C1 (8), Vanuatu (1), Marquesas (1)
U47195Marq raM1C11361T C89261T1 quesas
U47196Marq raM1T49261C1 quesas
U47197Marq1 C16223T T16224C C16270T G16274A T16311C 1 Marquesas
taunaV1T02361C1unaV20274U u
taunaV2T05261C2unaV60274U u
taunaV1T66261C C90261T1unaV31274U u
taunaV1T16261C T65261C1unaV81274U u
taunaV1T46261C T32261C1unaV33274U u
taunaV1T49261C T32261C C98161T1unav63274U u
taunaV1Avt09261C C98161T1unav04274U u
 aeniuG weN2C26361T C89261T T09261C1unaV84274U (1), Vanuatu (1)
 aeniuG weN9C75361T C90261T2unaV35274U (6), Fiji (1), Vanuatu (2)
U47264Vanu1 C16223T C16264T T16311C C16320T 1 Vanuatu
